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Preface 

Chemistry is the subject which is involved in every kind 
of element which we are able to see or not, tangible or 
intangible. In a way this subject concerns everybody. 
The dictionary, which we are presenting, takes care of 
this fact. This dictionary is formulated in such a way 
that every kind of reader, be a student, a teacher, a re
searcher or any other who is remotely concerned with 
the subject will find it useful. The presentation of facts 
is simple and non-technical. Besides defining the terms 
we have also provided pictorial presentation of ,many 
terms, which will help the reader to extract the crust of 
the definition. Apart from that these images are a kind 
of supplementary definitions for a particular term. These 
are used as a tool to enhance the reader's knowledge 
with some extra information. The images also provide 
spatial distribution of some compound, their crystal struc
ture, their orientations in three-dimensional space, etc. 
This dictionary contains more than 2000 terms. All the 
definitions are well researched, simple and exhaustive. 
It provides all sorts of information concerning chemis
try, and rdated subjects. All possible information is in
cluded with utmost accuracy. 
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This dictionary has been developed with great deal of 
effort, with lot of hard work in developing the contents. 
A response for this effort is greatly anticipated. 
With this we hope readers will enjoy reading this dictio
nary and found it more information than any other ex
isting ones. 

11-=-====-'-=-=== ______ === Chemistry 



II J.I. I tlbsolute error 

./L 
the letter "/L" when used as a 
prefix before a unit symbol in
dicates a multiplier of 10-6 . Ab
breviation of "micro". 

./LA 
symbol and abbreviation of mi
croampere (= 10-6 ampere, one 
millionth of an ampere). 

./LC 
symbol and abbreviation of mi
crocoulomb (= 10-6 coulomb, 
one millionth of a coulomb). 

./LF 
symbol and abbreviation of mi
crofarad (= 10-6 farad, one mil
lionth of a farad). 

./LV 
symbol and abbreviation of mi
crovolt (= 10-6 volt, one mil
lionth of a volt) . 

• 2D scenario 

5 

~ These two compounds are 
; dearly not mirror images (2D 
: enantiomers) but are still ste
~ reoisomers of each other. They 
; are therefore 2D diastereomers. 

; • 3D scenario 
: the a-amino acid 2-amino-3-
~ methylpentanoic acid has 2 
I asymmetric centres indicated by 
: the asterisks. (A maximum of 
~ 2n different compound .. , where 
I n = number of dural centres ex-
~ ist). 

.~ • abrasive 
: a very hard, brittle, heat-resis
~ tant substance that is used to 

grind the edges or rough sur
faces of an object. boron car

I bide, diamond, and corundum 
I are abrasives. 

the old term used to describe 
these compounds was 'Geo
metrical Isomer'. It is still I 

commonly encountered, espe- I 
. • absolute error cially in older text books and 

those trained from them. It is I absolute uncertainty The un-
however an unnecessary com
plication as the term diastere
omer adequately describes 
such compounds. 

I certainty in a measurement, 
expressed with appropriate 

I units . For example, jf three 
I replicate weights for an object 

are 1.00 g, 1.05 g, and 0.95 g. 

Chemistry ===================== il 
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the absolute error can be ex- I • absorption 
pressed as ± 0.05 g. Absolute ; 1. penetration of molecules 
error is also used to express: into the bulk of a solid or liq
inaccuracies; for example, if ~ uid, forming either a solution 
the "true value" is 1.11 g and I or compound. Absorption can 
the measured value is 1.00 g, be a chemical process (a strong 
the absolute error could be solution ofNaOH absorbs CO2 

written as 1.00 g _ 1.11 g = _ I from the air) or a physical pro-
0.11 g. Note that when abso- I cess (palladium absorbs hydro
lute errors are associated with gen gas). 

I 2. capture and transformation 
of energy by a substance; for 
example, copper looks reddish 

I because it absorbs blue light. An 
absorbent captures another 
material and distributes it 

• absolute temperature I throughout; an adsorbent cap
temperature measured on a I tures another material and dis
scale that sets absolute zero tributes it on its surface only. 

indeterminate errors , they 
are preceded with "±"; when I 

they are associated with deter
minate errors, they are pre
ceded by their sign. 

as zero. In the SI system, the 
kelvin scale is used to mea- I 

sure absolute temperature . 

• absolute zero 

• absorption spectrum 
a plot that shows how much 
radiation a substance absorbs at 
different wavelengths. Absorp-

(0 K), the temperature at 
which the volume of an ideal 
gas becomes zero; a theoreti- I 

cal coldest temperature that 
can be approached but never 
reached. Absolute zero is zero I 

on the Kelvin scale, -273.1S oC I 

on the Celsius scale, and -
459.67°F on the Fahrenheit tion spectra are unique for each 

I element and compound and scale. 

11_- ___ =============-==== Ch • .,nist,"y 



II a&CUmcy I acidanhydrUk 7 

they are often used as chemical I simple organic acid that gives 
"fingerprints" in analytical I vinegar its characteristic odour 
chemistry. The spectrum can and flavour. Glacial acetic acid 
represented by a plot of either I is pure acetic acid. 
absorbance or transmittance I 

versus wavelength, frequency, 
or wavenumber. 

- accuracy 
accuracy is the correctness of a I 

single measurement. The accu- I 

racy of a measurement is as
sessed by comparing the mea
surement with the true or ac
cepted value, based on evidence 
independent of the measure
ment. The closeness of an aver
age to a true value is referred 
to as "trueness". 

~ - achiral 
; the opposite of 'Chiral'. An 
: achiral molecule has a 
~ superimposable (identical) mir
I ror image. It is optically inac
: tive. 
I 

: - acid 
- acetate 
(CH3COO-, C2H 30 2-) acetate 
ion. 
1. an ion formed by removing 
the acidic hydrogen of acetic 
acid, HC2H 30 r 
2. a compound derived by re
placing the acidic hydrogen in 
acetic acid. 
3. a fiber made of cellulose ac
etate. 

- acetic acid 
CH,lCOOH, HC 2H 30 2 

ethanoic acid; "inegar acid; 
mcthanecarboxdic acid. A 

I 
Latin. word acidus, meaning 

I sour. 
1. a compound which releases 
hydrogen ions (H +) in solution 

I (Arrhenius). 
2. a compound containing de
tachable hydrogen IOns 

I (Bronsted-Lowry). 
3. a compound dlat can accept 
a pair of electrons from a base 

I (Lcwis). 

~ - acid anhydride 
; non-metallic oxides or organic 
: compounds that react with wa-

ter to form acids. For cxample, 
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S02' co2, P 205' and S03 are I impart a tart, acid taste. Phos
the acid anhydrides of sulphur- I phoric acid is an acidulant 
ous, carbonic, phosphoric, and added to cola drinks. 
sulphuric acids, respectively. I • actinide 
Acetic anhydride (CH3CO)20 ) I elements 89-102 are called ac
reacts with water to form ace-
tic acid. I tinides. Electrons added during 

the Aufbau construction of ac
• acid dissociation constant tinide atoms go into the Sf 
symbolised as K •.. Also known I subshel1. Actinides are unstable 
as acid ionisation constant. The I and undergo radioactive decay. 
equilibrium constant for the dis- The most common actinides on 
sociation of an acid into a hy- I Earth are uranium and th'o
drogen ion and an anion. For I rium. 
example, the acid dissociation 
constant for acetic acid is the I • activated charcoal 
equilibrium constant for also known as activated carbon; 
HC2H 30 2(aq) ~ H+(aq) + active carbon. A porous form of 
C2H 30 2-(aq), which is Ka a I carbon that acts as a powerful 
[H+][C2H302-]/[HC2H302]· I adsorbent, used to decolourise 
• acid halide liquids, recover solvents, and 
acid chloride; acyl halide; acyl remove toxins from water and 
chloride. Compounds contain- I air. 
ing a carbonyl group bound to I • activated complex 
a halogen atom. transition state. An intermedi-

• acidbase indicator 
a weak acid that has acid and 
base forms with sharply differ
ent colours. Changes in pH 
around the acid's pK. are "indi
cated" by colour changes. 

• acidulant 
a substance added to food or 
beverages to lower pH and to 

ate structure formed in the con
I version of reactants to products. 
I The activated complex is the 

structure at the maximum en
ergy point along the reaction 

I path; the activation energy is 
the difference between the en
ergies of the activated complex 

I and the reactants. 

1/ ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;======== Chemistry 
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• activation energy ~ • adhesion 
for the forward reaction is the I attraction between different 
energy required to go from re
actants to the transition state. 
The activation energy for the 
reverse reaction is the energy 
required to go from products to 
the transition state. 

substances on either side of a 
I phase houndary. 

~ • adiabat 
i a line on an indicator diagram 
: that represents an adiabatic Pro
I . cess. 

• activity ~ • adiabatic 
an effective concentration I adiabatic process; isentropic 
used in thermodynamic calcu- process. A process that neither 
lations in place of the actual absorbs nor releases energy 
concentration to allow equa- I into the surroundings. For ex
tions developed for ideal so- : ample, a chemical reaction tak
lutions to be used to treat real ing place in a closed thermos 
solutions. I bottle can be considered adia-

• addition compound batic. Very fast processes can 
often be considered adiabatic 

~ with respect to heat exchange 
i with the surroundings, because 
: heat exchange is not instanta
I . neous. 

an addition compound contains 
two or more simpler com
pounds that can be packed in a 
defInite ratio into a crystal. A 
dot is used to separate the COm
pounds in the formula. For ~x- ~ • adsorbent 
ample, ZnS0

4
'7 H

2
0 is an ad- I a substance that collects mol

dition compound of zinc sul- ecules of another substance on 
phate and water. This repre- its surface. For example, gases 
scnts a compound, and not a I that make water taste bad are 
mixture, because there is a defi- I strongly adsorbed on activated 
nite1:7 ratio of zinc sulphate charcoal granules in water fil-

to water in the compound. Hy-
drates are a common type of 
addition compound. 

I ters. 

I • adsorption 
: adsorption is collection of a 

substance on the surface of a 

Chemistry =========== II 
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solid or a liquid. For example, I 

gases tha t make wa ter tas te I 

bad are strongly adsorbed on 
charcoal granules in water fil- I 

ters. 

RntItWn I aliphatic II 

• alcohol 
an alcohol is an organic com

• aeration I pound with a carbon bound to 
preparation of a saturated so
lution of air gases by either 
spraying the solution in air or I 

by bubbling air through it. 

a hydroxyl group. Examples 
are methanol, CH30H; etha
nol, CH3CH20H; propanol, 
CH

3
CH

2
CH 20H. Com-

pounds with -OH attached to 
• aerosol 

I an aromatic ring are called 
phenols rather than alcohols. a colloid in which solid particles 

or liquid droplets are suspended I 

in a gas. Smoke is an example I 

of a solid aerosol; fog is an ex
ample of a liquid aerosol. 

• aldehyde 

• agar 
a gel made from seaweed used I 

an aldehyde is an organic com
I pound with a carbon bound to 
I a -(C=O)-H group. Examples 

are formaldehyde (HCHO), 
acetaldehyde, CH3CHO, and 

I benzaldehyde, C
6
H

6
CHo. 

to make salt bridges. 

• -al 

• aliphatic 
a suffix added to the systematic I 

names of organic compounds 
that contain an aldehyde group 

I an organic compound that does 
not contain ring structures. 



II alUjuot I alkene 

• aliquot 
a sample of precisely deter
mined amount taken from a 
material. 

• alkali metal 

11 

*================ 
~ • alkaline earth metal 
; (alkali metal) The Group 2 el
: ements, beryllium (Be), mag
~ nesium (Mg), calcium (Ca), 
; strontium (Sr), barium (Ba), 
: and radium (Ra) form alkaline 
~ oxides and hydroxides and are 
I called "alkaline earth metals". 

I • alkalinity 
~ a measure of a material's abil
: ity to neutralise acids. Alkalini
~ ties are usually determined us
; ing titration. 

~ • alkane 
: paraffin. Compare with hydro
~ carbon and alkene. A series of 

(alkaline earth metal) alkali 
metal element. The Group 1 
elements, lithium (Li), sodium 
(Na), potassium (K), rubidium 
(Rb), cesium (Cs), and fran
cium (Fr) react with cold water 
for form strongly alkaline hy
droxide solutions, and are re
ferred to as "alkali metals". I 

Hydrogen is not considered an 
alkali metal, despite its position 
on some periodic tables. 

; organic compounds with gen
: eral formula C H2 2. Alkane n n+ 

~ names end with -ane. Examples 
; are propane (with n=3) and 
: octane (with n=8). 
I 

Methyl Propane 

• alkaline 
having a pH greater than 7. 

• alkaline earth I 
an oxide of an alkaline earth . • alkene 
metal , which produces an al- I a compound that consists of 
kaline solution in rea~tion with : only carbon and hydrogen, that 

I . I water. : contams at east one carbon-car-

Chemistry =~~~~===~;;;;;;;;;;; II 
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bon double bond. Alkene names I 

end with -ene. Examples are I 

ethylene (CH2 =CH2); I-pro
pene (CH

2
=CH

2
CH

3
), and 2- I 

octane (CH3CH2 =CH 2 I 

(CH2)4CH3)' 

contains at least one carbon-car
bon triple bond. Alkyne names 
end with -yne. Examples are 
acetylene (CHCH); I-propyne 
(CH2CH2CH3), and 2-octyne 
(CH3CH2CH2(CH1)4CH3)' 

- alkoxide 
(RO- M+) alkoxide ion. An ~ 
ionic compound formed by I 

removal of hydrogen ions: 
from the hydroxyl group in an ~ 
alcohol using reactive metals, I 

e.g. sodium. For example, po- ~ 
tassium metal reacts with: - allo 
methanol (CH OH) to pro- ~ a preftx that designates the more 
duce potassiu:U methoxide ; stable of a pair of geometric iso-
(KOCH

3
). mers. allo- is sometimes used 

_ alkyl ~ less precisely to designate iso-

(-C H ) alkyl gr A 0-; mers or close relatives of a com-
n 2n+l oup. m. d 

lecular fragment derived from ; poun . 
an alkane by dropping a hydro- : _ allobar 
gen atom from the formula. Ex- ~ a form of an element that ~as 
amples are methyl (CH3) and ; isotopic abundances that are 
ethyl (CH1CH3) · ~ different from the naturally 

...... -

occuring form. For example, 
I "depleted" uranium has had 
I most of the uranium-235 re

moved, and is an allobar of 
I al . ; natur uraruum. 
I 
: - allorner 
I allomerism. Substances with 

- alkyne : 
a compound that consists of I different chemical composition 
only carbon and hydrogen, that ~ but the same crystalline form. 

II ========= Chemistry 
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*================ 
_ allotrope ~ - alpha particle 
allotropy; allotropic; allotro- (\He) a particle that is com
pismo Compare with isotope monly ejected from radioactive 
and polymorph . Some ele- nuclei, consisting of two protons 
ments occur in several distinct and two neutrons. Alpha par
forms called allotropes. Allo- ticles are helium nuclei. Alpha 
tropes have different chemi- particles have a mass of 6.644 
cal and physical properties. 655 98 x 10-27 kg or 4.001 506 
For example, graphite and dia- I 1747 atomic mass units. 

mond are allotropes of car- : _ alpha ray 

bon. ~ (a -ray) alpha radiation. A stream 
- alloy I of alpha particles. Alpha rays rap-
alloying; alloyed. Compare ~ idly dissipate their energy as they 
with amalgam. A mixture pass through materials, and are 
containing mostly metals. For ~ far less penetrating than beta par
example, brass is an alloy of ; ticles and gamma rays . 
copper and zinc. Steel contains 
iron and other metals, but also 
carbon. 

- allyl 
allylic; allyl group; allyl radical. 

; - amalgam 
: an alloy that contains mercury. 
I 

: - amide 
~ an amide is an organic com
; pound that contains a carbonyl 
: group bound to nitrogen: . The 
~ simplest arnides are formaffiide 
; (HCONH2) and acetamide 

A molecular fragment derived 
by removing a methyl hydrogen 
from propene (-CH2-
CH2=CH2). For example, "al
lyl chloride" is 3-chloropropene, I 

CI-CH -CH =CH 

(CH3CONH2)· 

2 2 2. 
? ?-

c ... ....c .... ..H --CH,....c ... H.J4 , ,. 
H H 

Allyl cation 

~.~charJ-

1.2 .ddi~OCl 1.4 additi 0. IT 
H-+I,C/, C '-CH

l 

Chemistry ========== II 
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================* amine I ampere " 

- amine I mines; amines differ in that the 
compare with ammine. An ammonia nitrogen is directly 
amine is an organic compound bound to a carbon atom. 
that contains a nitrogen atom _ ammonia 
bound only to carbon and pos- I _ NH

3
, pure NH3 is a colourless 

sibly hydrogen atoms. Ex- I gas with a sharp, characteristic 
amples are methylamine, odour. It is easily liquified by 
CH3NH2; dimethylamine, I pressure, and is very soluble in 
CH3NHCH3; and trimethy- I water. Ammonia acts as a weak 
lamine, (CH3)3N . base. Aqueous solutions of 

- amino acid ammonia are (incorrectly) re-
amino acids are molecules that I ferred to as "ammonium hy
contain at least one amine droxide". 
group (-NH2) and at least one _ ammonium ion 
carboxylic acid group (- I 

COOH). When these groups 
are both attached to the same 

NH4 +, ammonium. NH4 + is a 
I cation formed by neutralisation 

of ammonia , which acts as a 
weak base. carbon, the acid is an -amino I 

acid. -amino acids are the basic I 

building blocks of proteins. - amorphous 
I a solid that does not have a re-

- ammine 

I pea ring, regular three-dimen
sional arrangement of atoms, 

I molecules, or ions. 

- ampere 
I the SI wlit of electric current , 

equal to flow of 1 coulomb of 
charge per second. An ampere 

I is the amOlmt of current neces
sary to produce a force of 0.2 
micronewtons per meter be

I tween two arbitrarily long, ar-
a metal ion complex containing 
ammonia as a ligand. The am
monia nitrogen is bound di- I 

rectly to a metal ion in am-

bitrarily thin wires, placed par
allel in a vacuum and exactly 1 

I
i, -===========-== _ Chetnim:v 
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*================ 
m apart. Named for 19th cen
tury physicist Andre Marie 
Ampere. 

~ height of a peak or the depth 
; of a trough, relative to the 
: zero displacement line. 
I 

• amphiprotic solvent 
solvents that exhibit both acidic I 

and basic properties; I 

amphiprotic solvents undergo 
autoprotolysis. Examples are 
water, ammonia, and ethanol. I 

• amphoteric 

l~_ 

I_~_ 

"§ 

tLrw:v 
a substance that can act as ei
ther an acid or a base in a reac
tion. For example, aluminium 
hydroxide can neutralise min
eral acids ( Al(OH)3 + 3 HCI 
® AlCl3 + 3 H 20) or strong 
bases ( Al(OH)3 + 3 NaOH ® 
Na3Al03 + 3 H 20). 

I • amylopectin 
~ a component of starch that is 
: very large with molecular 
~ weights of up to 1,500,000. It 
; has a branched structure be
: cause of 1,6- glycosidic linkages 
~ which occur in addition to the 
~ 1,4-linkages. Branching occurs 

• amphoteric ; at every 20th to 25th glucose 
a substance that can act as ei- : molecule. 
ther an acid or a base in a reac- I 

tion. For example, aluminium : • amylose 
hydroxide can neutralise min- ~ a component of starch that is 
eral acids ; smaller than amylopectin and is 
( Al(OH)3 + 3 HCI ~ AlCl3 + ~ relatively unbranched. 
3 H 20 ) 
or 
strong bases ( Al(OH)3 + 3 I 

NaOH ~ Na3Al03 + 3 H
2
0). 

• amplitude 
tl).e displacement of a wave 
from zero. The maximum I 

amplitude for a wave is the 

Amylose 
Ou .... Ii_rain 
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• analysis I • angle strain 
chemical analysis. Determination I also referred to as 'Baeyer 
of the composition of a sample. Strain' . Angle strain results 

I when the bond angle is distorted 
I from the normal bonding angle. • analyte 

an analyte is the sample con-
For example in cyclopropane 
the bond angle is required to be 

stituent whose concentration is I 

sought in a chemical analysis. 
I 60°, which represents a large 

• anchimeric assistance deviation from the ideal tetra
anchimeric assistance is the hedral angle of 109.5° for an 
term used to describe a reaction I Sp3 hybridised carbon. This de
when the rate of the reaction is viation causes strain. 
increased due to neighbouring In cyclobutane and cyclope
group participation. For ex- I ntane the angle strain is 
ample the difference in rate of ~ minimised by ring puckering, 
acetate substitution in the fol- while for cyclohexane there is 
lowing reactions is 107

• If the I no angle strain .. 
first reaction was over in 10 
minutes the second would take I • Angstrom A, A"itgstrom units. A non-SI 190 years to reach completion. I 

1 unit of length used to express 
In this example the e ectrons in I wavelengths of light, bond 
the sigma-bond are responsible 

I lengths, and molecular sizes. 1 
forneighbouringgrouppartici- A = lO·IOm = 10-Scm. 
pation which enhances the rate. I 

N.B. The stereochemistry is not 
inverted in these reactions be
cause of the double Walden in- I 

• angular momentum quan
tum number 

also known as azimuthal quan
tum number; orbital angular 
momentum quantum number. 

version that is occurring. 

CHpxII -.... ·to' 

I A quantum number that labels 
the subshells of an atom. Some
times called the orbital angular 

I momentum quantum number, 
this quantum number dictates 
orbital shape. ~an take on val-

II--===========.Chemistry 
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ues from 0 to n-1 within a shell 
with principal quantum number 
n. 

• anhydrous 
anhydrous compound; anhy
dride. A compound with all 
water removed, especially wa
ter of hydration. For example, 
su·ongly heating copper(II) sul
phate pentahydrate 
(CuS04·5H10) produces anhy
drous copper(II) sulphate 
(CuS04)· 

yH3 

H N-CH2 

M, 
2 

• anion 
an anion is a negatively charged 
ion. Non-metals typically form 
aruons. 

• anode 
the electrode at which oxidation 
occurs in a cell. Anions migrate 
to the anode. 

• anodise 
to coat a metal with a protec
tive film by electrolysis. 

17 

*================ 
~ • antibonding orbital 
; a molecular orbital that can be 
: described as the result of de
~ structive interference of atomic 
; orbitals on bonded atoms. 
: Antibonding orbitals have en
~ ergies higher than the energies 
I its constituent atomic orbitals 
: would have if the atoms were 
I 
: separate. 
I 

0* Antibonding MO 
(empty) 

CJP ctD 

@ 
o BondingMO 

I (filled) 

: • antichlor 

HIs 

~ a chemical compound that re
I acts with chlorine-based 
~ bleaches to stop the bleaching. 
: Thiosulphate compounds are 
I antichlors. 

I • anticlinal 
; when the X-C-C-Y dihedral 
: (sometimes called 'torsional') 
~ angle is between 900 and 1500 

; or -90° and -150° (2100 to 270°) 
: the conformer is called anticli
I nal. 
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================* 
- antioxidant 

Rn~nt I Rprotic solvent " 

- antipyretic 
a substance that can lessen or 
prevent fever. 

OH 
I 

©C:-rn, 
& -

_ Antoine equation 

antioxidants are compounds I 

that slow oxidation processes 
that degrade foods, fuels, rub- I 

ber, plastic, and other materi- I 

also Antioxidants like buty
lated hydroxyanisole (BHA) 
are added to food to prevent I 

fats from becoming rancid and 
to minimise decomposition of ~ 
vitamins and essential fatty I 

acids; they work by scaveng
ing destructive free radicals 
from the food. 

I a simple 3-parameter fit to ex
perimental vapour pressures 
measured over a restricted tem

- antiozonant I perature range: log P = A-Bj 
substances that reverse or pre- T+C where A, B, and Care 
vent sever(; oxidation by '1\.ntoine coefficients" that vary 
ozone. Antiozonants are I from substance to substance. 
added to rubber to prevent I Sublimations and 
them from becoming brittle as vapourisations of the same sub
atmospheric ozone reacts stance have separate sets of 
with them over time. Aro- I Antoine coefficients, as do com
matic amines are often used ponents in mixtures. The 
as antiozonants. Antoine equation is accurate to 

. . 1 I a few percent for most volatile 
- ant:J.perlp anar 
when the X-C-C-Y dihedral I substances (with vapour pres

(sometimes called 'torsional') sures over 10 Torr). 

angle is between 1500 and _ aprotic solvent 
210° the conformer is called I a solvent that does not act as an 
antiperiplanar. The most fre- acid or as a base; aprotic sol
quently cited example has X vents don't undergo 
and Y directly opposite in a I autoprotolysis. Examples are 
fully staggered conformation I pentane, pet ether, and toluene. 
(i.e. 180°). 

II =========== Chemistry 
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*================ 
- aqua regia I structures that consist of alter-

I nating double and single bonds, 
e. g. benzene: 

a mixture of nitric and hydro
chloric acids, usually 1: 3 or 1:4 
parts HN0

3 
to Hel, used to I 

dissolve gold. ~ 

I 
_ aqueous 
a substance dissolved in wa
ter. 

_ aqueous solution 

.. • ,* . 

...... •·· .. "0'.··" I I • • ." '." . ,~ 
a solution in which water is the I 

dissolving medium or solvent. 
I 

I .. 
- arene 
hydrocarbon that contains at 
least one aromatic ring. 

- aromatic compound 
a compound containing an 
aromatic ring. Aromatic com
pounds have strong, charac
teristic odours. 

OH 

- aromatic ring 

: - Arrhenius equation 
~ in 1889, Svante Arrhenius ex
I plained the variation of rate 

wnstants with temperature for 
several elementary reactions 

I using the relationship k = A 
I exp( -EJRT) where the rate 
I constant k is the total frequency 
: of collisions between reaction 
I molecules A times the fraction 
. of collisions exp(-EJRT) that 

have an energy that exceeds a 
I threshold activation energy E. 
I at a temperature of T (in 
I kelvins). R is the universal gas 
: constant. 
I 

: - aryl 
I a molecular fragment or group 

an exceptionally stable planar 
ring of atoms with resonance I 

attached to a molecule by an 
atom that is on an aromatic 
nng. 

Chemistry ========== II 
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• asymmetric centre ~ • atomic mass unit 
when an Sp3 hybridised centre, ; a unit of mass equal to 1/12 the 
generally Carbon with Phos- : mass of a carbon-12 nucleus, 
phorus and Nitrogen being the ~ which is 1.660 538 73 x 10.27 

most commonly encountered I kg ± 0.000 000 13 X 10.27 kg 
exceptions, possesses 4 different : Abbreviated as amu or u. Some
groups attached to it the centre ~ times called the dalton, after 
is said to be asymmetric (i.e. ~ John Dalton, architect of the 
without symmetry). ; first modern atomic theory. 

• atmosphere I • a~orn~c nuc~eus 
(atm) a unit of pressure, equal: a. tmy, mcredlbly dense posi
to a barometer readin<Y of 760 ~ tlvely charged mass at the heart 
mm Hg. I atmos;here is ; of the atom. The nucleus is 
101325 pascals and 1.01325 : composed of protons and neu
bar. I trons (and other particles). It 

contains almost all of the mass 
• atom of the atom but occupies only a 
an atom is the smallest particle I tiny fraction of the atom's vol
of an element that retains the I ume. 
chemical properties of the ele- : . 

. I • atonuc number 
ment. Atoms are electncally 0 th b f 0 

neutral, with a positively; e n~ erlo proTtohns In ~ 
ch d I th b

· cis 0 atoffilc nuc eus. e atoffilc 
arge nuc eus at In one 0 be d th I 

or more electrons in motion ~ nbum
ol 

arre an
tw 

alet e ement sym-

d
o 0 0 ernate ways to 

aroun It. I b I I I IOd a e an e ement. n nuc 1 e 
The Atom I symbols, the atomic number is 

a leading subscript; for ex
ample, in 126C, the "6" is the 

I atomic number. 

I • atomic orbital 
a wave function that describes 
the behaviour of an electron in 

I an atom. 

II ============ chmtistry 
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• atomic radius 
*~============== 

~ • atropisomer 
metallic radius; covalent radius; 
atomic radii. Compare with 
ionic radius. One half the dis
tance between nuclei of atoms 
of the same element, when the 
atoms are bound by a single 
covalent bond or are in a me
tallic crystal. The radius of at- I 

oms obtained from covalent 
bond lengths is called the cova
lent radius; the radius from in- I 

teratomic distances in metallic 
crystals is called the metallic 
radius. 

• atomic theory 

an atropisomer is a special case 
where the molecule can be 
equally well described as a 
'Conformational Isomer' and a 
'Configurational Isomer'. They 
result from 'Restricted Rota
tion' about a single bond. The 
two molecules below represent 
non-superimposable mirror 
images of each other, 'En anti -
omers', due to restricted rota
tion. The class of compounds 
are known as atropisomers. 

Q-9 
colt COtc 

.atto 

an explanation of chemical I 

properties and processes that 
assumes that tiny particles 
called atoms are the ultimate 
building blocks of matter. 

I prefix used in the 51 system 
I meaning "multiply by 10-18

". 

• atomic weight 
atomic mass. The average mass 
of an atom of an element, usu
ally expressed in atomic mass 
uni ts . The terms mass and 
weight are used interchange
ably in this case. The atomic 
weight given on the periodic 
table is a weighted average of 
isotopic masses found in a typi
cal terrestrial sample of the el
ement. 

For example, 3 am means 3 x 
I 10-18 meters. 

~ • Aufbau principle 
; an approximate procedure for 

writing the ground state elec
tronic conflguration of atoms. 

I The configuration of an atom 
is obtained by inserting one 
electron into the configuration 

I of the atom immediately to its 
left on the periodic table. The 
electron is inserted into the 

Chemistry =========== II 
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subshell indicated by the I bond is broken in the gas phase 
element's period and block. I for many similar substances. 

• autoignition temperature I. Avogadro 
minimum temperature at Italian chemist and physicist 
which the vapour/air mixture ~ Amadeo Avogadro (1776-
over a liquid spontaneously; 1856) proposed a correct mo-
catches fire. : lecular explanation for Gay-

• autoprotolysis Lussac's law of combining vol-
autoionisation; autoionisation I urnes . His work provided a 
constant; autoprotolysis con- I simple way to determine atomic 
stant. Transfer of a hydrogen weights and molecular weights 
ion between molecules of the of gases. 

• Avogadro number same substance, e. g. the I 

autoprotolysis of methanol (2 
CH

3
0H a CH

3
0H

2 
+ + CH

3
0 ' 

). Autoprotolysis of water into I 

hydronium ions and hydroxide 
ions results in equilibrium con
centrations that satisfy Kw = 

I (N A' L) Avogadro's number; 
Avogadro constant. The num
ber of particles in one mole, 

I equal to 6.02214199 x 1023 

I moP (± 0.00000047 moP). 

[H30+][OH'], where the I • Avogadro's law 
autoprotolysis constant Kw is equal volumes of an ideal gas 
equal to 1.01 x 10.14 at 25°C. I contain equal numbers of mol-

• autoxidation I ecules, if both volumes are at 
oxidation caused by exposure to I the same temperature and pres
air. Rust is an example of au- sure. For example, 1 L of ideal 
toxidation. Autoxidation makes I gas contains twice as many 
ether taken from half-filled I molecules as 0.5 L of ideal gas 

at the same temperature and bottles very dangerous, because 
air oxidises ether to highly ex
plosive organic peroxides. 

I pressure. 

I • axial 

• average bond enthalpy 
average enthalpy change per I 

mole when the same type of : 
I 

an atom, bond, or lone pair that 
is perpendicular to equatorial 
atoms, bonds, and lone pairs in 



~-------- -_ .. _-

IllIU()trope I bar 

a trigonal bipyrarnidal molecu
lar geometry. 

x 
I 

X-A 
I 

X 
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~ the chemical formulas of the 
; reactants and the products of 
: the reaction, with coefficients 
~ introduceq. so that the number 
; of each type of atom and the 
: total charge is unchanged by 
, h . : t e reactlOn. For example, a 
, balanced equation for the re
: action of sodium metal 

• azeotrope (Na(s)) with chlorine gas 
azeotropic mixture; azeotropy. A ' (CI 2(g)) to form table salt 
solution that does not change (NaCl(s)) would be 2 Na(s) 
composition when distilled. For + CI2(g) ® 2 NaCl(s), NOT 
example, if a 95% (wjw) etha- ~ Na(s) + C12(g) = NaCl(s). 
nol solution in water is boilled, ~ • Balmer series 
ththe vapol ur pr~uced also ~ 95% ; balmer lines. A series of lines 
e ~o - ~d It IS not possIble to : in the emission s ectrum of 
obtam hIgher percentages of , h d th · PI . than 1 b distill . . y rogen at mvo ve transI-
e 0 y anon. ; tions to the n=2 state from 

• azo ~ states with n> 2. 
azo compound; am group; aw . 
d h ,. • band spectrum 

yeo T e azo group has the gen-
eral structure Ar-N = N _ Ar' : band spectra. Compare with 
where Ar and Ar' indicat~ ~ line spectrum and continuous 
substituted aromatic rings. ; spectrum. An emission spec
Compounds containing the azo ~ trum that contains groups of 
compounds are often intensely : sharp peaks that are so close 
coloured and are economically ~ together that they are not dis
important as dyes. Methyl or- ; tinguishable separately, but only 
ange is an example of an aw : as a "band". 
dye. ~ • bar 

• balanced equation ~ unit of pressure . 1 bar = 105 

balanced. a description of a ~ pascal .. = 1.01325 atmospheres 
chemical reaction that gives 
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• barometer I 3. a molecule or ion that cap-
compare with manometer. An I tures hydrogen ions. (Brons ted
instrument that measures at- Lowry). 
mospheric pressure. A mercury I 4. a molecule or ion that do
barometer is a closed tube filled I nates an electron pair to form a 
with mercury inverted in a mer- chemical bond. (Lewis) . 

cury reservoir. The height of the • base hydrolysis constant 
mercury column indicates at- I (Kb) base ionisation constant; 
mospheric pressure (with 1 attn I basic hydrolysis constant. Com
= 760 mm of mercury) . An pare with acid dissociation con
aneroid barometer consists of ~ stant. The equilibrium constant 
an evacuated container with a I for the hydrolysis reaction as
flexible wall. When atmospheric . sociated with a base. For ex
pressure changes, the wall ample, ~ for ammonia is the 
flexes and moves a pointer I equilibrium constant for 
which indicates the changing I NH3(aq) + H 20 ~ NH/(aq) 
pressure on a scale. + OH-(aq), or Kb = 

I [NH/H0f!:·]/[NH3]. 

• base 

I • base unit 
I base units are units that are 

fundamental building blocks in 
I a system of measurement. 
I There are seven base units in 

the S1 system . 

• basis function 
a mathematical function that 

I can be used to build a descrip
tion of wavefunctions for elec-

1. a compound that reacts with I 

an acid to form a salt. 
trons in atoms or molecules. 

• basis set 2. a compound that produces 
hydroxide ions in aqueous so
lution (Arrhenius). 

I a set of mathematical functions 
that are combined to approxi
mate the wavefunctions for 

II =-=======;;;;;;;;;; ChmNmy 



II battery I block 

electrons in atoms and mol
ecules. 

• battery 
a group of voltaic cells con
nected in series. 

• battery acid 

25 

*================ 
I • bimolecular step 
; two species are reacting and 
: form the transition state. 
I 

: • binary compound 
I compare with compound . A 
I compound that contains two 

different elements. NaCI is a 
binary compound; NaCIO is 

I not. 

a solution of approximately 6M ~ • biochemistry 
sulphuric acid used in the lead I the chemistry of living things, 
storage battery. including the structure and func-

• beta particle tion of biological molecules and 
(B-) an electron emitted by an I the mechanism and products of 
unstable nucleus , when a neu- I their reactions. 

tron decays into a proton and ; • bleach 
an electron. In some cases, beta a dilute solution of sodium hy
radiation consists of positrons I pochlorite or calcium hypochlo
("antielectrons" which are iden- I rite which kills bacteria and de
tical to electrons but carry a + 1 stroys coloured organic mate
charge.") Note that beta par- I rials by oxidising them. 
ticles are created in nuclear de- ~ • block 
cay; they do not exist as inde
pendent particles within the 
nucleus. 

I a region of the periodic table 
that corresponds to the type of 
subshell (s, p, d, or f) being 

Chemistry =================== II 
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Bohr atom I bond enthalpy 1/ 

filled during the Aufbau con- I • boiling point elevation 
struction of electron configura- I the boiling point of a solution 
tions. is higher than the boiling point 

I of the pure solvent. Boiling 
I point elevation is a colligative 

property. 

• Bohr atom 
bohr's theory; Bohr's atomic 
theory; Bohr model. A model I 

of the atom that explains 
emission and absorption of ra
diation as transitions between I 

• Boltzmann constant 
(k) Boltzmann's constant, a fun
damental constant equal to the 

stationary electronic states in I ideal gas law constant divided 
which the electron orbits the by Avogadro's number , equal 
nucleus at a definite distance. I to 1.3805 x 10-23 J Kl. 

The Bohr model violates the I • Boltzmann equation 
Heisenberg uncertainty prin- I a statistical definition of en
ciple, since it postulates defi- tropy, given by S = k In W, 
nite paths and momenta for where Sand k are the entropy 
electrons as they move I and Boltzmann's constant, re
around the nucleus. Modern spectively, and W is the prob
theories usually use atomic ability of finding the system 
orbitals to describe the I in a particular state. 
behaviour of electrons in at- I 

• bond energy 
oms. 

I compare with bond enthalpy. 
• boiling point 
(bp) standard boiling point; 
normal boiling point. The tem- I 

perature at which the vapour 
pressure of a liquid is equal to 
the external pressure on the liq- I 

uid. The standard boiling point I 

is d1e temperature at which the 
vapour pressure of a liquid 
equals standard pressure. 

Energy change per mole when 
a bond is broken in the gas 
phase for a particular sub
stance. 

• bond enthalpy 
compare with average bond 
enthalpy. Enthalpy change per 
mole when a bond is broken in 
d1e gas phase for a particular 
substance. 



II bond le1llJth -, Brownian motion 

• bond length 
the average distance between 
the nuclei of two bonded at
oms in a stable molecule. 

b) 
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I and volume are P I and V I and 
I the final pressure and volume 

are P2V 2, then PIV] = P2V 2 at 
fixed temperature and gas 

I amount. 

\(/' 
j 

• bond order 
1. in Lewis structures, the I • Bronsted acid 
number of electron pairs ; compare with acid. A material 
shared by two atoms. : that gives up hydrogen ions in 
2. in molecular orbital theory, ~ a chemical reaction. 
the net number of electron I 

.• Bronsted base 
pairs in bonding orbitals (cal- I compare with base A material 
culated as half the difference 
between the number of elec- ~ that accepts hydrogen ions in a 

: chemical reaction. 
trons in bonding orbitals and I 

the number of electrons m : • Brownian motion 
anti bonding orbitals. 

• Boyle's law 

I Brownian movement. Small 
I particles suspended in liquid 

move spontaneously in a ran
dom fashion. The motion is 

I caused by unbalanced impacts 

the pressure of a ideal gas is I 

inversely proportional to its 
volume, if the temperature 
and amount of gas is held con
stant. Doubling gas pressure 
halves gas volume, if tempera
ture and amount of gas don't 
change. If the initial pressure I 

~ of molecules on the particle. 
Brownian motion provided 

I strong circumstantial evi
I dence for the existence of 

molecules. 

Chemistry =~~~~~~~~= II 
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_ buffer 

I _ Biirgi-Dunitz angle 
I the Biirgi-Dunitz angle or 

Biirgi-Dunitz trajectOlY as it is 
sometimes called represents 
the angle that a nucleophile at
tacks an Sp2 hybridised centre I . , 

: such as that in a carbonyl sys
I tern. The angle of attack is ap
I proximately 109°, not 180° as 
. if often depicted. 

pH buffer; buffer solution. A ; 
solution that can maintain its pH : - caffeine 
value with little change when ac- ~ ( C 8 H IoN 4 0 2) 

ids or bases are added to it. ; met h y 1 the 0 b rom i n e ; 
Buffer solutions are usually pre- : g~aranine; 1,3,7 -
pared as mixrures of a weak acid ~ tnmethylxanthine; 1,3,7-
with its own salt or mixtures of ; trimethyl-2,6-dioxopurine. A 
salts of weak acids. For example, : substance found in tea, coffee, 
a 50:50 mixture of 1 M acetic ~ and cola that acts as a stimulant. 
acid and 1 M sodium acetate buff- ; It is extremely soluble in 
ers pH around 4.7. ~ ~upercritical fluid carbon diox

: lde and somewhat soluble in 
I water; aqueous solutions of caf

feine quickly break down. 
- Bunsen burner 
a gas burner with adjustable air 
intake, commonly used in labo- I 

ratories. 

I 

: - calibration 
I calibration is correcting a mea
I suring instrument by measur-

ing values whose true values are 

11======= ChenU.ttry 



II caloric I carbohydrate 

known. Calibration minimises 
systematic error. 

• calorie 
the amount of heat required to 
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*================ 
I tleld bends the trajectories of the 
; ions with high charge-to-mass 
: ratio more, allowing ions to be 
~ separated by mass and collected. 

raise the temperature of 1 g of ~ • carbocation 
water at 14.S0C to IS.S°C. One ; an electron deficient carbon 
calorie is equivalent to exactly with only three single bonds. 
4.184 J. It is positively charged. A pri

• calorimeter 
I mary carbocation is bonded to 

only one other carbon, a sec
ondary carbocation is bonded 

I to two other carbon atoms 

an insulated vessel for measur- I 

ing the amount of heat ab
sorbed or released by a chemi
calor physical change. and a tertiary carbocation is 

bonded to three other carbon 
I atoms. The tertiary 

carbocation is most stable due 
to the stabilising effect of the 

I alkyl groups which donate 
I electrons to stabilise the ion. 

; • carbohydrate 
a polyhydrox,)rl aldehyde or a 

I polyhydroxyl ketone. Many of 
I these compounds are com-

• calorimetry . 
experimental determination of I 

monly called sugars. 

heat absorbed or released by a : 
chemical or physical change. Fructose-2,6-bisphosphate 

• calutron 
a device that separates isotopes I 

(e. g. 235U from 238U) by ionising 
the sample, accelerating the ions 
in a strong electric field, and then I 

passing them through a strong 
magnetic field. The magnetic 
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• carbonate hardness I ten as -COOH and is called a 
carbonate water hardness. I carbm''Yl group. The hydrogen 
Compare with water hardness. on the -COOH group ionises in 
Water hardness due to the pres- I water; carboxylic acids are 
ence of calcium and magnesium I weak acids. The simplest car
carbonates and bicarbonates. boxylic acids are formic acid 
The "noncarbonate hardness" (H-COOH) and acetic acid 
is due mostly to calcium and I (CH3-COOH). 
magnesium sulphates, chlo
rides, and nitrates . 

• carbonyl 
carbonyl group. A divalent I 

group consisting of a carbon 
atom with a double-bond to •.•.•• .••• 
oxygen. For example, acetone I 

(CH3-(C=O)-CH3) is a carbo-

o 
II 

-COH 

nyl group linking two metl1yl 
groups. Also refers to a com- I 

pound of a metal witl1 carbon I 

monoxide, such as iron carbo
nyl, Fe(CO\. 

Carboxylic acid group 

Carbonyl 
I 

C=O 
I 

• carotene 
I carotene is an unsaturated hy

drocarbon pigment found in 
many plants. Carotene is the 

I basic building block of vitamin 
A. 
• catalyst 
catalyse; catalysis. A sub

I stance that increases the ratc 
of a chemical reaction, with
out being consumed or pro

• carboxylic acid I duced lw the reaction. Cata-
carbm.:·l; carboxyl group. A car- I ly~ts speed both the forward 
boxylic ,Kid is an org~1l1ic 11101- : and rc"erse reactions, without 
ecule with a -(C=O)-OH 1 

Ketone. located in a carbon 
chain 

Aldehyde. located al the 
end of a ehai n 

changing the position of equi
group. The group is ~llso writ- . 

11-==-===== ___ ====== _____ -==== Chemistl,] 
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*================= 
librium. Enzymes are catalysts I must add the half-cell potentials 
for many biochemical reac- ; of the oxidation and reduction 
tions. : half-reactions. 

I 

• cathode : • cellulose 
compare with anode The elec- I a long polymer of glucose that 
trode at which reduction occurs. I contains beta-l,4-glycoside 

bonds. 

Cellulose ~ 

; • celsius 
COC) Celsius temperature scale; 

• cathode ray ~ Celsius scale. A common but 
a negatively charged beam that 5I· f 
emanates from d1e cathode of ~ dnofin- d bunlt ? ~emperature, 

d· h beth d . e me y asslgnmg tempera-
a ISC arge tu e. a 0 e rays I f 00C d 100°C th 
are streams of electrons. : tures 0 J an to e 

• cation 
~ freezing and boiling points of 

compare with anion A cation is 
a positively charged ion. Met
als typically form cations. 

; water, respectively. 

; • centi 

• cell potential 

( c) Prefix used in the 5I sys
tem meaning "one hundredth 
of". For example 1 em means 
"one hundredth of a meter"; 
2.3 cg could also be written "2.3 
x 10.2 g" or "0.023 g". 

the driving force in a voltaic cell 
that pulls electrons from the I 

reducing agent in one compart
ment to the oxidising agent in 
tile other; also called electromo- I • cgs 
. fi d b h compare with 51 . An older tlve orce; represeme y t e 

I metric svstem of units that uses symbol E. To calculate E, one J 

CIJ.·mirtry ==-""'-""=-"================= II 
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Charles'law I chemical property II 

centimeters, grams, and sec
onds as base units. 

I • chemical change 

• Charles' law 

reaction; chemical reaction. 
Compare with physical change 

I . A chemical change is a dis
I sociation, recombination, or 

rearrangement of atoms. 

the volume of a gas is directly 
proportional to its tempera
ture in kelvins, if pressure and I 

amount of gas remain con
stant. Doubling the kelvin 
temperature of a gas at con- I 

stant pressure will double its 
volume. If VIand T I are the 
initial volume and tempera
ture, the final volume and 
temperature ratio V2/T2 = 
V Iff 1 if pressure and moles of ~ 
gas are unchanged. . 

• chemical equation 
a compact notation for de
scribing a chemical change. 
The formulas of tl1e reactants 
are added together on the left 

I hand side of the equation; the 
formulas of the products are 
added together on the right 
side. Coefficients are inserted 
before the formulas to ensure 
that the equation is balanced. 

• chelate 
I The phase in which each sub

stance is found is usually in
dicated in parentheses after 
each formula. For example, 2 

a stable complex of a metal with 
one or more polydentate I 

ligands. For example, calcium I 

complexes with EDTA to form 
a chelate. I H 2(g) + 02(g) = 2 H 20(g) 

• chemical bond 
bond; bonding; chemical bond- I 

ing. A chemical bond is a strong 
attraction between two or more 
atoms. Bonds hold atoms in I 

indicates that 2 moles of hy
drogen gas combine with one 
mole of oxygen gas to pro
duce two moles of steam. 

• chemical property 
chemical properties. Compare 

I with physical property. Mea-molecules and crystals together. 
There are many types of chemi
cal bonds, but all involve elec
trons which are either shared or I 

transferred between the bonded 
atoms. 

surement of a chemical prop
erty involves a chemical 
change . For example, deter
mining the flammability of 
gasoline involves burning it, 



II chemirtry I closed system 

producing carbon dioxide and 
water. 

- chemistry 
the study of matter and its 
transformations. 

_ chiral 
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~ which they migrate over or 
; through a stationary phase. 

derived from the Greek word I 

(cheir), meaning hand. A mol
ecule is chiral if it cannot be su
perimposed on its ~irr~r i~- I 

age. The opposite of Chiral ~s 
'Achiral'. A chiral molecule IS 

Porous 
particles 

Sm." 
molecule 

Column 

Large 
molecule 

optically active. 

- chiral centre 
a centre that confers chirality to 
a molecule. Often used 
synonomously with the term 
'Asymmetric Centre'. Howev~r, 
a centre can be asymmetnc 
without being chiral. For ex
ample, meso-tartaric acid con
tains two asymmetric centres, 
but no chiral centres. The mol
ecule is achiral due to an inter
nal plane of symmetry. 

- chirality 
handedness, the quality of hav
ing non-superimposable mirror 
images. 

I 

: - Clausius-Clapeyron equa-
tion 

; the Clausius-Clapeyron equa
: tion predicts the temperature 
~ dependence of vapour pressures 
I of pure liquids or solids: In (P / 
: PO) = H R (ljr - 1fT) where 
I pO ' : P is the vapour pressure, IS a 
~ vapour pressure at a known 
; temperature TO, H is an en
: thalpy of vapourisation if the 
~ substance is a liquid or an en
; thalpy of sublimation if it's a 
: solid R is the ideal gas law con-
I' . 
: stant, and T is the temperature 
~ (in kelvins). 

- chromatography 
chromatography is a method 
for separating mixtures based I 

on differences in the speed at 

~ - closed system 
. a system which can exchange 

only energy with its surround
ings. 

II 
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• cohesion I • colloid 
compare with adhesion. Attrac- I a colloid is a heterogeneous 
tion betwee.n like molecules. mixture composed of tiny par-

I ticles suspended in another 

i 
t)!" L. _, Tran.pinttion (-. :. 

. .: 

I material. The particles are 
larger than molecules but less 
than 1 f-Lm in diameter. Particles 

I this small do not settle out and 
pass right through ftlter paper. 
Milk is an example of a colloid. 
The particles can be (solid, tiny 
droplets of liquid, or tiny 
bubbles of gas; the suspending 

I medium can be a solid, liquid, 
or gas (although gas-gas col
loids aren't possible). 

• colligative property 
colligative; colligative proper
ties. Properties of a solution : 
that depend on the number of I 

solute molecules present, but : 
not on the nature of the solute. 
Osmotic pressure, vapour pres- I 

sure, freezing point depression, 
and boiling point elevation are 
examples of colligative proper- I 

ties. 

• collision frequency 
collision frequencies; frequency 
of collision. The average num- I 

ber of collisions that a molecule I 

undergoes each second. 

• collision theory 

• column chromatography 
column chromatography is a 
method for separating mix
tures. A solution containing 
the mixture is passed through 

I a narrow tube packed with a 
stationary phase . Different 
substances in the mixture have 
different affinities for the sta-

collision model. A theory that ~ 
explains reaction rates in terms ; 
of collisions between reactant 
molecules. I tionary phase, and so move 

through the tube at different 

1/ =========== Chemistry 
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rates. This allows the sub- ~ trolytes are written as disso
stances in the mixture to be ; ciated ions. 
detected or collected sepa- ~ _ com ound 
rately as they reach the end of : compa~e with element and 
the tube ~ mixture. A compound is a ma-
- combination reaction ; terial formed from elements 
a reaction in which two or more : chemically combined in defi
substances are chemically ~ nite proportions by mass. For 
bonded together to produce a I example, water is formed 
product. For example, ~ from chemically bound hydro-
2 Na(s) + C12(g) ~ 2 NaCl(s) : gen and oxygen. Any pure 

is a combination reaction. ~ water sample contains 2 g of 
_ combustion ; hydrogen for every 16 g of 
combustion reaction. A chemi- : oxygen. 

I 
cal reaction between a fuel and : - computational chemistry 
an oxidising agent that pro- ~ a branch of chemistry concerned 
duces heat (and usually, light). ; with the prediction or simula
For example, the combustion of : tiori of chemical properties, 
methane is represented as ~ structures, or processes using 
CH4(g) + 2 0z(g) ~ COz(g) ; numerical tech!1iques. 

+ 2 Hz 0. ; _ computer assisted drug 
- combustion reaction design 
the vigorous and exothermic ~ using computational chemistry 
reaction that takes place be- ; to discover, enhance, or study 
tween certain substances, par- : drugs and related biologically 
ticularly organic compounds, ~ active molecules. 

and oxygen. ~ _ concentration 

- complete ionic equation I compare with dilution . 1. A 
total ionic equation. Compare : measure of the amount of sub
with net ionic equation. A bal- ~ stance present in a unit amount 
anced equation that describes I of mixture. The amounts can be 
a reaction occurring in solu- expressed as moles, masses, or 
tion, in which all strong elec- volumes. 2. The process of in-

Chemistry ========== II 
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creasing the amount of sub- ~ • configurational isomers 
stance in a given amount of ; configurational isomers have 
mixture. the same molecular formula and 
• concentration cell I differ in only configuration 
a voltaic cell in which both com- I about a chiral centre or double 

bond. There are two types of partments contain the same I 

components, but at different configurational isomers, they 
I are 'Enantiomers' and 'Diaste-concentrations. 

( ..... ), 1.0 

[0· 1, 1.0 
2.-- ... 2H" - HzllI 

reomers' . 

• conformational isomers 
conformational isomers or con

I formers have the same molecu
lar fomula and are related by 
rotation around a single bond. 

I For example, the different con
formations of Butane (C4H 10) 

• condensation represent different conformers. 
1. the conversion of a gas into a I Each conformation will have an 
liquid is called condensation. I energy associated with it and 
Condensation usually occurs the lower energy conformations 
when a gas is cooled below its I will be preferred. 
boiling point. I Sometimes the barrier to rota-
2. a reaction that involves link- tion is great enough that the 
ing of two molecules with the different conformers are able to 
elimination of water (or an- I be distinguished. The energy 
other small molecule). barrier to rotation needs to be 

~ r .... r'" 80 kJ/mol or greater for this to 
(. ;Y 0.0 I be observed. For example, con-

sider 6,6'-dimethylbiphenyl-
2,2'-dicarboxylic acid. Rotation 

I about the C-C single bond is 
prevented by the unfavourable 
interaction of the methyl and 

I acid groups on adjacent rings 

11 _____ =========--- Chemistry 
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which must pass each other for 
complete rotation to occur. In 
this case two conformers, which 
happen to be non
superimposable mirror images 
of each other (enantiomers), 
are possible. Such compounds 
are termed 1\tropisomers' and 
represent a case where they can 
be described as both configura
tional isomers and conforma
tional isomers. 

- conformers 
molecular arrangements that 
differ only by rotations around 
single bonds. For example, the 
"boat" and "chair" forms of 
cyclohexane are conformers. 

- congener 

37 

*================ 
~ - constructive interference 
I compare with destructive inter
: ference . When the peaks and 
~ troughs of two interfering 
; waves match, the amplitudes 
: add to give the resultant wave 
~ a higher amplitude. 
I • 
: - contmuous spectrum 
I compare with line spectrum 

and band spectrum. A plot of 
~ the relative absorbance or in
I tensity of emitted light vs. 
~ wavelength or frequency that 

shows a smooth variation, 
I rather than a series of sharp 

peaks or bands. 

continuous s trum 

1. elements belonging to the I 

same group on the periodic 
table. For example, sodium and I 

potassium are congeners. 

1--------
2. compounds produced by 

I 
identical synthesis reactions and : _ conversion factor 

~ a conversion factor is a fraction 
; that relates one unit to another. 
: Multiplying a measurement by 
~ a conversion factor changes the 
; units of the measurement. For 

procedures constitutional iso
mers also known as Structural 
Isomers, constitutional isomers 
are compounds that have differ
ent atom connectivities. The 
molecules, 2-Methyl pentane 
and 3-Methyl pentane are ex- I 

amples of constitutional iso-
mers. 

example, since 1 in = 2.S4 cm, 
to convert 10 inches to centime-
ters, (10 in)=2.S4 cmll 111= 

25.4cm. 

Chemistry =========== II 
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• coordination number I pound and ionic bond. A cova-
the number of bonds formed by I lent bord is a very strong at
the central atom in a metal- traction between two or more 
ligand complex. I atoms that are sharing their 

• copolymer 
I electrons. In structural formu-

a polymer composed of two or I 

more different monomers. The 
different monomers can be 
linked randomly, or in repeat- I 

ing sequences, or in blocks, or 
as side chains off the mam 

las, covalent bonds are repre
sented by a line drawn between 

I the symbols of the bonded at-

chain. 

• core electron 
compare with valence electron. 
Electrons occupying completely 
filled shells under the valence I 

shell. 

• corrosion 
corrode. Corrosion is a reaction 
that involves action of an I 

oxidising agent on a metal. The I 

oxidising agent is often oxygen 
dissolved in water. 

oms. 

Co\'alcnl bond 

• covalent compound 
molecular compound. Com
pare with ionic bond and ionic 
compound. A compound made 
of molecules - not ions. The at

• coulomb I oms in the compound are bound 
(C) the SI unit of electric I together by shared electrons. 
charge, equal to the amount of : Also called a molecular com
charge delivered by a current of ~ pound. 
1 ampere running for 1 second. I • Cram's Rule 
One mole of electrons has a 

I Cram's rule allows you to pre-
charge of about 96487 C. diet the stereochemical outcome 

• covalent bond 
covalent; covalently bound. 
Compare with covalent com-

of certain reactions. 
I In the addition of a nucleophile 

to a carbonyl carbon the stere-

II ======== ___ chmfinry 
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ochemistry of the major prod- I _ critical molar volume 
uct may be successfully pre- ~ (V) The molar volume at d1e 
dicted. The nucleophile will at- : critical point. 

I 
tack the electropositive carbo- : _ critical point 
nyl centre at the Bi.irgi-D~tz ~ critical state. State at which two 
angle of about 109". As deplCted ; phases of a substance first be
below, attack from one. face ?f : come indistinguishable. For ex
the double bond (the St fa~e m ~ ample, at pressures higher than 
this instance) is far more likely; 217.6 atm and temperatures 
on steric grounds than attack at : above 374°C, the meniscus be
the alternative R.e face. . . ~ tween steam and liquid water 

The diastereoselectlvlty I will vanish; the two phases be
stems from the .fact that.a car- ~ come indistinguishable and are 
bonyl group wIll react In the : referred to as a supercritical 
conformation in which the I fluid . 
largest substituent is anti to : 
the Oxygen of the C = 0 I - critical pressure 
group. The attack of a nucloo- ~ (P) the pressure at the critical 
phile then takes place from ~ point. 
the least hindered side of the : _ critical temperature 
molecule. ~ (TJ the temperature at the 
Often confused with the DIL ; critical point. A gas above the 

system of nomenclature to : critical temperature will never 
which it has absolutely no rela- ~ condense into a liquid, no mat
tionship. The d stand for dex- ; ter how much pressure is ap
tro or 'dextrorotatory' and sim- : plied. Most substances have a 
ply signifies that plain pola~ised ~ critical temperature that is 
light is rotated to the nght ; about 1.5 to 1.7 times the stan
(clockwise). The I stands for : dard boiling point, in kelvin. 
laevo or 'laevorotatory' and sig- I 

nifies that the molecule rotates : - crystal . 
~ a sample of a crystalline solid 

plane polarised to the le~t I that has a regular shape bound 
(anticlockwise). The system IS th 
outdated and largely replaced ~ by plane surfaces

h 
(facets) . ~t 

I : intersect at ·c aractenstlc with the (+ )/( -) nomenc ature. I 
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================*=============== 
I sional arrangement of atoms, 

molecules, or ions. 
angles. The shape results from 
the arrangement of the sub
stances atoms, ions, or mol
ecules. Most crystals contain 
defects that can strongly affect I 

their optical and electrical prop-

• crystallisation 
fractional crystallisati9n; 
crystallisation. The process of 
forming pure crystals by freez
ing a liquid, evaporating a so
lution, or precipitating a solid 

erties. 
A CrYstal Structure.' . 

Unit ceU . ..,..., 'n.cJo. 

• crystal field splitting 
energy 

I from solution. Impurities re
main in the liquid, so 
crystallisation is often to purify 

I solid substances. 

I • cupric 
(Cu2+) cupric ion. Deprecated. 
1. the copper(II) ion, Cu2+ . 

I 2. a compound that contains 
copper in the + 2 oxidation 
state. 

ligands complexed to a metal 
ion will raise the energy of some 
of its d orbitals and lower the 
energy of others. The differ- I 

ence in energy is called the crys

• cuprous 
(Cu+) cuprous ion. Deprecated. 
1. the copper(I) ion, Cu+. 

tal field splitting energy. 

• crystal field theory 
2. a compound that contains 

I copper in the + 1 oxidation 
crystal field. The colour, spec- ~ state. 
tra, and magnetic properties of ; • current 
metal-ligand complexes can be the amount of charge carried 
explained by modeling the ef- ~ per unit time. 
fect of ligands on metal's d or- I 'd 
b· I· . • cyam e process 

lta energles. ; a method for separating a metal 
• crystalline solid from an ore. Crushed ore is 
crystalline; Compare with I treated with cyanide ion to pro
~morph6us A solid that has a I duce a soluble metal cyanide 
repeating, regular three-dimen- complex. The complex is 
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*================ 
washed out of the ore and re- ~ 713 torr is saturated with wa-
duced to metallic form using an 
active metal (usually zinc) . 

_d 
d-isomer. Compare with L-Pre
fix used to designate a dextroro
tatory enantiomer. 

; ter vapour at 25 torr, the pres
: sure of the wet gas is 738 torr. 
I 

: - decomposition 
~ decompose; decomposable; de
; composition reaction. Compare 
: with synthesis . A reaction in 
~. which a compound is broken 

-D/L 
confusing and outdated system I down into simpler compounds 

: or elements . Compounds 
of nomenclature for assigning ~ sometimes decompose if 
absolute stereochemistry to an 
asymmetric centre. ~ heated strongly or if subjected 
The system has nothing to do i to a strong electric current 
with optical rotation and should ~ (electrolysis) . 
not be confused with the 'd/l' : - degenerate 
system of nomenclature. ~ degenerate orbital. A set of or
The D and L assignments are i bitals are said to be degenerate 
related back to : if they all have the same energy. 
glyceraldehyde. It has been al- ~ This degeneracy can sometimes 
most universally replaced with i be "lifted" by external electric 
the unambiguous R/S system : or magnetic fields. 
devised by Cahn, Ingold and ~ _ density 
Prelog, although it is still often ~ (fi. ,d) Compare with specific 
encountered when dealing with i gravity . Mass of a substance 
carbohydrates and a-amino ac- : per unit volume. Saying "the 
ids. ~ density of mercury is 13.55 g/ 
- Dalton's law I cm3

" is the same as saying "the 
Dalton's law of partial pressure. : mass of exactly 1 cm3 of mer
The total pressure exerted by a ~ cury is 13.55 g". 
mixture of gases is the sum of I _ ddt . hI 
h h 

. epen en vana e 
t e pressures t at each gas i 'th . d d 

uld 'f ' al compare WI III epen ent 
wo exert I It were one. For: . bl Add . bl 
example if dry oxygen gas at Ivana e: epen ent vana e 

, : changes ill response to changes 
I 
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in independent variables . For ~ 
example, in an experiment ; 
where the vapour pressure of: 
a liquid is measured at several ~ 
different temperatures, tem- I 

perature is the independent 
variable and vapour pressure is 
the dependent variable. 

• derived unit 
derived units are units con-

derit1eli,mit I ~ 11 

(c)~~ ........ ...,......a ...... .....,..,...,.o.rMft. ..................... ...,. 
................ ,..... ...... !MnIIoIMn ...... .. 
............. onMClhollW. 

structed from the SI system's I • dialysis 
base units . For example, the I dialysis is the separation of com
SI unit for density is kg/m3, ponents in a mixture by pass
derived from the base units ing them across a semiperme-
kg' and m. I able membrane. 

• destructive interference I • diamagnetism 
compare with constructive in- I diamagnetic. Compare with 
terference. When the peaks of : paramagnetism. Diamagnetic 
one wave match the troughs of ~ materials are very weakly re
anothelf, the waves interfere ; pelled by magnetic fields. The 
destructively. The amplitudes 'of : atoms or molecules of diamag
the interfering waves cancel to I netic materials contain no un
give the resultant wave a lower I paired spins. 
amplitude. 

I • diastereomers 
• deuterium I diastereomers are stereoiso
(D, 2H) An isotope of hydro- mers that are not related as 
gen that contains one neutron I 

and one proton in its nucleus. 
mirror images. The term is 

• dextrorotatory 
I equally valid for both 3D and 

2D molecules. Diastereomers 
differ in both their physical and 
chemical properties. 

pertains to optical rotation and 
indicates the molecule rotates I 

plane polarised light clockwise 
or (+). 

II =========== Chemistry 
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~ • diatomic molecule 
i compare with binary com
: pound and polyatomic mol
~ ecule. A molecule that contains 
i only two atoms. All of the 
: noninert gases occur as diatomic 
I 
: molecules; e. g. hydrogen, oxy-
I gen, nitrogen, fluorine, and 
: chlorine are H 2, O

2
, Nz, F2

, and 
• diastereotopic ~ C12, respectively. 
the concept ofDiastereotopicity ~ • diazonium salt 
is a natural extension of; a diazonium salt is a compound 
'Enantiotopicity'. If a chiral cen- : with general form Ar-N N + X-, 
tre already exists in the molecule ~ where Ar represents a' substi
being examined, then replace- ~ tuted benzene ring and X- is a 
ment of alternate X groups ; halide ion such as chloride. Dia
with a Y group will produce a : zonium salts are unstable and 
pair of diastereomeric com- ~ explosive in dry form. They are 
pounds. Thus the term; used to manufacture many dif
Diastereotopic. The concept : ferent organic compounds, in
ean be extended to include the ~ cluding azo dyes. 
diastereotopic faces of a double ~ • diazotisation 
bond. When a chiral centre al- i diazotisation is a reaction that 
ready exists in the compound: converts an -NHz group con
then recation at the two distinct ~ nected to a phenyl ring to a dia
faces of the double bond will I zonium salt. For example, 
produce diastereomers. Be- : Diazotisation reactions are ex
cause the energies of the ~ tremely useful in organic syn
diastereomeric transltlOns ~ thesis. The nitrous acid pro
states are not equal one prod- ; vides NO+ which replaces a hy
uct will usually predominate, : drogen on the -NH3 + group to 
this may be predicted by em- ~ produce -NHzNO+ and water; 
ploying 'Cram's Rule'. i a second water is eliminated to 

: produce the -N2 + group. 
I 
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• dichloromethane ~ second. Diffusion rates are fast
(CH2CI2) Dichloromethane i est when a large concentration 
(CH2CI2) is an organic solvent: difference exists on either side 
often use to extract organic sub- ~ of the unit area. Diffusion rates 
stances from samples. It is toxic i increase with temperature, and 
but much less so than chloro- : decrease with increasing pres
form or carbon tetrachloride, ~ sure, molecular weight, and 
which were previously used for I molecular size. 
this purpose. ; • dihedral angle 
• diffraction : the dihedral angle or torsion 
diffract. Compare with effu- ~ angle (0) is the angle between 
sion. The ability of a wave to I two planes defmed by the atoms 
bend around the edges of ob- ; ABCD: It is most commonly 
stades or holes. The effect is : encountered when considering 
most noticeable when the ob- ~ Newman projections. 
stade or hole is comparable to i • dil ti 
the size of the wavelength. ; ad~ ~~vent to a solution to 
• diffusion : lower its concentration. 
diffuse .. ?>mpare with effusion ~ • dipole-dipole interaction 
The mmng of two substances ~ dipole-dipole force. Electro
caus~d by random. molecular ; static attraction between oppo
m~t1ons .. G~ses ~lffuse very: sitely charged poles of two or 
qwckly; liqwds diffuse much ~ more dipoles. 
more slowly, and solids diffuse i di h 0d • sacc an es at very slow (but often measur- : . 
bl ) M lecular llis· I a carbohydrate made up of two a e rates. 0 co IOns .. 
ak diffus· I . Ii 'ds monosacchande umts. Two 

melons owerm qw I disa ch 'd 
d lids 

. common c arl es are su-
an so . i crose and lactose. 

• di£fus~on ~ate ,; • displacement 
rate of diffusIon. Compare With : displacement reaction' replace
effusion . ~e number of ran- ~ ment reaction; replac~ment. A 
domly mOVlng mol~cules that I reaction in which a fragment of 
pass through a unIt area per; one reactant is replaced by an-

II =-----====== Chemistry 
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*================ 
other reactant (or by a fragent ~ anode, a carbon rod for a cath
of another reactant). Displace- ; ode, and,a paste made of pow
ment reactio~s have dle same : dered carbon, NH4CI, ZnClz, 
number of products as ~ and Mn02 for an electrolyte. 
reacdomoic acid. 
domoic acid is a toxic amino 
acid produced by certain species 
of algae. Domoic acid binds to I 

a receptor that helps nerve cells 
control the flow of ions across 
their cell membranes. The re- I 

ceptor no longer works cor
recdy, and the uncontrolled flux 
of ions damages and eventually I 

kills the nerve cell . 

• double displacement 
double displacement reaction; 
double replacementj double re
placement reaction; double ex
change; exchange; metathesis. 
A double displacement or met
athesis is a reaction in which 
two reactants trade fragments: 
AB + CD ~ AC + BD . . Most 
commonly, the fragments are 
ions, e. g.AgN03(aq) + 
NaCI(aq) ~ AgCI(s) + 
NaN03(aq). 

• dry cell 
Leclanche cell. A electrolytic 

cell that uses a moist paste 
rather than a liquid as an elec
trolyte. Flashlight batteries are 
dry cells with a zinc cup for an 

~ • ductile 
I ductility. Compare with mal
~ leable. Capable of being drawn 
: into wire. Metals are typically 
I ductile materials. 

I • dynamic equilibrium 
~ equilibrium. Compare with po
: sition of equilibrium. Dynamic 
~ equilibrium is established when 
; two opposing processes are 
: occuring at precisely the same 
~ rate, so that there is no appar
; ent change in the system over 
: long periods of time. 
I 

: • dyne 
~ (dyn) the unit of force in the 
; obsolete cgs system of units. A 
: dyne is the force required to 
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accelerate a 1 g mass by 1 cmls I 

per second. 

BIZ I effictive nuclear cha'lJe 1/ 

that tightly complexes certain 
metal ions. EDTA is used as a 

.EjZ 
the system of nomenclature 
used to distinguish between 2D I 

'Diastereomers'. The Cahn, I 

Ingold, Prelog 'Sequence Rules' 
are used to prioritise the sub
stituents at the two ends of the I 

double bond. If the 2 highest ~ 
priority groups are on the same : 
side then the descriptor Z is I 

used to describe the stere
ochemistry. If the 2 highest pri
ority groups are on opposite I 

blood preservative by 
I complexing free calcium ion 

(which promotes blood clot
ting). EDTA's ability to bind to 
lead ions makes it useful as an 

I antidote for lead poisoning. 

Gd-EDTA 

sides then the descriptor E is I • effective collisons 
used to describe the stere- collision between molecules re
ochemistry. I suIting in a reaction; one in 
Z - cis - seqcis - derived form the I which the molecules collide 
German Zuzammen meaning ~ with proper relative orienta
together. : tions and sufficient energy to 
E - trans - seqtrans - derived I react. 
form the German Entgegen 
meaning opposite. I • effective molality 

the sum of the molalities of all 
solute particles in a solution. • ebulliometry : 

ebulliometric. Determination of I 
. • effective nuclear charge average molecular weight of a 

dissolved substance from the I the nuclear charge experienced 
by the outermost electrons of boiling point elevation of the I 
an atom; the actual nuclear solution. 

I charge minus the effects of 
.EDTA 
ethylenediaminetetracetic acid; 
versine. A polydentate ligand I 

shielding due to inner-shell elec
trons. Example: Set of dx2-Y2 
and dz

2 
orbitals; those d orbit-

II ======= Chemistry 
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als within a set with lobes di- I charge do not coincide. For 
rected along the x-, y-, and z- ; example, a hydrogen chloride 
axes. : (HCI) molecule is an electric 
• eftlorescent ~ dipole because bonding elec-
efflorescence; efflorescing. I trons are on average closer to 

: the chlorine atom than the Compare with deliquescent I 

and hygroscopic . Effiorescent : hydrogen, producing a partial 
substances lose water of I positive charge on the H end 
crystallisation to the air. The ; and a partial negative charge 

on the Cl end. loss of water changes the crys-
tal structure, often producing a 
powdery crust. 

• effusion 
effuse. Compare with diffusion 
and diffraction . Gas molecules 
in a container escape from tiny I 

pinholes into a vacuum with dle I 

same average velocity they have ~ • electric dipole moment 
inside the container. They also (;.L) dipole moment. A measure 
move in straight-line trajecto- ~ of the degree of polarity of a 
ries through the pinhole. ; polar molecule. Dipole mo-
• electric charge ment is a vector with magni-
charge. a property used to ex- ~ tude equal to charge separation 
plain attractions and repulsions ; times the distance between the 
between certain objects. Two : centres of positive and negative 
types of charge are possible: ~ charges. Ch~mists point the 
negative and positive. Objects ; vector from ~ posi.tive to the 
with different charge attract; : negative pole; physicists point 
objects with the same charge ~ it the opposite way Dipole mo
repel each other. I ments are often expressed in 

• electric dipole 
dipole. an object whose cen
tres of positive and negative 

~ units called Debyes. 

: • electrical conductivity 
~ ability to conduct electricity. 

II 
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• electrochemical cell I • electrolysis 
electric cell. a device that uses I the process of driving a redox 
a redox reaction to produce reaction in the reverse direction 
electricity, or a device that I by passage of an electric current 
uses electricity to drive a re- I through the reaction mixture. 
dox reaction in the desired di-
rection. 

A REVERSI3lE CELL 

@' 
~1) 

$ 
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• electrochemistry 

-..,... -

I • electrolyte 
a substance that dissociates fully 
or partially into ions when dis

I solved in a solvent, producing a 
solution that conducts electricity. study of chemical changes pro

duced by electrical current and I 

the production of electricity by I 

chemical reactions. 

• electrolytic cells 
electrochemical cells in which 

I electrical energy causes 
• electrode nospontaneous redox reactions 
any terminal that conducts an to occur. An electrochemical cell 
electric current into or away I in which chemical reactions are 
from various conducting sub- forced to occur by the applica
stances in a circuit (such as the tion of an outside source of elec
anode or cathode of a battery). I trical energy. 

• electrode potentials I • electrolytic conduction 
potentials, E, of half-reactions I conduction of electrical current 
as reductions ' versus the stan- by ions through a solution or 
dard hydrogen electrode. pure liquid. 
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• electromagnetic radiation 
electromagnetic wave. A wave 
that involves perpendicular oscil
lations in the electric and mag
netic fields, moving at a speed of 
2.99792458xl08 mls in a 
vacuum · away from the source. 
gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet 
light, visible light, infrared radia
tion, and radio waves are all elec-
tromagnetic waves. 

• electromotive series 

I • electron configuration 
I electronic configuration. A 

list showing how many elec
I trons are in each orbital or 
I subshell. There are several 

notations. The subshell nota-
tion lists subshells in order of 

I increasing energy, with the 
number of electrons in each 
subshell indicated as a super

I script. For example, Is2 2S2 
2p3 means "2 electrons in the 
Is subs hell, 2 electrons in the 

I 2s subs hell, and 3 electrons in 
the 2p subs hell. 

the relative order of tendencies 
for elements and their simple 
ions to act as oxidising or re- I 

ducing agents; also called the ; • electron deficient com-
activity series. pounds 
• electron ~ compounds that contain at least 
(e-) Compare with proton and ; one atom (other than H) that 

A fundamental : shares fewer than eight -elec-
neutron. ~ trons. 
consituent of matter, having a 
negative charge of 1.602 176 
462 x 10-19 coulombs ± 0.000 
000063 X 10-19 coulombs and 
a mass of9.109 38188 x 10-31 

kg ± 0.00000072 X 10-31 kg. 

• electron affinity 
the amount of energy absorbed 
in the process in which an elec
tron is added to a neutral isolated 
gaseous atom to form a gaseous 
ion with a 1- charge; has a nega
tive value if energy is released. 

~ • electro negativity 
; compare with ionisation en

ergy and electron affinity. 
Electronegativity is a measure 

I of the attraction an atom has 
for bonding electrons_ Bonds 
between atoms with different 

: electronegativities are polar, 
I with the bonding electrons 
~ spending more time on aver-

age around the atom with 
I higher electro negativity. 
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• electronic geometry I ited in pure form on the cath-
the geometric arrangement of ; ode. 

I • element orbitals containing the shared 
and unshared electron pairs sur
rowlding the central atom of a I 

molecule or polyatomic ion. 

compare with compound and 
mixture An element is a sub-

I stance composed of atoms with 
identical atomic number . The 
older definition of element (an 

I element is a pure substance 
that can't be decomposed 
chemically) was made obsolete 

I by the discovery of isotopes. 

• electronic transition 
the transfer of an electron from 
one energy level to another. 

, 

• electrophile 
a species that loves electrons. 
Since the electrons are nega
tively charged, electrophiles are 
positively charged or bear a par
tial positiv~ charge. Examples 
are carbocations or protons. 

• electrophile 
positively charged or electron
deficient. 

• electrophoresis 

I • element symbol 
an international abbreviation 
for element names, usually con

I sisting of the first one or two 
distinctive letters in element 
name. Some symbols are abbre

I viations for ancient names. 

a technique for separation of ~ 
ions by rate and direction of ; 
migration in an electric field. 

I • elementary reaction 
compare with net chemical re
action. A reaction that occurs in 
a single step. Equations for el

I ementary reactions show the 
actual molecules, atoms, and 
ions that react on a molecular 
level. 

• electrorefining 

I • elementary step 

electrorefming is a method for I 

purifying a metal using elec- I 

trolysis . An electric current is 
passed between a sample of the 
impure metal and a cathode I 

when both are immersed in a 
solution that contains cations of ~ 
the metal. Metal is stripped off I 

the impure sample and depos- : 

reactioll mechanisms are bro
ken down into elementary steps. 
For each step the the reactants 
are directly involved in forming 
the transition state. Therefore 
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a rate law can be written from ~ can soften skin are added as 
an elementary step but not ; emollients in some skin creams. 
from an overall reaction. 

• eluant or eluent 
the solvent used in the process 
of elution, as in liquid chroma
tography. 

• eluate 
solvent ( or mobile phase) which 

; • empirical formula 
: simplest formula . Compare 
~ with molecular formula. Em
I pirical formulas show which 

passes through a chromato- I 

graphic column and removes 
the sample components from 

elements are present in a com
pound, with their mole ratios 

I indicated as subscripts. For 
example, the empirical for
mula of glucose is CH 20, 

~ which means that for every 
; mole of carbon in the com-the stationary phase. 

• emission spectrum 
spectrum associated with emis
sion of electromagnetic radia
tion by atoms (or other species) 
resulting from electronic tran
sitions from higher to lower 
energy states. u,...-•• -.~ 

FSb2GHz 

Jl 
01 ~. O~ U IP 

Frequen<y ra.u .J 

• emollient 
a substance added to a formu
lation that gives it softening 
ability. For example, oils that 

pound, there are 2 moles of 
~ hydrogen and one mole of 
I oxygen. 

; • empirical temperature 
a property that is the same for 

~ any two systems that are in 
; thermodynamic equilibrium 
: with each other. 
I 

: • emulsifying agent 
. ~ a sustance that coats the par
; ticles of the dispersed phase 

and prevents coagulation of 
~ colloidal particles; an emulsi
I fier. 

I • emulsion 
~ compare with colloid. A col
: loid formed from tiny liquid 
I droplets suspended in another, 
~ immiscible liquid. Milk is an 

example of an emulsion. 
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enantiomeric excess I endergonic II 

An.muilion 
.< Wale, loving 

ol1::~::~ 

I • enantiotopic 
in a prochiral molecule, re
placement of the alternate X 
groups with another group Y, 
assumed to be of higher pri
ority than X but of lower pri
ority than the other two sub-

I stituents, results in enantio
• enantiomeric excess meric compounds being pro
enantiomeric excesses are gen- I duced. The X groups in such 
erally expressed as a percentage I a molecule are termed 
and tell the reader th~ extent ~o I 'Enantiotopic'. 
which one enantlOmer IS The terms pro-R and pro-S in
present compared to the other. I dicate that replacement of the 
For example a 50% e.e. indi- group labelled such would lead 
cates that one enantiomer is to the R or S enantiomer re
present at 75% while the ?ther ~ spectively. 
is at 25%, that is a ratIo of· In the case of2D chirality what . f I 
75:25. The actual ratio 0 enan- we are talking about is reaction 
tiomers is readily determined I at enantiotopic faces. The term 
given an e.e. I used to describe the Prochiral 
The e.e, in virtually all cases, faces are 'Re' and %". Attack at 
corresponds to the optical pu- I opposing faces produces enan
rity of a sample. For example a tiomeric compounds. 
sample of 90% e.e would have 
an optical rotation 90% of the I • end point 
value expected for the pure I the point at which an indicator 
major enantiomer. changes colour and a titration 

• enantiomers 
I is stopped . 

enantiomers are a pair of non I • endergonic 
superimposable mirror images. I refers to a reaction for which 
The term is used almost exclu- the free energy of the system 
sively for 3D stereoisomers, but I increases; G is positive for an 
can be extended to describe 2D I endergonic reaction. 
molecules. 
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- endothermic 
endothermic reaction; endot
hermic process. Compare with 
exothermic. A process that ab
sorbs heat. The enthalpy change 
for an enaothermic process has 
a positive sign. 

- endothermicity 
the absorption of heat by a sys
tem as the process occurs. 

_ endpoint 
end point. Compare with 
equivalence point. The experi
mental estimate of the equiva
lence point in a titration. 

_ energy 
compare with heat and work. 
Energy is an abstract property 
associated with the capacity to 
do work. 

- ensemble 
the set of atoms or molecules 
comprising the system. 

- enthalpy 
(H) enthalpy change. Com
pare with heat. Enthalpy (H) 
is defined so that changes in 
enthalpy (H) are equal to the 
heat absorbed or released by 
a process running at constant 
pressure. While changes in 
enthalpy can be measured us
ing calorimetry, absolute val-

~ ues of enthalpy usually cannot 
; be determined. Enthalpy is 
: formally defined as H ® U + 
~ Pv, where U is the internal 
; energy, P is the pressure, and 
: V is the volume. 
I 

: - enthalpy of atomisation 
~ atomisation enthalpy; heat of 
I atomisation. The change in 
: enthalpy that occurs when one 
~ mole of a compound is con
I verted into gaseous atoms. All 
~ bonds in the compound are 
: broken in atomisation and 
~ none are formed, so enthalp
; ies of atomisation are always 
: positive. 
I 

: - enthalpy of combustion 
~ (HJ heat of combustion. The 
; change in enthalpy when one 
: mole of compound is com
I 
: pletely combusted. All carbon 
~ in the compound is converted 
; to CO2(g), all hydrogen to 
: H200, all sulphur to S02(g), 
~ and all nitrogen to N2(g). 

~ - enthalpy of formation 
; the enthalpy change when 1 
: mole of a substance is formed 
I 
: from the elements in their 
~ standard states; represented 
; by the symbol H~ also called 
: heat of formation. 
I 
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• enthalpy of fusion ~ form one mole of gas. Enthal
(Hfus ) heat offusion; molar heat ; pies of sublimation are always 
of fusion; molar enthalpy of : positive because vapourisation 
fusion. The change in enthalpy 1 involves overcoming most of 
when one mole of solid melts 1 the intermolecular attractions in 
to form one mole of liquid. the sublimation. 
Enthalpies of fusion are always 
positive because melting in- I 

volves overcoming some of the 
intermolecular attractions in the 
solid. 

• enthalpy of vapourisation 
(H ) heat of vapourisation. v.p 
The change in enthalpy when 
one mole of liquid evaporates 
to form one mole of gas. En

• enthalpy of hydration 1 thalpies of vapourisation are 
(Hhyd ) hydration enthalpy; 1 always positive because 
heat of hydration. The change vapourisation involves over
in enthalpy for the process. 1 coming most of the intermo
A(g) ®A(aq)where the con- 1 lecular attractions in the liquid. 
centration of A in the aqueous 
solution approaches zero. En- I • entropy 

fi · (S) entropy is a measure of thalpies of hydration or Ions I 

are always negative because : energy dispersal. Any spontane-
• • 1 ous change disperses energy strong lOn-water attractIOns : 11 

are formed when the gas- 1 and increases entropy overa . 
d d b . For example, when water phase ion is surroun e Y·I 

evaporates, the internal energy water. 
of the water is dispersed with 

• enthalpy of reaction : the water vapour produced, cor
(HruJ heat of reaction. The heat ~ responding to an increase in 
absorbed or released by a ; entropy. 
chemical reaction running at 
constant pressure. 

• enthalpy of sublimation 
(H ) heat of sublimation. The sub 

change in enthalpy when one 

• environmental chemistry 
chemical ecology. The study of 

1 natural and man-made sub-
1 stances in the environment, in

cluding the detection, monitor
ing, transport, and chemical mole of solid vapourises to 1 
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transformation of chemical sub
stances in air, water, and soil. 

• enzyme 
protein or protein-based mol-
ecules that speed up chemical 
reactions occurring in living 
things. Enzymes act as catalysts 
for a single reaction, converting 
a specific set of reactants (called 
substrates) into specific prod
ucts. Without enzymes life as 
we know it would be impos
sible. 
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I rium concentrations of reac
I tants, each raised to the power 

that corresponds to its coeffi
I ciem in the balanced equation. 
; The magnitude of K is a mea
: sure of the extent to which a 
I . 
. reacuon occurs. 

~ • equilibrium or chemical 
I equilibrium 
: a state of dynamic balance in 
~ which the rates of fonvard and 
~ reverse reactions are equal; 
; the state of a system when 
: neither forward or reverse 

• equation of state 
an equation that describes the ~ reaction is thermodynamically 

b h f ; favoured. e aviour 0 matter in a given . 
state; the Van der Waals equa- ; • equivalence point 
tion describes the behaviour of : compare with end point . The 
the gaseous state. ~ equivalence point is the point in 
• equilibrium ; a titration when enough titrant 
the point in a reaction at which ~ has been added to react com
the free energies of the reac- : pletely with the analyte. 
tants and products are equal; at ~ • equivalent 
this point G = O. ~ compare with normality 

• equilibrium constant 
a constant represented by the 
symbol K which is defmed as 
the product of the equilibrium 
concentrations of the products, 
each raised to the power that 
corresponds to its coefficient in 
the galanced' equation, divided 
by the product of the equilib-

. 1. the amount of substance that 
gains or loses one mole of elec

I trons in a redox reaction. 
I 2. the amount of substqnces 
: that releases or accepts one 
~ mole of hydrogen ions in a 
; neutralisation reaction. 

3. the amount of electrolyte that 
carries one mole of positive or 
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negative charge, for example, 1 I 

mole of Ba2+(aq) is 2 equiva- I 

lents of Ba2+(aq). i ON Tloo ......................... M :f: 
."' .. OC~ .. ~n.ilM 

ON J:1II'OIfII",,,,"._,dolllthtFldoIr 
PUJl-tl .. COIlIfICIWIIl--'}f"-

CHlOH C¥N 

w~ L....,... 
• equivalent weight "" ....... _,,--, ... .,a.-' 

I ~ ~) • .,ao,. .. R'FS".,...n.·aK_ an oxidising or reducing agent, ,. ClIO ::::-:.=.~.:t".":',...~!.-=::... 
'-" ItO \" TlooItt\lCtaIhDon(WI:)tJ.afoIo"pnadlbd; 

who's mass gains (oxidising I "0 H ~'::;.~=." .. , .. " ... ~ .. 
agents) or loses (reducing I • essential oil 
agents) 6.022 x 10

23 
electrons a plant extract that has a distinc

in a redox reaction. The mass I tive odour or flavour. 
of an acid or base that furnishes 

• ester or reacts with 6.022 x 1023 

H30+ or OH- ions. I an ester is a compound formed 
from an acid and an alcohol. In 

• erythro- esters of carboxylic acids, the -
the termerythro- belongs to an I COOH group and the -OH 
outdated system of nomencla- group lose a water and become 
ture used to describe the rela- I a -COO- linkage: R-COOH + 
tive stereochemistry of 2 ad- I ~-OH = R-COO-~ + H 0 
jacent chiral centres. In a where R and ~ represent ~r
Fischer projection the erythro- I ganic groups. 
isomer has identical (or at I 

least similar) substituents on • ether 
adjacent chiral centres on the I compound in which an oxygen 
same side. The system is awk- I atom is bonded to two alkyl or 
ward and confusing when ap- two aryl groups, or one alkyl and 
plied to non-carbohydrate lone aryl group. 
molecules or molecules with I • eutectic mixture 
multiple adjacent chiral cen- I a mixture of two or more sub
tres. There are also multiple stances with melting point 
and contradicting definitions I lower than that for any other 
for the term and as such it I mixture of the same substances. 
should not be used. The pre-

I • eutrophication ferred system of nomencla
ture in these cases uses R */S* I 

system. 

the undesirable overgrowth of 
vegetation caused by high con-
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centrates of plant nutrients in I or killed. Domoic acid and 
bodies of water. I glutamate are examples of 

• evaporation rate 
the rate at which a particular 
substance will vapourise 
( evaporate) when compared to 
the rate of a known substance 
such as ethyl ether. This term 
is especially useful for health 
and flre-hazard considerations. 

• evaporisation 
vapourisation of a liquid below 
its boiling point. 

• evaporate 
to convert a liquid into a gas. 

• evaporation 
vapourisation. Conversion of a 
liquid into a gas. 

• excited state 
compare with ground state. An 
atom or molecule which has 
absorbed energy is said to be in 
an excited state. Excited states 
tend to have short lifetimes; 
they lose energy either through 
collisions or by emitting pho
tons to "relax" back down to 
their ground states. 

• excitotoxin 
an excitotoxin is a toxic mol
ecule that stimulates nerve cells 
so much that they are damaged 

excitotoxins. 

• exergonic 
I refers to a reaction for which 
I the free energy of the system 

decreases; G is negative for an 
exergonic reaction. 

~ • exothermic 
I exothermic reaction; exother

mic process. Compare with en
dothermic. A process that re

I leases heat. The enthalpy 
I change for an exothermic pro

cess is negative. Examples of 
exothermic processes are com-

I bustion reactions and 
~ neutralisation reactions. 

; • exothermicity 
: the release of heat by a system 
~ as a process occurs. 

~ • experiment 
; an experiment is direct obser
: vation under controlled condi
~ tions. Most experiments in
I volve carefully changing one 

variable and observing the ef
fect on another variable (for 

I example, changing tempera
I ture of a water sample and 

recording the change volume 
that results). 
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• experimental yield I rated from coffee beans by 
actual yield. Compare with I washing the beans with 
theoretical yield and percent: supercritical fluid carbon diox
yield. The measured amount of ~ ide; the caffeine dissolves in the 
product produced in a chemical I carbon dioxide but flavour com-
reaction. pounds do not. Vanillin can be 
• explosive extracted from vanilla beans by 
a chemical or compound that I shaking the beans with an or
causes a sudden, almost ins tan- I gallic solvent, like ethanol. 
taneous release or pressure, gas, I • extrapolate 
heat and light when subjected to estimate the value of a result 
to sudden shock, pressure, high I outside the range of a series of 
temperature or applied poten- I known values. Technique used 
tial. in standard additions calibra-
• explosive limits tion procedure. 
the range of concentrations ~ • f orbital 
over which a flammable vapour ; an orbital with angular momen
mixed with proper ratios of air tum quantum number = 2. The 
will ignite or explode if a source I f orbitals generally have 3 
of ignitions is provided. I nuclear nodes and rather com-

• extensive property plex shapes. 
extensive; extensive properties. • faraday 
Compare with intensive prop- one faraday of electricity corre
erty . A property that changes I sponds to the charge on. 6.022 
when the amount of matter in x 10 23 electrons, or 96,487 cou
a sample changes. Examples are lombs. 
mass, volume, length, and 
charge. 

• extraction 

• faraday's law of electrolysis 
lone equivalent weight of a sub
I stance is produced at each elec

trode during the passage of 
96,487 coulombs of charge 
through an electrolytic cell. 

a technique for separating com
ponents in a mixture that have I 

different solubilities . For ex- I 

ample, caffeine can be sepa-

II ======= Chemistry 
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- fast neutron ~ - ferromagnetism 
a neutron ejected at high kinetic ; the ability of a substance to be-
energy in a nuclear reaction. : come permanendy magnetized 
_ fat ~ by exposure to an external mag

; netic field. solid triester of glycerol and 
(mosdy) saturated fatty acids. 

- fatty acid 
fatty acids are carboxylic acids 
with long hydrocarbon side 
chains. Most natural fatty acids 
have hydrocarbon chains that 
don't branch; any double bonds 
occurring in the chain are cis 
isomers (side chains are at
tached on the same side of the 
double bond). 

_ femto 
(f) Prefix used in the SI system 
meaning "multiply by 10-15". 

For example 22 fg means 22 X 

10-15 g. 
_ ferric 

ferric ion. Deprecated. 
1. the iron (III) ion, Fe3+. 

2. a compound that contains 
iron in the + 3 oxidation state. 

- ferroin 
a blood-red complex ofFe2 + ion 
with l,lO-phenanthroline, used 
as a redox indicator. Ferroin 
changes from red to pale blue 
when oxidised. 

; - ferrous 
: ferrous ion. Deprecated. 
~ 1. the iron (II) ion, Fe2+. 

; 2. a compound that contains 
: iron in the + 2 oxidation state. 
I 

: - film badge 
~ a small patch of photographic 
I film worn on clothing to detect 
~ and measure accumulated inci
. dent ionising radiation. 
I 
: - first ionisation energy 
~ (IE,IP) first ionisation poten
; tial. Compare with second 
: ionisation energy, adiabatic 
~ ionisation energy, vertical 
; ionisation energy, electronega
: tivity, and electron affinity. The 
~ energy needed to remove an 
; electron from an isolated, neu
: tral atom. 
I 

: - first law of thermodynam-
I • 
. lCS 

I d1e first law states that energy 
: cannot be created or destroyed. 
~ Many equivalent statements are 
I possible, including: Internal 
~ energy changes depend only on 

the initial and final states of the 
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system, not on the path taken. I • flash point 
The work done during an adia- compare with auto-igllltlOn 
batic process depends only on temperature. The tempera
the initial and final states of the I ture when vapour pressure of 
system, and not on the path I a substance becomes high 
taken. The internal energy: enough to allow the air/ 
change for any cyclic process is ~ vapour layer over the sub
zero. I stance to be ignited. Ether 

• first order reaction 
compare with zero order reac
tion and second order reaction. 

and acetone have flash points 
below room temperature, 

I which makes them very dan-

The sum of concentration expo- I gerous. 
nents in the rate law for a first ~ • flotation 
order reaction is one. Many ra- method by which hydrophobic 
dioactive decays are first order I (water-repelling) particles of an 
reactions. lore are separated from hydro-
• Fischer Projection philic (water-attracting) par-
Fischer projections represent a tides of a metallurgical pre
standard way for drawing or- I treatment process. 
ganic molecules. In the Fischer I • fluids 
projection lines horizontal to : substances that flow freely; 
the viewer (i.e. across the page) ~ gases and liquids. 
are thought of as coming out of ; 
the page whereas vertical lines : • fluorescence 
(i.e. up and down the page) are I absorptionofhighenergyradia
thought of as going into the I tion by a substance and subse
page. quent emission of visible light. 
The Fischer projection is often • flux 
used to depict carbohydrates. a substance added to react with 

• flammable I the charge, or a product of its 
reduction, in metallurgy; usu
ally added to lower a melting 

a liquid as defined by NFPD 
and DOT as having a flash 
point below 37.8°C (lOO°F). I point. 



II foam I fractional distillation 

• foam 
compare with colloid. A colloid 
in which bubbles of gas are sus
pended in a solid or liquid. 
Aerogel (solid smoke) and 
Styrafoam are examples of.solid 
foams; whipped cream IS an 
example of a liquid foam. 
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I • formula 
~ combination of symbols that 
: indicates the chemical compo
~ sition of a substance. 

I • formula unit 
~ compare with empirical for
: mula . One formula weight of 
~ a compound 

• forbidden zone ~ • formula weight 
a relatively large energy sepa- i formula mass. Compare with 
ration between an insulator's : molecular weight and empirical 
highest filled electron energy ~ formula. The formula weight is 
band and the next higher en- ; the sum of the atomic weights 
crgy vacant band. Beginning in : of the atoms in an empirical 
the fourth energy level, a set of ~ formula . Formula weights are 
seven degener~te or?itals per ~ usually written in atomic mass 
energy level, higher 111 energy ; units (u). 
than s, p, and d orbitals of the 
same energy level. 

• formal charge 
a method of counting electrons 
in a covalently bonded molecule 
or ion; counts bonding electrons 
as though they were equally 
shared between the two atoms. 

• formation 
formation reaction. A reaction 
that forms one mole of a com
pound from its elements in their 
most stable forms. For ex
ample, the formation reaction 
for water is 
H 2(g) + V202 ~ H 20 

~ • fossil fuels 
: substances consisting largely 
~ of hydrocarbons, derived 
. from decay of organic mate-
I d. : rials under geological con 1-

~ tions of high pressure and 
; temperature (metamor
: phism) include coal, petro
~ leum, natural gas, peat and oil 
; shale . 

; • fractional distillation 
: compare with distillation. A 
~ technique for separation of 
I liquid mixtures by distillation 
: that uses a tower attached to 
~ a flask containing the mixture 
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to perform multiple distilla- I • free energy 
tions. vapour moving up the I energy that is actually avail
column condenses on packing able to do useful work. A de
material inside the column, I crease in free energy accom
trickles down the column, and I panies any spontaneous pro
again vapourises. The more cess . Free energy does not 

change for systems that are at 
I equilibrium. 

I • free energy change 
the indicator of spontaneity of 
a process at constnt T and P. If 

I delta-G is negative, the process 
I is spontaneous . 

• free energy, Gibbs free 
energy 

volatile component can then I the thermodynamic state func
be drawn off at the top of the 

I tion of a system that indicates 
component, while the less . 
volatile component remains at ; the amount of energy available 
the bottom. . : for the system to do useful 

I work at constant T and P. 
• fractional precipitation 
removal of some ions from so- I • free radical 
lution by precipitation while I a free radical is a molecule with 
leaving other ions with similar : an odd number of electrons. 
properties in solution. ~ Free radicals do not have a com

I pie ted octet and often undergo 
vigorous redox reactions. Free 
radicals produced within cells 

I can react with membranes, en
zymes, and genetic material, 
damaging or even killing the 

I cell. Free radicals have been 

• Frasch process 
method by which elemental I 

sulphur is mined or extracted. 
Sulphur is melted with super
heated water (at 170°C under I 

high pressure) and forced to 
the surface of the earth as a 
slurry. I implicated in a number of de

generative conditions, from 

II ===========Chemistry 
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natural aging to Alzheimer's ~ • fuel cells 
disease. ; voltaic cells in which the reac

• freezing point 
(mp) standard melting point; 
normal melting point; melting 
point. tlle temperature at which 
the vapour pressure of a liquid 
is equal to tlle vapour pressure 
of the corresponding solid 
form. The liquid and solid 
forms can coexist at equilib
rium at the freezing point. The 
standard melting point is the 
melting point at standard pres-
sure. 

• freezing point depression 
(T

fp
) the freezing point of a so

lution is always lower than the 
freezing point of the pure sol
vent. The freezing point depres
sion is roughly proportional to 
the molality of solute particles 
in the solution. Freezing point 
depression is an example of a 
colligative property of a solu-
tion. 

• frequency 
compare with wavelength. The 
number of cycles of a wave that 
move past a fixed observation 
point per second. The SI unit 
of frequency is the Hertz (Hz). 

: tants (usually gases) are sup
~ plied continuously. A voltaic cell 
I that converts the chemical en
~ ergy of a fuel and an oxidising 
: agent directly into electriacl en
~ ergy on a continuous basis. 

~ • functional group 
; a substructure that imparts char
: acteristic chemical behaviours to 
~ a molecule, for example, a car
I boxylic acid group. 

; • furanose ring 
: a five-membered cyclic hemiac
~ etal or herniketal of a carbohy
I drate. 

I • galvanic cell 
~ see voltaic cell. 

~ • galvanising 
: placing a thin layer of zinc on a 
~ ferrous material to protect the 
; ~derlying surface from corro-
: Slon. 
I 
: • gamma ray 
~ high energy electromagnetic 
; radiation. A highly penetrating 

type of nuclear radiation simi
I lar to x-ray radiation, except that 
I it comes from within the 

nucleus of an atom and has a 
~ higher energy. Energywise, very 
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similar to cosmic ray except that ' 
cosmIC rays originate from 

gangue Igeochemistry II 
iOlllsmg radiation passes 
through it. 

outer space. , • gel 
compare with colloid. A gell is 

, a sol in which the solid particles 
I fuse or entangle to produce a 

rigid 0'" semirigid mixture. For 
example, gelatin dissolved in 

• gas , water produces a sol of protein 

• gangue 
sand, rock, and other impurities 
surrounding the mineral of in-
terest in an ore. 

gases; vapour. Matter in a form 
that has low density, is easily, molecules. When the gelatin is 

. cooked, the protein chains encompressible and expandable, ., 
tangle and crosslink, forming a and expands spontaneously: 

when placed in a larger con- , gel which is a mesh of solid pro-
tainer. Molecules in a gas move tein with trapped pockets ofliq-

, uid inside. Fruit jellies are also freely and are relatively far 
fi £ gels. apart. "vapour" 0 ten re ers to ' 

a gas made of a substance that 
is usually encountered as a liq
uid or solid; for example, gas- , 
eous H 20 is called "water I 

• gem-dimethyl group 
two methyl groups of the same 
carbon atom·. 

• geminal 
vapour". 

• Gauche 
probably derives from the 
French word for 'crooked'. A 
gauche conformation repre
sents an energy minimum, but 
is not the lowest possible en
ergy in the system. This may be 
attributed to the anti con
former. 

• Geiger counter 
a gas filled tube which dis
charges electriaclly when 

, geminal (gem) is a term used 
to describe a relative 1,1-

, disubstitution. For example the 
hydrogen atoms in 
dichloromethane may be de
scribed as geminal, as may the 

, two chlorine atoms. A geminal 
or gem diol has two alcohol 
groups attached in a 1,I-rela

, tionship relative to each other. 

, • geochemistry 
geological chemistry. The study 
of materials and chemical reac-
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tions in rocks, minerals, 
magma, seawater, and soil. 

_ geometric isomers 
geometric or also called cis-

I rotation, such as a double bond 
I or a single bond'in a ring; for 

example cis-trans isomers of 
I certain alkenes. Stereoisomers 
I that are not mirror images of 

each other; also known as posi
tion isomers. 

trans isomers are stereoisomers 
in molecules with restricted ro- I 

tation about a bond. 
Cycloalkanes and alkenes form ~ - Gibbs free energy 
cis-trans isomers due to the re- I (G) Gibbs' free energy. A ther
striction of rotation about the modynarnic property devised by 
double bond or due to the re- Josiah Willard Gibbs in 1876 to 
striction in a ring. In order for I predict whether a process will 
an alkene to freely rotate, the occur spontaneously at constant 
pi bond must be broken. This pressure and temperature. 
process has a high activation I Gibbs free energy G is defined 
energy and does not occur at as G = H - ~ TS where H, T 
room temperature. Cis isomers and S are the enthalpy, tem
have the two substituents on I perature, and entropy. 
each of the carbons of the I Changes in G correspond to 
double bond on the same side, changes in free energy for 
whereas in the trans isomer I processes occuring at constant 
they are on opposite sides. The I temperature and pressure; the 
expression cis and trans only Gibbs free energy change cor
applies to alkenes or: responds to the maximum 
cycloalkanes if one of the sub- I non-expansion work that can 
stituents on each of the carbons ~ be obtained under these con
are the same. If there are three: ditions. The sign of·~G is 
or four different substituents, ~ negative for all spontaneous 
E,Z or R,S nomenclature must i processes and zero for pro-
be used. : cesses at equilibrium. 

- geometrical isomers 
compounds with different ar
rangements of groups on either 
side of a bond with restricted 

I 

: - Gibbs free energy of 
I formation 

(Gf ) Gibbs' free energy of for
mation. The change in Gibbs 
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centrations, glutamate can 
function as an excitotoxin. 

free energy that accompanies ~ 
the formation of one mole of ; 
a compound from its elements 
in their most stable form. 

I • glutamate receptors 

• glutamate 
ionic salts of glutamic acid used I 

as flavour enhancers in many 
foods. Glutamate is usually 
manufactured by acid hydroly- I 

sis of vegetable proteins. Be- I 

sides being a basic building 
block of proteins, glutamate 
functions as a neurotransmitter I 

GLUTAMATE DEHYDROGENASE 

glutamate receptors are protein 
molecules that helps gate the 
flow of ions across a nerve cell's 
membrane. They playa role in 
the formation of new connec
tions between nerve cells (and 
so, in learning and memory). 
The receptors are normally ac
tivated by aspartate and 
glutamate. In amnesic shellfish 
poisoning, domoic acid acts as 
an excitotoxin that very strongly 

I activates some of these recep
I tors, preventing their proper 

functioning . 

O/'--t .. ( 
o 0 

• glyceride 
monoglyceride; diglyceride; 

I triglyceride. Glycerides are fats 
and oils that are esters of glyc
erol with one or more fatty ac-

I ids. Monoglycerides, 
diglycerides, and triglycerides 
contain one, two, and three 

I fatty acids linked to the glycerol, 
respectively. 

• glycerol that helps neurons grow new I 

connections; as such, glutamate 
plays an important role in learn
ing and memory. At high con-

hOCH 2 CH (OH)CH20H, 
I Glycerol is a small molecule 
I with three alcohol groups. It is 

11--=========== Chemistry 
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a basic building block of fats 
and oils. 

• glycogen 
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~ • ground state 
; compare with excited state. The 
: lowest energy state for an atom 
I . 
: or molecule. When an atom 15 

I in its ground state, its electrons 
~ fill the lowest energy orbitals 

a polymer of glucose that is 
built like amulopectin except 
that it is larger and even more 
branched. Branching occurs at : completely before they begin to 
every lOth to 18th glucose mol- ~ occupy higher energy orbitals, 
ecule. I and they fill subshells in accor

• Graham's law 
the rates of effusion of gases are 
inversely proportional to the 
square roots of their molecular 
weights or densities. 

.gram 
a metric unit of mass, equal to 
1/1000 of a kilogram. Kilo
grams are the base SI units for 
mass, not grams. 

• greenhouse effect 
trapping of heat at the surface 
of the earth by carbon dioxide 
and water vapour in the atmo
sphere. 

• gross error 
compare with systematic error 
, random error and mistake . 
Gross errors are undetected 
mistakes that cause a measure
ment to be very much farther 
from the mean measurement 
than other measurements. 

: dance with Hund's rule. 
I 

.• group 
~ 1. a substructure that imparts 
I characteristic chemical 
~ behaviours to a molecule, for 
: example, a carboxylic acid 
~ group. (also: functional group). 
; 2. a vertical column on the pe
: riodic table, for example, the 
~ halogens. Elements that belong 
I to the same group usually show 
~ chemical similarities, although 
: the element at the top of the 
~ group is usually atypical. 

~ • Haber process 
; a process for the catalysed in
: dustrial production of ammonia 
~ from N2 and H2 at high tem
~ perature and pressure. 

I • half-cell 
~ compartment in which the oxi
: dation or reduction half-reac
~ tion occurs in a voltaic cell. 
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half-lifo I heat of fosiun " 

• hal.f-life . ~ For chemical systems the sign 
the tlme reqUIred for half ?f a I for heat flow into the system is 
reactant to be co~verted ~nto ~ positive, because this process 
product(s). The tlme reqUIred. mcreases the internal energy of 
for half of ~ giv~n sample to ; the system. Heat flowing out of 
undergo radioactlve decay. ~ t?e sy~tem is defined to be nega-
• half-reaction tlve, smce this process decreases 
either the oxidation part or the I the internal energy of the sys
reduction part of a redox reac- tern. 
tion. ; • heat capacity 
• halide : the amount of energy required 
halide ion. A compound or ion ~ to .raise the temperature of an 
containing fluorine chlorine I object by one degree Celsius (or 
bromine, iodine, or 'astatine. '~ Kelvin); it is repres.ente~ by the 

hal 
. symbol C and IS gIven m units 

• ogen ; of J/K. 
group VIIA; group 18. An ele-
ment of group VIIA (a. k. a. I • heat of condensation 
Group 18). The name means the amount of heat that must 
"s~lt former"; halogens react I be removed ~r~m one gram of 
WIth metals to form binary ionic ~ a ~apour at It s condensation 
compounds. Fluorine (F), chlo- ; p~mt to conde~se the vapour 
rine (CI), bromine (Br), iodine: WIth no change m temperature. 
(I), and astatine (At) are ~ • heat of crystallisation 
known at this time. ; the amount of heat that must 
• hard water be removed from one gram of 
water containing Fe3+, Ca2+, : a liquid at its freezing point to 
and Mg2+ ions, which forms ~ freeze it with no change in tem-
precipates with soap. ; perature. 

• heat I • heat of fusion 
energy transferred between two : the amount of heat required to 
objects because of a tempera- ~ melt. one ~ram. of solid at its 
ture difference; the thermal I meltlng pomt WIth no change in 
motion of atoms and molecules. : temperature. Usually expressed 
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in Jig. The molar heat of fusion ~ at a pressure of one atmo
is the amount of heat required ; sphere. 
to melt one mole of a solid at 
its melting point with no 
change in temperature and is 
usually expressed in kJ/moL 

_ heat of hydration 
the enthalpy change associated 
with placing gaseous molecules 
or Ions in water. 

; - heating curve 
: a plot of temperature verses 
~ time for a substance where en
; ergy is added at a constant rate. 

; - heavy water 
: (D

2
0) Water that contains 2H, 

~ rather than IH. Heavy water is 
I about 11 % denser than ordi-

_ heat of solution ; nary water. 
the amount of heat absorbed in 
the formation of solution that 
contains one mole of solute; the 
value is positive if heat is ab
sorbed (endothermic) and 
negative if heat is released (exo
thermic). 

- heat of vapourisation 
the amount of heat required to 
vapourise one gram of a liquid 
at its boiling point with no 
change in temperature. Usually 
expressed in Jig. The molar 
heat of vapourisation is the 
amount of heat required to 
vapourise one mole of liquid at 
its boiling point with no change 
in temperature and usually ex
pressed ion kJ/mol. 

- heat of vapourisation 
the energy required to 
vapourise one mole of a liquid 

: - heavy water 
~ water containing deuterium, a 
~ heavy isotope of hydrogen. 

~ - Heisenberg uncertainty 
; principle 
: it is impossible to determine 
~ accurately both the momen
; tum and position of an electron 
: simultaneously. 
I 

: - Helmholtz free energy 
~ a thermodynamic property that 
; can be used to predict whether 
: a process will occur spontane
~ ously at constant volume and 
; temperature. Helmholtz free 
: energy A is defmed as A = U -
I : ~ TS where U, T and S are the 
I internal energy, temperature, 
: and entropy. Changes in A cor
~ respond to changes in free en
~ ergy for processes occuring at 
; constant temperature and vol-
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ume. The sign of AA is nega- I • heterocyclic 
tive for spontaneous processes I heterocycle; heterocyclic ring. 
and zero for processes at equi - An organic group or molecule 
librium. I containing rings with at least 

• Henry's law 
lone noncarbon atom on the 

rmg. Henry's law constant. Henry's I 

law predicts that the solubility • heterocyclic amine 
(C) of a gas or volatile sub- amine in which the nitrogen is 
stance in a liquid is proportional I part of a ring. 
to the partial pressure (P) of the I • heterogeneous catalysis 
substance over the liquid: P = a form of catalysis in which the 
k C where k is called the catalyst is in different physical 
Henry's law constant and is I state than the reactants. 
characteristic of the solvent and 
the solute. 

I • heterogeneous catalyst 

• hertz , 
(Hz, S·l) frequency. The SI unit I 

a catalyst that exists in a differ
ent phase (solid, liquid or gas) 
from the reactants; a contact 
catalyst. of frequency, equal to one cycle 

of the wave per second (S·l). 

• Hess's law 
• heterogeneous equilibria 
equilibria involving species in 

I more than one phase. law of constant heat summa
tion; Hess's law of heat sum
mation. The heat released or 
absorbed by a process is the I 

same no matter how many I 

steps the process takes. For 
example, given a reaction A B, 
Hess's law says that H for the I 

reaction is the same whether 

I • heterogeneous mixture 
heterogeneous. Compare with 
homogeneous mixture , solu
tion , element, and compound 

I . A sample of matter consisting 
of more than one pure sub
stance and more than one 

I phase . Blood, protoplasm, 
milk, chocolate, smoke, and 
chicken soup are examples of 

the reaction is written as A C 
B or as A B. This is the same I 

as writing that H(A B) = 
H(A C) + H(C B). 

heterogeneous mixtures. 
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*~~=========== 
• heteronuclear ~ • homogeneous equilibria 
consisting of different elements. i equilibria involving only one 

• hi h ..J: .0 °d : species in a single phase. For 
g penormance lqW I all allli·ds 

h t h . example, gases, qill or 
c roma ograp y . all lid 

HPLC. An efficient form of ~ so s. 
column chromatography that i • homogeneous mixture 
pumps a liquid solution of the : solution. Compare with hetero
sample at very high pressure ~ geneous mixture, element and 
through a column packed with I compound . A sample of mat
a stationary phase made of very : ter consisting of more than one 
tiny particles. The high pressure ~ pure substance with properties 
pumps required make HPLC I that do not vary within the 
an expensive technique. ~ sample. 

• high spin complex ~ • homolog 
high-spin complex. A metal- : homologue; homologous; ho
ligand complex with the same ~ mologous series. A compound 
number of unpaired electrons as i belonging to a series of com
the uncomplexed metal ion. : pounds that differ by a repeat
When a weak ligand complexes ~ ing group. For example, pro
the metal ion, the crystal field i panol (CH3CH2CH20H), n
splitting is small and the elec- butanol (CH3CH2CH2CH2 
trons can still occupy all of the I OH), and n-pentanol 
d orbitals without pairing. I (CH3CH2CH2CH2CH20H) 

• homogeneous catalysis 
a form of catalysis in which the 
catalyst is in the same physical 
state than the reactants, for ex
ample reactants and catalyst are 
all gases. 

• homogeneous catalyst 
a catalyst that exists in the same 
phase (solid, liquid or gas) as 
the reactants. 

I 
are homologs; they belong to a 

: homologous senes 
~ CH3(CH2)nOH . 

I • homologous series 
: a series of compounds in which 
~ each member differs from the 
I next by a specific number and 
~ kind of atoms. 

~ • homonuclear 
consisting of only one element. 
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================* 
humectant I hydrazine II 

• humectant 
a substance that absorbs or re
tains moisture, added to a prod
uct to keep it from drying out. 

• Hund's rule 

I tion compound that contains 
I water in weak chemical combi-

nation with another compound. 
I For e.xample, crystals of 
I eusa 4.5 H2 a (copper sulphate 

pentahydrate) are made of 
regularly repeating units, each 

I containing 5 molecules of wa

rule of maximum multiplicity. I 

A rule of thumb stating that 
subshells fill so that the num-

ter weakly bound to a 
copper(II) ion and a sulphate 

ber of unpaired spins is maxi- I 

mized, or "spread them out and 
I ion. line them up." 

10 
S=O .; •• ---"'--

(Singlets) •••• __ I..:...F __ 

5:1 ,::.---"'-
(Tnplel$) ••••. -.--'-_-;-

I • hydrate isomers 
isomers of crystalline com
plexes that differ in whether 

I water is present inside or out
side the coordination sphere. 

• hydration 
reaction of a substance with 
water. 

I • hydration energy 
I the energy change accompany-

ing the hydration of a mole of 
• hybridisation I gase and ions. 
mixing a set of atomic orbitals I • hydrazine 
to form a new set of atomic or- I (NH2NH2) a colourless, fum
bitals with the same total elec- ing, corrosive liquid that is a 
tron capacity and with proper- I powerful reducing agent. 
ties and energies intermediate I NH2NH2 is used in jet and 
between those of the original rocket fuels, and as an inter-
unhybridised orbitals. mediate in the manufacture of 
• hydrate I agricultural, textile, photo-
compare with addition com- I graphic, and industrial chemi
pound . A hydrate is an addi- cals. 
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*================ 
- hydride ~ - hydrolysis 
a binary compound of hydro- ; the reaction of a substance with 
gen. 

- hydrocarbon 
compare with alkane, alkene, 
alkyne, and organic. H ydrocar
bons are organic compounds 
that contain only hydrogen and 
carbon. The simplest hydrocar
bons are the alkanes. 

- hydrogen bond 
hydrogen bonding. an espe
cially strong dipole-dipole 
force between molecules X
H ... Y, where X and Yare 
small electronegative atoms 
(usually F, N, or 0) and ... 
denotes the hydrogen bond. 
Hydrogen bonds are respon
sible for the unique properties 
of water and they loosely pin 
biological polymers like pro
teins and DNA into their char
acteristic shapes. 

- hydrogenation 
the reaction in which hydrogen 
adds across a double or triple 
bond. 

- hydrogen -oxygen fuel cell 
fuel cell in which hydrogen is 
the fuel (reducing agent) and 
oxygen is the oxidising agent. 

: water or its ions. 
I 

: - hydrolysis constant 
~ an equilibrium constant for a 
; hydrolysis reaction. 

; - hydrometer 
: an instrument for measuring 
~ the specific gravity of liquids. A 
I hydrometer is a weight with a 
: vertical scale attached. When 
~ placed into a liquid, the hy
I drometer bobs upright, and 
~ sinks to a certain level. The spe
: cific gravity or solution compo
~ sition can be read from the liq
; uid level on the vertical scale. 
: Hydrometers are often cali
~ bra ted in degrees Baume. 

~ - hydronium ion 
; (H30+) hydronium. the H30+ 
: ion, formed by capture of a hy
~ drogen ion by a water molecule. 
; A strong covalent bond is 
: formed between the hydrogen 
~ ion and water oxygen; all hydro
I gen ions in aqueous solution are 
~ bound inside hydronium ions. 

: - hydrophilic 
~ hydrophilicity; hydrophilic 
I group. A polar molecule or 
~ group that can form strong hy
: drogen bonds with water. 
I 
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• hydrophilic colloids I dissolve in the water they ab-
colloidal particles that repel I sorb from the air. 
water molecules. 

I • hypertonic 
• hydrophobic compare with osmotic pres
hydrophobicity; hydrophobic I sure Describes a solution 
group. A nonpolar molecule I which has higher osmotic 
or group that has little affin- pressure than some other so
ity for water. Hydrophobic lmion (usually, higher osmotic 
groups on molecules in solu- I pressure than cell or body flu
tion tend to turn in on them- ids). Freshwater fish die if 
selves or clump together with placed in seawater because the 
other hydrophobic groups be- I seawater is hypertonic, and 
cause they are unable to dis- causes water to leave the cells 
rupt the network of strong in fish's body. 
hydrogen bonds in the water I • hypothesis 
around them. 

I hypotheses. Compare with 
• hydroxide I theory. A hypothesis is a con
(OH-) hydroxide ion. Compare: jecture designed to guide ex-
with hydroxyl. I perimentation. Hypotheses are 
1. the OH- ion. I extremely useful in problem 
2. compounds containing the solving, and are essential in de-
OH- ion. I veloping new theories. 

• hygroscopic I • hypotonic 
able to absorb moisture from I compare with osmotic pressure 
air. For example, sodium hy- Describes a solution which has 
droxide pellets are so hygro- lower osmotic pressure than 
scopic that they dissolve in the I some other solution (usually, 
water they absorb from the air. lower osmotic pressure than cell 

• hygroscopicity or body fluids). Washing your 
I contact lenses with distilled wathe ability of a substance to ab-

sorb moisture from air. For ex- I ter rather than saline is painful 
ample, sodium hydroxide pel- because distilled water is hypo-

I tonic; it causes water to move lets are so hygroscopic that they 
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into cells, and they swell and 
burst. 

• ideal gas 
ideal gases; perfect gas; ideal gas 
law. A gas whose pressure P, vol
ume V, and temperature Tare 
related by PV = nRT, where n is 
the number of moles of gas and 
R is the ideal gas law constant . 
Ideal gases have molecules with 
negligible size, and the average 
molar kinetic energy of an ideal 
gas depends only on its tempera
ture. Most gases behave ideally 
at sufficiently low pressures. 

• ideal gas law 
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*================ 
~ I; 8.31434J moP Kl; 1.9872 cal 
; Kl mo1-'; 8314.34 L Pa moP K 
: I; 8.31434 Pa m3 moP KI. 
I 

: • ideal solution 
~ all molecules in an "ideal solu
; tion" interact in exactly the 
: same way; the solvent-solvent, 
I 
: solvent-solute, and solute-sol-
I ute intermolecular forces are all 
~ equivalent. Ideal solutions obey 
: Raoult's law exactly. Real solu
~ tions behave ideally only when 
; they are very dilute. 

~ • ideal solution 
: a solution that obeys Raoult's 
~ Law exactly. 

the product of pressure and the I • immiscible 
volume of an ideal gas is di
rectly proportional to the num
ber of moles of the gas and the 
absolute temperature. 

• ideal gas law constant 

; immiscibility. Compare with 
: miscible and partial miscibility. 
~ Two liquids are considered "im
; miscible" or unmixable if shak
: ing equal volumes of the liquids 
~ together results in a meniscus 
; visible between two layers of 
: liquid. If the liquids are com
~ pletely immiscible, the volumes 

(R) ideal gas constant; universal 
gas constant. A constant R equal 
to PV/(nT) for ideal gases, 
where the pressure, volume, 
moles, and temperature of the 
gas are P, V, n, and T, respectively. 
The value and units of R depend 
on the units ofp, V, and T. Com- , 
monly used values and units of ~ 
R include: 82.055 cm3 atm KI 
moP; 0.082055 L atm moP K I 
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=======~. 
impedance I indim:t electrolysis " 

of the liquid layers are the same I example, in an experiment 
as the volumes of liquids I where the vapour pressure of a 
orginally added to the mixture. liquid is measured at several 

I different temperatures, tem-• impedance : 
impedance is the analogue of ~ perature is the independent 
the resistance or resistivity; variable and vapour pressure is 
when applied to alternating cur- : the dependent variable. 
rent. That is, it is a measure of ~ • indicator 
a material's inability to carry I a substance that undergoes an 
the electrical current. In many : sharp, easily observable change 
materials, the impedance varies ~ when conditions in its solutions 
as the frequency of the applied I change. 

I • indicator diagram electrical potential changes, due 
to the properties of the con
ducting liquid or solid. In elec- ~ 
trochemistry, the impedance · of ; 
the electrodes is also frequency : 
dependent. I 

PV diagram. A plot of pressure 
vs. volume. Lines or curves on 
the indicator diagram represent 
processes. The areas under 
curves on the indicator diagram 

• incomplete octet I are equal to the work released 
l.an atom with less than eight I by the process. 

• indicators 
for acid-base titrations, organic 
compounds that exhibit differ

electrons in its valence shell. 
2.an atom with less than eight I 

total bonding and nonbonding I 

electrons in a Lewis structure, 
for example, B in BH3 has an 

I ent colors in solutions of differ-

incomplete octet. 

• independent variable 

ent acidities; used to determine 
the point at which reaction be

I tween two solutes is complete . 
compare with dependent vari- I • indirect electrolysis 
able . An independent variable the production of chemicals in 
that can be set to a known value I an electrolytic cell through in-
in an experiment. Several inde- I termediate electrolysis prod-
pendent variables may be con- ucts. It is often used in the oxi
trolled in an experiment. For I dation/reduction of organic 
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ds that would other- I questioned. While the electrode compoun . . th 
wise react very slowly at the ; I~ay not.take part m e rea~-
electrode surface. An interme- : Don as a reactant or product, It 
diate oxidising/reducing agent ~ still can act as an electrocatalyst. 
is produced at the electrode sur- ~ _ inert pair 
face and the agent reacts with ; Valence electrons in an s orbital 
the organic in the bulk solution. : penetrate to the nucleus better 
The agent is continuously re- ~ than electrons in p orbitals, and 
o-enerated by the electrolysis. A ; as a result they're more tightly 
b . h 
typical oxidisin~ age~t IS t e : bound to the nucleus and less 
ferric (tri-valent Iron) lOn, and ~ able to participate in bond for
an example of the reducing I mation. A pair of such electrons 
agent is the cerous (~ri-~alent : is called an "inert pair". The 
cerium) ion. The reaCtlve mter- ~ inert pair effect explains why 
mediate is often called a "me- I common ions of Pb are Pb4+ 
diator," and the overall reaction ~ and Pb2+, and not just Pb4+ as 
a "mediated reaction." : we might expect from the octet 

- inductive effect ~ rule. 
inductance effect. An inductive ~ _ inert's-pair effect 
effect is the polarisation of a ; characteristic of the post-tran
chemical bond caused by the : sition minerals; tendency of the 
polarisation of an adjacent ~ outermost s electrons to remain 
bond. (Field effects are; non-ionised or un shared in 
polarisation caused by nonadja- : compounds. 
cent bonds). I 

: - infrared radiation 
- inert electrode I (IR) infrared. Electromagnetic 
an electrode that serves only as ; radiation with wavelength 
a source or sink for electrons : longer than visible light but 
without playing a chemical role ~ shorter than that of micro
in the electrode reaction. Noble ; waves. Infrared radiation is pro
metals, mercury, and carbon : duced by hot objects; absorp
are typically used as inert elec- ~ tion of infrared radiation causes 
trodes. The "inert" nature of I chemical bonds to vibrate. 
the electrode can sometimes be : 

I 
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• infrared spectroscopy I ture, reactions, catalysis, and 
IR spectroscopy. A technique I mechanism of action. 

I • inorganic compound 
inorganic. Compare with or
ganic. A compound that does 

for determining the structure 
(and sometimes concentration) 
of molecules by observing how I 

infrared radiation is absorbed by 
a sample. 

I not contain carbon chemically 

• inhibitor 
a chemical that stops (or at least I 

decreases the rate of) a chemi
cal reaction. 

• inhibitory catalyst 
an inhibitor, a catalyst that de- I 

creases the rate of reaction. 

bound to hydrogen. Carbon
ates, bicarbonates, carbides, and 
carbon oxides are considered 
inorganic compounds, even 
though they contain carbon. 

• insoluble 
insolubility. Compare with 
soluble . Refers to a substance 
that does not dissolve in a sol-

I vent to any significant degree. • inner orbital complex 
valence bond designation for a 
complex in which the metal ion I 

utilises d orbitals for one shell 
inside the outermost occupied 
shell in its hybridisation. 

Compounds with solubilities of 
less than 1 g per litre of water 

I are often referred to as 'in
I soluble', even though they do 

dissolve to a small extent. 

• insoluble compound 
• innersphere charge trans

fer reaction 
I a very slightly soluble coma charge-transfer reaction with 

the reactants in direct contact I pound. 
with each other, without any I • insulator 
intervening solvent molecules. poor electric and heat conduc
Note that a "reactant" can also tor. 
be an electrode. Contrast with I • insulator (electrical) 
outer-sphere charge-transfer 
reaction. 

• inorganic chemistry 
the study of inorganic com
pounds, specifically their struc-

I a material that will not carry any 
electrical current. It has zero 
conductivity and inftnite resis

I tivity. 
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• integrated rate equation ~ • interference 
an equation giving the concen- ; interfering. Compare with con
tration of a reactant remaining : structive interference and de
after a specified time; has dif- ~ structive interference. The am
ferent mathematical form for I plitudes of waves moving into 
different orders of reactants. : the same region of space add to 

~ produce a single resultant wave. 
I The resultant wave can have 
~ higher or lower amplitude than 
: the component waves. 

• integrated rate law 
rate laws like d[ A ]jdt = -k[ A] 
give instantaneous concentra
tion changes. To fmd the change 
in concentration over time, the 
instantaneous changes must by 
added (integrated) over the de
sired time interval. The rate law 
d[A]jdt = -k[A] can be inte
grated from time zero to time 
t to obtain the integrated rate 
law In([A]j[A]o = -kt, where 
[A]o is the initial concentration 
ofA. 

I. di : • mterme ate 
I a molecular or ionic species that 

is formed (directly or indi
recdy) from the reactants and 

I reacts further (direcdy or indi-
recdy) to form the products of 
the reaction. It does not accu

~ mulate during the course of the 
I reaction. 

; • intermediate species 
• intensive property : species formed in a reaction 
intensive; intensive properties. ~ consisting of more than one 
Compare with extensive prop- ; step. An intermediate is pro
erty . A property that does not duced in one reaction and con
change when the amount of ~ sumed in the following reac
sample changes. Examples are I tion. 
density, pressure, temperature, 
colour. 

• interconnect 
an electrically conductive struc
tural part that connects series
connected cells in a fuel cell 
stack. 

I • intermolecular force 
an attraction or repulsion be
tween molecules. Intermolecu-

liar forces are much weaker than 
chemical bonds. Hydrogen 
bonds, dipole-dipole interac

I tions, and London forces are 
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examples 
forces . 

of intermolecular I with stable potential, to the 
I internal electrolyte. 

_ internal electrolyte I - ion 
the electrolyte solution inside a an atom or molecule that has 
reference electrode assembly acquired a charge by either 
such as the silver/silver-chloride I gaining or losing electrons. An 
electrode. (Also called "filling atom or molecule with missing 
solution.") Internal electrolytes electrons has a net positive 
are used also in membrane elec- I charge and is called a cation ; 
trodes. Contrast with external j one with extra electrons has a 
electrolyte. net negative charge and is called 

- internal energy an aruon. 

(U, E) compare with enthalpy - ion exchange 
and energy. Internal energy (U) ion exchange resin; ion ex
is defmed so that changes in in- changer. Ion exchange is a 
ternal energy (U) are equal to method of separating ions from 
the heat absorbed or released I a solution by reversibly binding 
by a process running at con- I them onto a resin that has 
stant volume. While changes in charged sites on its surface. Ion 
internal energy can be mea- exchangers are used to remove 
sured using calorimetry, abso- I metal ions from drinking wa
lute values of mternal energy ter. 
usually cannot be determined. _ ion exchange membrane 
Changes in internal energy are I a plastic sheet formed from 
equal to the heat transferred I ion-exchange resin. The utility 
plus the work done for any pro- I of such membranes is based on 
cess. their property that they are per-
- internal reference elec- me able preferentially only to 

trode I either positive ions (cation-ex-
a reference electrode used in- change membrane) or to nega
side a membrane electrode as- tive ions (anion-exchange mem
sembly as an electrical contact, I brane). 
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• ion product for water 
equilibrium constant for the 
ionisation of water, Kw = 
[H

3
0+][OH-] = 1.00 x 10-14 at 

25°C 

• ion exchange resin 
a polymeric resin that contains 
electrically charged fragments 
("fixed ions") permanently at
tached to the polymer back
bone, electrical neutrality is 
achieved by attached mobile 
"counterions" in the solution 
phase the resin is immersed 
into_ A practical use of such 
resin is the removal of un
wanted ions from a solution by 
replacing them with other ions_ 
e.g., a cation exchange resin con
taining fixed negative charges 
with attached mobile sodium 
ions can be used to remove 
"hardness" from water if the 

I calcium and magnesium ions 
I are more strongly attracted to 

the resin and therefore will re
I place the sodium ions. Eventu
I ally all the sodium ions will go 

into solution and the ion-ex-
change process terminates. The 

I resin can be regenerated by 
: soaking in a high concentration 
~ sodium salt solution. Such pro
I cess can also be used to remove 
~ unwanted ions from polluted 
: water streams. 
I 
: • ionic bond 
~ ionically bound; ionic bonding. 
; Compare with covalent bond. 
: An attraction between ions of 
~ opposite charge. Potassium bro
; mide consists of potassium ions 
: (K+) ionically bound to bro
~ mide ions (Br) Unlike covalent 
; bonds, ionic bond formation 
. involves transfer of electrons, 
~ and ionic bonding is not direc
I tional. 

I • ionic bonding 
~ chemical bonding resulting 
: from the transfer of one or 
I more electrons from one atom 
; or a group of atoms to another. 

~ • ionic compound 
salt. Compare with covalent 

I compound and ionic bond. A 
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compound made of distinguish- ~ 
able cations and anions, held ; 
together by electrostatic forces. 

ionic compounds I ionic. radius " 

• ionic geometry 
the arrangement of atoms (not 
lone pairs of electrons) about 

• ionic compounds 
compounds containing pre
dominantly ionic bonding. 

• ionic conductor 
a material that conducts electric
ity with ions as charge carriers. 

• ionic current 

~e central atom of a polyatomic 
I Ion. 

I • ionic liquid 
~ a liquid containing mostly ions, 
: a molten salt in which the mol
I ecules are fully (or almost fully) 

dissociated. Contrast with elec
trolyte solution in which the dis
sociated salt is dissolved in a electrical current with ions as I 

charge carriers. solvent, with tl1e solvent not (or 
• ionic dissociation only slightly) dissociated. Cor
ionise; ionisation. When ionic I responding examples are mol
substances dissolve, their ions I ten sodium chloride (table salt) 
are surrounded by solvent mol- : and aqueous solution of sodium 
ecules and separated from each ~ chloride, respectively. 
other. This phenomena is also I • ionic mobility 
called ionisation. : I a quantitative measure of an 
• ionic equation ion's ability to move under the 
complete ionic equation. Com- I influence of a potential differ
pare with net ionic equation and ~ ence in solution. It is the speed 
molecular equation . An ionic ; of movement under the influ
equation is a balanced chemical ence of unit potential differ
equation in which strong elec- I ence. While the mobility is de
trolytes are written as dissoci- fined in terms electromigration, 
ated ions. For example, Ag+ (aq) it also affects the speed of dif
+ N03·(aq) + Na+(aq) + CI- I fusion. 
(aq) ~ AgCI(s) + Na+(aq) + I • ionic radius 
N03-(aq) is an ionic equation; ; compare with atomic radius . 
AgN03(aq) + NaCI(aq) ~ The radii of anions and cations 
AgCI(s) + NaN03(aq) is not. I in crystalline ionic compounds, 
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as determined by consistently 
partitioning the centre-to-cen
tre distance of ions in those 
compounds. 

• ionies 
part (sub-discipline) of electro-
chemistry th"t deals witl1 the 
behaviour of ions in liquid so
lutions, ionic liquids, and solids 
("solid-state ionics"). 

• ion~sation energy 
(IE,IP) ionisation potential. 
Compare with adiabatic 
ionisa tion energy, vertical 
ionisation energy, electronega
tivity, and electron affinity. The 
energy needed to remove an 
electron from a gaseous atom 
or Ion. 

• ionisation 
in aqueous solution, the process 
in which a molecular compound 
reacts with water and forms 
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*================ 
~ • ionisation isomers 
; isomers that result from the 
: interchange of ions inside and 
~ outside the coordination 
; sphere. 

; • ionselective electrode 
; an electrode or electrode as
~ sembly with a potential that is 
I dependent on the concentration 
: of an ionic species in the test 
~ solution and is used for elec
~ troanalysis. Ion-selective elec
; trodes are often membrane 
: type electrodes. Abbreviated as 
I "ISE." 

~ • IR (drop) compensation 
; some potentiostats are 
; equipped with an optional ir 
~ compensation. The potentiostat 
; electronically corrects for the 
: solution ir drop and the poten
~ tial of the working electrode is 
; controlled (at least in principle) 
; at the correct value. Unfortu-mns. I 
: nately, most potentiostats be-

• ionisation constant I come unstable at full compen
equilibrium constant for the ~ sation, so one can only make a 
ionisation of a weak electrolyte. : partial compensation, resulting 

• ionisation energy ~ in an uncompensated ir drop 
the minimum amount of en- ; and an error in the potential 
ergy required to remove the control. The user must provide 
most loosely held electron of ~ the solution resistance value, 
an isolated gaseous atom or ; though some potentiostat set-

ups will measure it automatiIon. 
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=================* 
cally. Contrast with ir (drop) I • irreversible electrode 
correction. an electrode with an irrevers-

• IR (drop) correction I 
ible electrode reaction . 

a numerical correction of : • irreversible electrode 
measured potential of the I reaction 
working electrode for the so- I a qualitative term for a slow 
lution IR drop. (One must electrode reaction. An electrode 
know the value of the current reaction having a small ex
and the value of the resistance I change current density. Oppo
of the electrolyte between the site: reversible electrode reac
working and the reference tion. 

• irreversible process electrodes.) It cannot be sim- I 

ply stated whether this correc-
I any real process; when a system 

undergoes the changes State 1 
-> State 2 -> State 1 by any real 

I pathway, the universe is differ
ent that before the cyclic pro
cess took place in the system. 

tion is positive or negative 
because of the contradictory I 

conventions used for the an
odic and cathodic currents. In 
either case, the absolute value I 

of the corrected potential I 

must be smaller than that of : - ISE 
the uncorrected potential. I stands for ion-selective elec-
Contrast with ir (drop) com- I trode. 
pensation. • isobar 

• IR drop compare with isotope . 
the electrical potential differ- I 1. a contour line that corre
ence between the two ends of a I sponds to values measured at 
conducting phase during a cur- I identical pressures. For ex
rent flow. It is the product of : ample, curves on a plot of gas 
the current (I) and the resis- I volumes measured at different 
tance (R) of the conductor. In temperatures in an open con
electrochemistr)~ it refers to the tainer are isobars. 
solution IR drop, or to the I 2. nuclides that have the same 
ohmic loss in an electrochemi- I isotopic mass but different 
cal cell. atomic number. 
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- isobaric 
having constant pressure. 

- isochore 
a contour line that corresponds 
to values measured at identical 
volumes. For example, a curve 
on a plot of gas pressure mea
sured at different temperatures 
in a rigid contamer is an 
isochore. 

- isochoric 
having constant volume. 

- isoelectric 
having the same electronic con
figurations. 

- isoelectric focusing 
a variation of the electro
phoretic separation technique. 
The separation of molecules 
occurs in a combination of po
tential an pH gradients result
ing in sharper separations com
pared to simple electrophoresis. 

- isoelectronic 
refers to a group of atoms or 
ions having the same number 
of electrons. For example, F-, 
Ne, and Na+ are isoelectronic. 

- isolated system 
a system which can exchange 
neither mass nor energy with its 
surroundings. 
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~ - isomers 
; different compounds with the 
: same molecular formula. This 
~ is a very broad term and en
; compasses all of the different 
: types of isomers. To call 
~ something an isomer is analo
I gous to saying that it is re
: lated without saying how it is 
I 
: related. 
I. h : - Isomorp ous 
~ refers to crystals having the 
; same atomic arrangement. 

~ - isotherm 
: a contour line that corresponds 
I to values measured at identical 
~ temperatures. For example, 
: curves on a plot of gas pressure 
~ measured at different volumes 
; in a constant temperature bath 
: are isotherms. 
I 

: - isothermal 
~ having constant temperature. 

~ - isotope 
; isotopic; isotopy. Compare with 
: isomer, allotrope , isobar, and 
~ isotone . Atoms or ions of an 
; element with different num
: bers of neutrons in their atomic 
I 
: nucleus . Isotopes have the 
I same atomic number but dif
~ ferent mass number . Isotopes 
: have very similar chemical 

II 
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properties but sometimes differ I "Greek capital omega" letter, 
greatly in nuclear stability. I some browsers unfortunately 

• isotopic abundance do not support this.) 

compare with natural abun- - K capture 
dance. The fraction of atoms I absorption of a K shell (n= 1) 
of a given isotope in a sample I electron by a proton as it is con-
of an element. verted to a neutron. 

- isotopic mass 
isotopic masses. The mass of a 
single atom of a given isotope, I 

usually given in daltons. 

-IUPAC 
International Union of Pure 
and Applied Chemistry, an I 

organisation which sets interna
tional standards for chemical 
nomenclature , atomic weights I 

, and the names of newly dis
covered elements. 

-kA 
symbol and abbreviation of 
kilo ampere (= 103 A, one thou
sand amperes). 

_ kelvin 
(K) the SI base unit of tem
perature, defined by assigning 
273.16 K to the temperature at 
which steam, ice, and water are 
at equilibrium (called the triple 
point of water). The freezing 
point of water is 273.15 K. 

- joule _ ketone 
(J),the SI unit of energy; equal ~ (R-CO-R') An organic com
to the work required to move ; pound that contains a carbonyl 
a 1 kg mass against an oppos- group. For example, methyl 
ing force of 1 newton. 1 J = 1 I ethyl ketone is 
kg m2 S·2 = 4.184 calories. I CH3COCH2CH3 is used in 
_ k some adhesives. 

- kilo 
when used as a prefix before a 

the letter "k" when used as a 
prefix before a unit symbol in
dicates a multiplier of 1 03

• Sym
bol of "kilo". e.g., kU = 103 

ohm, one kiloohm, one thou
sand ohms. (The symbol is the I 

letter "k" followed by the 

I unit name it indicates a multi
plier ofl03• e.g., kiloohm = 103 

ohm, one thousand ohms. Sym
bol: "k". 
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• kilo ohm ~ There are several constraints . 
103 ohm, symbol: "kQ" (one 
thousand ohms). 

• kilogram 
(kg) The kilogram (kg) is the 
base unit of mass in the 51 sys
tem of units. The standard ki-

; In order for a reaction to occur, 
: bonds initially are broken, 
~ which requires energy. This en
; ergy depends on the type of the 
: reaction and comes from the 
I kinetic energies that the mol
I ecules possess before the colli

logram is a 1 kg corrosion re- sion. It is called the activation 
sistant platinum/iridium cylin- I energy. Increasing the tempera
der, carefully preserved in the I ture increases the kinetic ener
suburbs of Paris (with a backup gies and more collisions will 
copy kept in Gaithersburg, occur. In addition, at a higher 
Maryland.) Efforts are under- I temperature a greater number 
way to replace these artifacts by of the reacting molecules might 
redefining the kilogram as the possess an energy equal to or 
mass of a certain number of ~ greater than the activation en
silicon atoms. I ergy. However the molecules 

• kinetic energy must also collide in a specific 
I orientation, called the steric fac
I tor in order for a reaction to oc

cur. A reaction will only be suc
cessful, if the collision has 

I enough energy to be either 

compare with potential energy. 
The energy an object possesses 
by virtue of its motion. An ob- I 

ject of mass m moving at ve
locity v has a kinetic energy 
ofV2mv2 .. 

~ equal to or greater than the ac
: tivation energy and if the ori

• kinetic molecular theory I entation of dle collision allows 
this theory assumes that mol- ~ for correct bond formation. 
ecules must collide in order to : These factors are in the 
react. The more collisions the 
more likely it is for a reaction 
to occur. However, depending 
on the conditions, only a small 
fraction of the collisions are ef
fective in producing a reaction. 

~ Arrhenius equation: 
; k = zp 
: The rate constant k is propor
~ tional to the Arrhenius factor A. 
; A is the product of the collision 

frequency z, and the steric fac-
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tor p. The fraction of collisions I • L 
with sufficient energy to pro- I L-isomer. Compare with D
duce a reaction are in the term Prefix used to designate a 
of the equation. I levorotatory enantiomer. 

• kinetic-molecular theory I. lanthanide 
a theory; that attempts to ex- I compare with actinide and in
plain macroscopic observations ner transition metals. Elements 
on gases in microscopic or mo- 57-70 are called lant11anides. 
lccular terms. I Electrons added during the 

• kinetics 
chemical kinetics is a scientific 
discipline dedicated to the study 
of the rates of chemical reac-
tions. How fast is a reaction 
proceeding in time, and what is 
affecting the rate. 

.K 
w 

Aufbau construction of lan
thanide atoms go into the 4f 

I subshelL 

I • lanthanide contraction 
an effect that causes sixth pe
riod elements with filled 4f 

I subshells to b~ smaller than oth-
erwise expected. The interven
tion of the lanthanides increases 

symbol for the autoprotolysis I the effective nuclear charge, 
constant for water, equal to 1.01 I which offsets the size increase 
x 10-14 at 25°C. expected from filling the n=6 
• kWh I valence shell. As a consequence, 
symbol and abbreviation of I sixth period transition metals 
kilowatt-hour (= 103 Wh, one : are about the same size as their 
thousand watt-hours). fifth period counterparts. 

• kO • lanthanides 
symbol and abbreviation of ~ elements 58 to 71 (after lantha
kiloohm(= 103 ohm, one thou- . num). 
sand ohms). (The symbol is dle • latent heat 
letter "k" followed by the I heat that is absorbed without 
"Greek capital omega" letter, I causing a rise in temperature. 
some browsers unfortunately For example, "latent heat of 
do not support this.) vapourisa.tion" refers to the 
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arnountofheatrequiredtocon- I sured at the same tempera
vert a liquid to vapour at a par- ; ture and pressure. 

ticular temperature. ; • law of conservation of 

• lattice mass 
a regular array of ions or atoms.· I there is no change in total 

• law 

------- :-':1 
, 

, , 

natural law; scientific law. 
Natural laws summaris~ pat
terns that recur in a large 
amount of data. Unlike hu-

I mass during a chemical 
change. The demonstration of 
conservation of mass by 
Antoine Lavoisier in the late 
18th century was a milestone 
in the development of modern 

I chemistry. 

I • law of conservation of 
matter 

there is no detectable change 
I in the quantity of matter dur

ing an ordinary chemical re-
man laws, natural laws don't action. 

forbid or permit; they de- ~ • law of conservation of 
scribe. 

• law of combining vol-
umes 

Gay-Lussac's law. When gases 
react, they do so in a definite 
proportion by volume, if the 
volumes are measured at the 

matter and energy 
I the total amount of matter 

and energy available in the 
I universe is fixed. 

~ • law of definite propor-
I tions 
: when two pure substances re
I 
: act to form a compound, they 

same pressure and tempera
ture. For example, in the re
action N 2(g) + 3 H 2(g) = 2 
NH3(g), 3 litres of hydrogen I 

will react with 1 litre of nitro-

I do so in a definite proportion · 
by mass . For example, when 
water is formed from the reac

I tion between hydrogen and oxy-
gen to give 2 litres of ammo- fi 

gen, the 'de inite proportion' is 
nia if all volumes are mea- I 

1 g ofR for every 8 g of.o. 
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===============*============== 
• law of multiple propor- I • lead acid battery . 

tions a rechargeable battery. Dunng 
when one element can combine discharging, the reaction on the 
with another to form more than I positive electrode is the conver-

. sion of lead dioxide to lead sul-one compound, the mass ratlos I 

of the elements in the com- phate, while on the negative 
electrode it is the conversion of 

pounds are simple whole-num- I metallic lead to lead sulphate. 
ber ratios of each other. For 

The reactions are reversed dur
example, in CO and in CO2, the I ing charging. The current col-
oxygen-to-carbon ratios are lector can be lead in both elec-
16: 12 and 32: 12, respectively. trodes . The electrolyte is 
Note that the second ratio is I sulphuric acid. While it is one 
exactly twice the first, because I of the earliest practical storage 
there are exactly twice as many: batteries (1866), it is still very 
oxygens in CO2 per carbon as ~ widely used today, e.g. as auto-
there are in co. I mobile starter battery. 

• law of partial pressures I • lead storage battery 
(Dalton's law) I a battery (used in cars) in which 

the total pressure exerted by a : the anode is lead, the cathode 
mixture of gases is the sum of ~ is lead coated with lead dioxide, 
the partial pressures of the in- . and the electrolyte is a sulphuric 
dividual gases. acid solution. 

• Le chatelier's principle • Leclanche cell (battery) 
states that a system at equi - ~ one of the earliest practical non
librium, or striving to attain ; rechargeable batteries 
equilibrium, responds in such; (Georges-Lionel Leclanche, 
a way as to counteract any 1866). It uses a zinc anode 
stress placed upon it. If a I (negative electrode) and a man
stress (change of conditions) ganese dioxide cathode (posi
is applied to a system at equi- tive electrode) with ammonium 
librium, the system shifts in I chloride solution as electrolyte. 
the direction that reduces I The initially liquid electrolyte 
stress. 
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was later "immobilised," and 
this system became the first dry 
cell. It is still widely used. 

• leveling agent, leveler 
small amounts of (usually or
ganic) compounds added to an 
electroplating solution that 
changes the mechanism of the 
plating to produce a metal de
posit smoother than the origi
nal substrate. 

• leveling effect 
effect by which all acids stron
ger than the acid that is charac
teristic of the solvent react with 
solvent to produce that acid; 
similar statement applies to 
bases. The strongest acid (base) 
that can exist in a given solvent 
is the acid (base) characteristic 
of the solvent. 

• Levich equation 
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*================ 
~ • Lewis acid 
; any species that can accept a 
: share in an electron pair. 
I 

: • Lewis base 
I any species that can make 
; available a share in an electron 
: pair. 
I 

: • Lewis dot formula (elec
I . tron dot formula) 
I representation of a molecule, 
: ion or formula unit by showing 
~ atomic symbols and only outer 
I shell electrons. 

I • Lewis structure 
electron dot structure; dot 
structure. A model pioneered 

I by Gilbert N. Lewis and Irv
ing Langmuir that represents 
the electronic structure of a 

~ molecule by writing the va-
; lence electrons of atoms as 
: dots. Pairs of dots (or lines) 
I wedged between atoms repre
; sent bonds; dots drawn else
: where represent non bonding 
~ electrons. 

~ • ligand 
I 1. in inorganic chemistry, a 

• laevorotatory molecule or ion that binds to a 
compare with dextrorotatory. I metal cation to form a complex. 
Having the property of rotat- I 2 in biochemistry, a . molecule 
ing plane-polarised light coun- that binds to a receptor, having 
terclockwise. a biological effect 

an equation that describes the 
effect of several variables (ro
tation rate, solution concentra
tion, etc) on the current at a 
rotating-disk electrode. 
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Ligand-Receptor Specificity 
I supporting electrolyte. The 
I mass transport occurs exclu

sively through diffusion in the 
I diffusion layer, driven by the 
I concentration difference of the 

reactant between the edge of the 

Met Ron 

diffusion layer and the electrode 
I surface. As the current density 

is increased (usually by chang
ing the electrode potential), the 

I surface concentration of the re
• limit of quantitation 
(LOD) quantitative detection 
limit; limit of determination. ~ 
The smallest detectable concen- ; 
tration an analytical instrument : 
can determine at a given confi- I 

dence level. IUPAC defmes the I 

quantitative detection limit as 
Cld = ks/m, where k is 10, s is I 

the standard deviation of in- I 

strument readings taken on a 
"blank" (a solution with zero ~ 
concentration of analyte), and I 

m is the slope of a plot of in- ~ 
strurnent response vs. concen- : 
tration, as calculated by linear ~ 
regression. 

actant must decrease so that the 
concentration difference driving 
the diffusion can increase and 
provide the required flux of the 
reactant. However, the surface 
concentration obviously cannot 
decrease below zero, thereby a 
situation is reached when fur
ther change of the electrode 
potential cannot increase the 
reactant flux, and correspond
ingly the current density. The 
concept of "limiting current 
density" is valid even in the ab
sence of supporting electrolyte. 
However, the situation is more 
complex in this case because 

• limiting current density 
the maximum current density 

electromigrational effects must 
I also be taken into consideration. 

that can be achieved for an elec- I • limiting reactant 
trode reaction at a given con- ; limiting reagent. The reactant 
centration of the reactant in the : that limits the amount of prod
presence of a large excess of ~ uct produced in a chemical re-
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action. For example, mixing I the shape of their container but 
one mole of H 2(g) with one I do not expand to fill the con
mole of 02 produces one mole tainer as gases do. Liquids diE
of steam (H

2
0(g)), with half a I fuse much more slowly than 

mole of 02(g) remaining. The I gases. 
hydrogen gas limits the amount ; • liquid aerosol 
of steam produced in this case. : colloidal suspension of liquid in 

I 
• line spectrum gas. 
line spectra; line emission spec- I • liquid junction potential 
trum. Compare with band spec- I a potential difference between 
trum and continuous spectrum. two solutions of different com
A emission spectrum that con- I positions separated by a mem
tains very sharp peaks, corre- I brane type separator. The sim
sponding to transitions between plest example is the case of 
states in free atoms. For ex- I two solutions containing the 
ample; the line spectrum of hy- I same salt in different concen-
drogen contains 4 sharp lines in ; trations. The salt will diffuse 
the visible part of the spectrum. : from the higher concentration 
• linear accelerator I side to the lower concentra
a device used for accelerating I tion side. However, the diffu
charged particles along a sion rate of the cation and the 
straight line path. I anion of the salt will very sel

• linkage isomers I dom be exactly the same. Let 
us assume for this example 
that the cations move faster; 

I consequently, an excess posi-
tive charge will accumulate on 

• liquefaction the low concentration side, 
the transformation of a gas into ~ while an excess negative 
a liquid. ; charge will accumulate on the 

isomers in which a particular I 

ligand bonds to a metal ion 
through different donor atoms. 

• liquid : high concentration side of the 
a state of matter that has a high ~ junction due to the slow mov
density and is incompressible ; ing anions. This sets up a po
compared to a gas. Liquids take tential difference that will start 
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an electromigration of the I paper into a basic solution turns 
ions that will increase the net I it blue; dipping blue litmus pa
flux of the anions and decrease per into an acidic solution turns 
the net flux of the cations. In I it red. 
steady-sate conditions, the I • load 
two ions will move at the same 
speed and a potential differ
ence will be created between I 

the two solutions. This 

I a device that consumes electri
cal power, e.g. a motor or alight 
bulb. 

"steady-sate" potential differ- • load leveling 
ence seems constant, but this I an energy management system 
is misleading because it slowly ~ in which energy is produced 
changes as the concentrations even when there is no dem~d 
between the two solutions I for it, and it is stored. This 
equalise. The diffusion process I stored energy can later be re
will "eventually" result in leased during high demand. 
equal concentrations of the I This way the production capac
salt in the two solutions sepa- I ity of the system can be less than 
rated by the membrane, and the peak demand (load). 
the liquid-junction potential • london dispersion forces 
will vanish. For a simple case, I the forces that exist in nonpolar 
the value of the liquid junction : molecules that involve an acci
potential can be calculated by ~ dental dipole that induces a mo
the so called "Henderson" I mentary dipole in a neighbor. 
equation. 

I • london force 
• litmus 

I dispersion force. An intermo
a mixture of pigments extracted lecular attractive force · that arises 
from certain lichens that turns I 

blue in basic solution and red 
from a cooperative oscillation of 

I electron douds on a collection of 
molecules at dose range . in acidic solution. 

• litmus paper 
litmus test. Paper impregnated I 

with litmus, usually cut in nar- I 

row strips. Dipping red litmus 

• lone pair 
pair of electrons residing on 
one atom and not shared by 
other atoms; unshared pair. 
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-low spin complex ~ 10.3 volt, one millivolt, one 
low-spin complex. Compare ; thousandth of a volt. 
with high spin complex. A 
metal-ligand complex with 
fewer unpaired electrons than 
the uncomplexed metal ion. 
When a strong ligand com
plexes the metal ion, the crys
tal field splitting is large and 
some electrons pair rather than 
occupying the higher energy d 
orbitals. 

- luggin tip (luggin capil-
lary) (luggin probe) 

a salt bridge with a thin, capil
lary tip at one end. This can be 
useful for minimising the solu
tion ir drop by placing the fine 
capillary tip very close to the 
surface of the working elec
trode, when the salt bridge is 
used to connect the working 
and reference electrode com-· 
partrnents of a three-electrode 
cell. The solution distance caus
ing the ir drop can be easily lim
ited to a few millimeters; and, 
in specially designed cells, often 
to a much smaller distance. 

-m 
the letter "m" when used as a 
prefix before a unit symbol in
dicates a multiplier of 10.3 • 

Symbol of "milli". e.g., mV = 

; -M 
: the letter "M" when used as a 
~ prefix before a unit symbol in
; dicates a multiplier of 106 . Ab
: breviation of "meg" or "mega". 
I ' : e.g., MU = 106 ohm, one me-
I gohm, one million ohms. (The 
: symbol is the letter "M" fol
~ lowed by the "Greek capital 
Iomega" letter, some browsers 
~ unfortunately do not support 
: this.) The letter "M" is also 
I used to denote the molar con
; centration. The difference in 
: meaning should be quite clear 
~ from the context of usage. 

~ -rnA 
; symbol and abbreyiation of rnil
: liampere (= 10.3 ampere, one 
~ thousandth of an ampere). 

~ - macrostate 
I a time-average of many 
: microstates; this is a state of the 
I 
: system that can actually be ob-
I served. 

I _ magnetic quantum num
: ber 
I 
: (m) Quantum number that la-
I bels different orbitals within a 

subshell. m can take on values 
from - to +. The number of 
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orbitals in a subshell is the same I measure gas pressure relative 
as the number of possible m I to atmospheric pressure. 
values. 

I • mass 
• magnetoelectrochemistry 
electrochemical phenomena oc- ~ 
curring ill1der the influence of ; 
magnetic field. : 

(m) compare with weight 
Mass is a measure of the ten
dency of an object to resist ac
celeration. It's harder to roll 

• main group elements a tractor trailer than a roller 
elements of the s and p blocks. I skate; the tractor trailer has a 

I far greater mass . 
• maintenance free battery 
a rechargeable battery which 
does not require periodic "top
ping up" (addition of water) to 
maintain electrolyte volume. 

• malleable 
malleability. Compare with duc
tile. Capable of being ham
mered into sheets. Metals are 
typically malleable materials. 

• manometer 

I • mass action expression 
for a reversible reaction, aA 
+ bB ® cC + dD the product 

I of the concentrations of the 
products (species on the 
right), each raised to the 

I power that corresponds · to its 
I coefficient in the balanced 

chemical equation, divided by 
the product of the concentra

I tions of reactants (species on 
the left), each raised to the 
power that corresponds to its 

I coefficient in the balanced 

compare with barometer . An 
instrument for measuring gas I 

pressures. A mercury or oil 
manometer measures gas pres
sure as the height of a fluid col
umn the gas sample is able to I 

support. Open manometers 

I chemical equation. At equilib
rium the mass action expres
sion is equal to K. 

-I 
• mass deficiency 

I the amount of matter that 
would be converted into energy 
if an atom were formed from 
constituent particles. 
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*================ 
_ mass number - mass spectrometry 
(M,A) compare with atomic I mass spectroscopy. (of ele
number and atomic weight. ments) a method for experi
The total number of protons I mentally determining isotopic 
and neutrons in an atom or I masses and isotopic abun
ion. In nuclide symbols the dances. A sample of an element 
mass number is given as a is converted into a stream of 
leading superscript. In isotope I ions and passed through an elec
names (e. g. carbon-14, so- I tromagnetic field. Ions with 
dium-23) the mass number is different charge-to-mass ratios 
the number following the el- I are deflected by different 

amounts, and strike different 
ement name. 

- mass percentage 
((w/w)%) mass percentages 
express the concentration of a 
component in a mixture or an 
element in a compound. For 
exaIVple, household bleach is 
5.25% NaOCI by mass, mean
ing that every 100 g of bleach 
contains 5.25 g of NaDCl. 
Mass percentage can be calcu
lated as 100% times the mass 
of a component divided by the 
mass of the mixture contain
ing the component. 

- mass spectrometer 
an instrument that measures 
the masses and relative abun
dances of a sample that has 
been vapourised and ionised. 

spots on a film plate or other 
I detector. From the position of 
I the spots, the mass of the ions 
: can be determined; from the 
~ intensity of the spot, the rela
; tive number of ions (the isoto
: pic abundance) can be deter
~ mined. 
I 
: - mass spectrum 
I mass spectra. a plot showing the 
: results of a mass spectrometry 
~ experiment, which shows the 
I presence of particles with differ
~ ent masses as a series of sharp, 

separate peaks. The position of 
~ the peaks on the x-axis indicates 
; the mass of the particles; the 
: peak heights indicate the rela
~ tive abundance of the particles. 

~ - mass transport 
. the phenomenon of movement 

(transportation) of mass (e.g., 
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matter I memurement II 

chemical compounds, ions) I solution and by diffusion in the 
from one part of the system to I diffusion layer. In the absence 
another. Most of the time this of any supporting electrolyte, 
occurs through diffusion and I all the mass is still carried by 
convection. Under special cir- I the copper ions, while the cur
cumstances it can also occur rent is divided between the cop
through electromigration since per cations and the sulphate 
the movement of the electrically I anions according to the ratio of 
charged ions also carries mass their transport numbers (both 
with them (e. g., ionic current in the bulk: electrolyte and in the 
through an ion-exchange mem- I diffusion layer). The situation 
brane. The mass transport and is maybe more self-explanatory 
the charge transport are typi- in the case of an electrically neu
cally "decoupled" in electro- I tral molecule reactant that can
chemistry; that is, the reacting I not carry any current. 
species and the charge carrying • matter 
species are not necessarily iden- I matter is anything that has 
tical. e.g., one would intuitively I mass. Air, water, coffee, fire, 
assume that during electroplat- I human beings, and stars are 
ing of copper from a solution matter. Light, X-rays, photons, 
of copper sulphate all the mass I gravitons, information, and 
and charge required for the elec- I love aren't matter. 
trode reaction at the cathode 

I • measurement would be carried by the copper 
cations in the solution. That is 
not the case at all. In the pres
ence of a large excess of sup
porting electrolyte, all the cur
rent is carried by 
electrornigration of the ions of ~ 
'the supporting electrolyte (both ; 
in the bulk solution and in the 
diffusion layer) while all the I 

mass is carried by the copper I 

ions by convection in the bulk 

measurement is the collection 
of quantitative data. Measure

I ment involves comparison of 
the quantity of interest with a 
standard called a unit. The com-
paris on is never perfect. As a 
result, measurements always 
include error. You must consider 
the reliability of the measure
ment when using it to make 
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decisions or estimate other ~ some browsers unfortunately 
quantities. ; do not support this.) 

- mechanical recharging 
restoring the capacity (charg
ing) of a rechargeable battery 
by replacing the spent 
electrode(s) with a fresh one. 

_ mechanism 
the sequence of steps by which 
reactants are converted into 
products. 

_ medicinal chemistry 
a branch of chemistry concerned 
with the discovery, design, syn
thesis, and investigation ofbio
logically active compounds aa.d 
reactions that these compounds 
undergo in living things. 

_ meg or mega 
when used as a prefIx before a 
unit name it indicates a multi
plier of 106

. e.g., megaohm = 
106 ohm, one million ohms. 
Symbol: "M". 

- megawatt 
1 06 watt, symbol: "MW" (one 
million watts). 

- megohm 
106 ohm, symbol: "MQ" (one 
million ohms). (The symbol is 
the letter "M" followed by the 
"Greek capital omega" letter, 

; - melting point 
: the temperature at which liquid 
~ and solid coexist in equilibrium; 
; also the freezing point. 

; - membrane electrode 
: an ion-selective electrode as
~ sembly terminating in an ion 
I permeable (e.g., ion-exchange) 
~ membrane sensing element. 
: The membrane separates the 
I internal fIlling solution (that 
~ contains a fIXed concentration of 
: the ion to be detected) and the 
~ test solution. The potential 
; across the membrane depends 
: on the concentration ratio of the 
~ ion in the two solutions. The 
; assembly also contains an inter
: nal reference electrode im
~ mersed in the fIlling solution, 
; serving as an electrical contact 
: with a stable potential. The po
~ tential of this assembly is then 
I measured against an external 
: reference electrode immersed 
~ in the test solution. 
I 
: - memory effect 
I a phenomenon in which a re
~ chargeable battery discharged 
: repeatedly to the same, but less 
~ than 100%, depth of discharge 
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temporarily (or permanently) ~ a solid metal and its dissolved 
loses the rest of its capacity for; ion. e.g., if a copper metal rod 
consequent charging. is immersed in a copper sul-

• meniscus phate solution, the copper .cat-
meniscuses; menisci. A phase I ions can be cathodically reduced 
boundary that is curved because I to copper metal, or the copper 
of surface tension. metal .can be anodically oxidised 

• meso compounds 
to copper ions. Compare with 

I a redox reaction where both the 
oxidised and the reduced spe
cies are in solution. The terms 

when an internal plane of sym
metry exists within a diastere- I 

orner then the mirror image 
compound is superimposable 
on the original. As such it is not I 

an 'Enantiomer'. The term used 

I "ele.ctrodeposition" and 
"ele.ctrodissolution" are often 
used to describe these reac-

to describe such compounds is tions. These reactions are used 
MESO. Meso compounds are I in many te.chnologies, such as 
'A.chiral', they are optically in- ele.ctroplating, electrowinning, 
active. and ele.ctrorefming. And also in 

• metal I electro gravimetry. 

metallic. Compare with non- I • metallic bonding 
metal and metalloid. A metal is I bonding within metals due to 
a substance that conducts heat the electrical attra.ction of posi
and electricity, is shiny and reflects I tively charges metal ions for 
many colours of light, and can be I mobile electrons that belong to 

hammered into sheets or drawn the crystal as a whole. 
into wire. Metals lose electrons 

• metallic conduction easily to form cations. About I 

80% of the known chemical ele- conduction of electrical current 
ments are metals. I through a metal or along a me-

• metal deposition/dissolu
tion 

a class of electrode reactions in- I 

volving oxidation/redu.ction of : 
I 

tallic surface. 

• metalloids 
elements with properties inter
mediate between metals and 
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nonmetals: B, Al, Si, Ge, As, 
Sb, Te, Po, and At. 

• metallurgy 
refers to the overall processes 
by which metals are extracted 
from ores. 

• metathesis reactions 
reactions in which two com
pounds react to form two new 
compounds, with no changes in 
oxidation number. Reactions in 
which the ions of two com
pounds exchange partners. 

• meter 
(m) metre. The meter is the 
basic unit of length in the SI 
system of units, defmed as the 
distance light travels through a 
vacuum in exactly 1/299792458 
seconds. 1 m = 39.37 inches. 
Meters are abbreviated as "m" 
in measurements. 

• method of initial rates 
method of determining the 
rate-law expression by carrying 
out a reaction with different ini
tial concentrations and analyz
ing the resultant changes in ini
tial rates. 

• methyl 
(-CH3) a group -CH3, derived 
from methane. For example, 
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I CH3CI is "methyl chloride" 
; (systematic name: chlo
: romethane); CH

3
0H is "me

~ thyl alcohol" (systematic name: 
I methanol). 

I • micro 
~ (J.L) micro. PrefIx used in tlle SI 
: system meaning "one millionth 
~ of". For example 1 /-Lm means 
; "one millionth of a meter"; 3.1 
: /-LL means "3.1 x 10-6 ~'. 
I 

: • microstate 
~ each arrangement of the en
; semble; every possible arrange-

ment of the atoms or molecules 
I· th m e system. 

~ • microwave 
; microwave radiation. Electro
: magnetic radiation with wave
I 
: length between 3 mm and 30 
I cm. 

I • miIli 
I (m) PrefIX. used in the SI sys
: tern meanmg "one thousandth 
~ of". For example 1 mL means 
. "one thousandth of a litre"· 1 I , 

: mg means "one thousandth of 
~ a gram". 

~ • miscibility 
; the ability of one liquid to mix 
: with (dissolve in) another liq
~ uid. 
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• miscible I and fats usually contain several 

I different mixed glycerides. miscibility; liquid miscibility. 
Compare with immiscible and 

. I . I • mixture parna miscibility. Two liquids 
are considered "miscible" or a sample of matter composed 
mixable if shaking thel,11 to- of two or more substances, each 
gether results in a single liquid I of which retains its identity and 
phase, with no meniscus visible I properties. 
between layers of liquid. • moderator 

• mistake a substance such as hydrogen, 
blunder. Compare with sys- I deuterium, oxygen or paraffm 
tematic error , random error I capable of slowing fast nuetrons 
and gross error . A mistake is : upon collision. 

I 

a measurement which is • molality 
known to be incorrect due to I 
carelessness, accidents, or the (m) Compare with molarity 

Concentration measured as 
ineptitude of the experi-
menter. It's important to dis- I moles of solute per kilogram of 
tinguish mistakes from er- : solvent. For example, aIm 
rors: mistakes can be avoided. ~ NaCI solution contains 1 mole 
Errors can be minimised but; of NaCI per kilogram of water. 
not entirely avoided, because I Molalities are preferred over 
they are part of the process of : molarities in experiments that 
measurement. Data that is I involve temperature changes of 
mistaken should be discarded. I solutions, e. g. calorimetry and 
Data that contains errors can freezing point depression ex
be useful, if the sizes of the I periments. 
errors. can be estimated. I • molar 

• mixed glyceride I 1. of or pertaining to moles . 
compare with glyceride. A 2. an synonym for molarity ; 
diglyceride or triglyceride that ~ for example, a "six molar solu
contains more than one type of ~ tion of hydrochloric acid" con
fatty acid connected to glycerol ; tains 6 moles of HCI per litre 
via an ester linkage. Natural (fils of solution. 
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• molar heat capacity ~ has a mass equal to the molecu
; lar weight in grams. atomic heat capacity. Com

par~ with molar heat capacity 
and specific heat. The heat re
quired to raise the tempera
ture of one mole of a sub
stance by 1°C is called the 
molar heat capacity of the sub- I 

stance. Molar heat capacity is 
an intensive property with SI 
system units of J mol· I Kl. I 

The molar heat capacity of el
ements is sometimes called 
the "atomic heat capacity". 

; • mole fraction 
concentration of a substance in 

I a mixture measured as moles of 
I the substance per mole of mix

ture . For example, the mole 
fraction of oxygen in air is about 

I 0.21, which means that 1 mol 
of air contains about 0.21 mol 

°2· 
~ • molecular equation 
I compare with ionic equation .A 
~ molecular equation is a balanced 
: cht:;mical equation in which 
~ ionic compounds are written as 
; neutral formulas rather than as 
: ions. For example, 

• molar volume 
the volume occupied by one 
mole of a material. For ex
ample, the molar volume of an 
ideal gaS at STP is 22.4 L/mol. 

• molarity 
(M) molar concentration. Con-
centration of.a solution mea
sured as the number of moles 
of solute per litre of solution. 
For example, a 6 M HCl solu
tion contains 6 moles of HCl 
per litre of solution. 

~ AgN03(aq) + NaCl(aq) ~ 
; AgCl(s) + NaN03(aq) 
: is a molecular equation; . 
~ Ag+(aq) + N03-(aq) + 
I Na+(aq) + Cl-(aq) ~ AgCl(s) 
: + Na+(aq) + N03·(aq) is not. 
I 

: • molecular formula 
~ formula; chemical formula. 
I Compare with empirical for

• mole ~ mula. A notation that indicates 
(mol) The mole is the SI unit : the type and number of atoms 
for amount of substance. 1 mole I in a molecule. The molecular 
of particles is equal to the num- ~ formula of glucose is C6H 12

0
6

, 

ber of atoms in exactly 12 g of : which indicates that a molecule 
carbon-12. 1 mole of molecules ~ of glucose contains 6 atoms of 
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carbon, 12 atoms of hydrogen, I that describes the behaviour of 
and 6 atoms of oxygen. I an electron in a molecule. Mo-

lecular orbitals are usually 
I spread across many atoms in 

the molecule, and they are of
ten described as a combination 
of atomic orbitals on those at-

• molecular geometry 
1. the three-dimensional shape 
of a molecule. For example, I 

methane (CH4) has a tetrahe- I 

dral molecular geometry. 
I oms. 

/N~ 
H-----\---H 

------H/ 

Energy 

,/ oi.J '\ , , , , , , 

H t // \\ H+ 

~, ,>-Js , , 
\ , , , 

\ , , , 
\ , 

" t " , , 
\ , 
,--' 

Ott 

Ht 
VSEPR notation: AX3E 

2. the study of molecular 
shapes. 

I • molecular orbital theory 
a theory of chemical bonding 
based upon the postulated ex
istence of molecular orbitals. • molecular model I 

stick model; ball and stick: 
model; spacefilling model. A ~ • molec.ular sieve . 
representation of a molecule. I a matenal that contams many 
The model can be purely com- : small cavities interconnected 
putational or it can be an actual ~ with pores of precisely uniform 
physical object. Stick models I size. Zeolites are an example. 
show bonds, ball-and-stick ~ Molecular sieves adsorb mol
models show bonds and atoms, ecules that are small enough to 
and spacefilling models show I pass through their pore sys-
relative atomic sizes. I tems- especially water. They are 

• molecular orbital often used as drying agents, and 
compare with atomic orbital to separate large molecules 
and orbital. A wavefunction I from smaller ones in prepara-
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*================ 
~ • momentum tory work and in exclusion chro

matography. I (p) momentum is a property 

• molecular weight 
that measures the tendency of 

I a moving object to keep mov
I ing in the same direction. In

creasing the speed of an object 
increases its momentum, and a 

I heavy object will have more 

molecular mass. Compare 
with formula weight and 
molecular formula . The av- I 
erage mass of a molecule, cal
culated by summing the 
atomic weights of atoms in 
the molecular formula. Note 
that the words mass and 
weight are often used inter
changeably in chemistry 

: momentum than a lighter one 
~ moving at the same speed. For 
I a particle with mass m and ve
~ locity v, the momentum of the 
: particle is mv. 
I 
: • monodentate 

• molecularity of a rection 
the number of species forming 
the transition state. 

~ a ligand that has only one atom 
; that coordinates directly to the 
: central atom in a complex. For 

• molecule ~ example, ammonia and chloride 
compare with atom and ion. ; ion are monodentate ligands of 
The smallest particle of an ele- copper in the complexes 
ment or compound that retains I [Cu(NHJ612 + and [CuCl612 + 

Z+ 

I.monomer 

the chemical properties of the I 
element or compound. A mol
ecule is a collection of chemi
cally bound atoms with char- I 
acteristic composition and 
structure. Making or breaking 
bonds in a molecule changes it I 
into a new molecule. Ionic com
pounds are not composed of 
molecules, because there is no I 

distinct collection of ions that 
are chemically bound in the 
crystal. 

~ a small molecule that is linked 
: with large numbers of other 
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small molecules to form a chain I triple bond consists of three 
or a network (polymer). I shared pairs. 

• monoprotic acid I • mutarotation 
name given to the phenomenon 
that occurs when glucose is dis
solved in water. There is an 
equilibrium that is formed be-

acid that can form only one hy
dronium ion per molecule; may I 

be strong or weak. Acid that I 

contains one ionisable hydrogen 
atom per formula unit. tween the open-chain form and 

I the alpha and beta pyranose 
forms. The beta is the most 
stable conformation because it 

I puts the -OR in an equatorial 

• monosaccharides 
the simplest carbohydrates. 

• mother nuclide 
nuclide that undergoes nuclear 
decay. 

• MSDS 

position and thus most of the 
glucose in the aqueous solution 

I is in ~e beta form . 

Material Safety Data Sheet. I • nano 
Safety information sheet for a (n) Preftx used in the SI system 
particular substance that lists meaning "multiply by 10-9". For 
physical properties, hazards, I example I nm means 
cleanup and disposal proce- I "0.000000001 m"; 2.8 ngcould 
dures, ftre and explosion data, also be written "2.8 X 10-9 g". 
and protective equipment re- I 

• native state 
quired. I refers to the occurrence of an 
• MSG I element in an uncombined or 
monosodium Glutamate. MSG free state in nature. 

• natural abundance 
is monosodium glutamate, used I 

as a flavour enhancer in many I 
compare with isotopic abun

I dance. The average fraction of 
atoms of a given isotope of an 
element on Earth. 

foods. 

• multiple bond 
sharing of more than one elec
tron pair between bonded at- I 

oms. A double bond consists of : 
I 

two shared pairs of electrons; a 

• natural gas 
a mixture of methane and other 
gases, found trapped over pe-
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troleum deposits under the ~ - Nernstian behaviour 
earth. ; an electrode is said to behave 

_ natural radioactivity 
spontaneous decomposition of 
an atom. 

: "nernstially" if the equilibrium 
~ electrode potential obeys the 
; Nernst equation when the con
: centration (strictly speaking, 

- Nernst equation ~ activity) of a species involved in 
an equation defining the equi- I the electrode reaction changes. 
librium potential of an elec- : Opposite: non-Nernstian 
trode. The potential is the sum ~ behaviour. 
of the standard electrode poten- I •• • 

tial and a correction term for the : - net lomc equation 
deviation from unit concentra- ~ equation that results from can
tions of the reactant and the ; celing spectator ions and elimi
product of the electrode reac- : nating brackets from a total 
tion in the solution; if the "re- ~ ionic equation. 
duced" form is a metal, a pure I _ network covalent solid 
metal (not alloyed with other; network covalent substance. A 
metals) is considered to be at substance which consists of an 
unit concentration. The correc- ~ array of atoms held together by 
tion term is the product of the ; an array of covalent bonds. A 
"Nernst slope" and the loga- : crystal of a network covalent 
rithm of the ratio of the con- ~ solid is actually a single, gigan
centrations (strictly speaking, ; tic molecule. Diamond and 
activities) of the oxidised spe- : quartz are examples. 

I 
cies and the reduced species. At : _ neurotransmitter 
room temperature, the Nernst ~ neurotransmitters are mol
slope is 0.05916 volt divided by I ecules that are used to carry sig
the number of electrons trans- : nals from one neuron to an
ferred during the reaction. e.g., I other. One neuron releases the 
for a simple metal deposition/ 
dissolution reaction the 'slope is 
0.05916 for a single charged I 

metal cation, 0.00296 volt for 

I neurotransmitter near another 
neuron's receptors. The neu
rotransmitter diffuses across 

I the gap between the neurons 
a double charged ion, etc. 
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and locks into a receptor site on I 

the surface of the downstream I 

neutral I Newtonianfluid II 

trons have no charge and have 
a mass of 1.008665 daltons. 

neuron. This induces a change I • Newman Projection 
in the downstream neuron. a method of drawing different 
• neutral I 'Conformations' of organic 
1 having no net electrical I structures in which the observer 
charge. Atoms are electrically positions themselves such that 
neutral; ions are not. they are looking along a bond. 
2 a solution containing equal I This is generally a C-C single
concentrations ofH+ and OH- bond. For example the fully 
• neutralisation staggered conformation of 3-
1. the reaction of an acid and a I Bromo-penatan-2-ol, looking 

along the C2-C3 bond appears base to form a "neutral" (pH I 
as shown. 

I The method is particularly use
ful when considering the rela
tive energy of the different con

I formations. For example con
I sider butane. The highest en

• neq.tralisation reaction ergy state occurring when the 
neutralisation; acid-base reac- I two methyl groups are eclips
tion. A chemical change in I ing one another (~syn
which one compound aquires periplanar') while the lowest 
H+ from another. The com- I energy state occurs when the 
pound that receives the hydro- I two methyl groups are stag
gen ion is the base; the com- gered and as far away from 
pound that surrenders it is an each other as possible (~anti-

= 7) solution. 
2. the removal of electrical 
charge to produce a "neutral" I 

(electrically uncharged) particle 
or object. 

acid. I periplanar'). The diagram also 
• neutron shows the gauche ('synclinal') 
(n, IOn) compare with proton and an 'anticlinal' conformation. 
and electron. An elementary • Newtonian fluid 
particle found the atomic I compare with non-Newtonian 
nucleus of all stable atoms ex- fluid. A fluid whose viscosity 
cept the hydrogen-l atom. Neu- doesn't depend on gradients in 
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flow speed. Gases and low-mo
lecular weight liquids are usu
ally Newtonian fluids. 

-NHE 
stands for "normal hydrogen 
electrode," which is an alterna
tive name for the standard hy
drogen electrodc. 

- nickel-cadmium cell (nicad 
battery) 

a dry cell in which the anode is 
Cd, the cathode is Ni02, and the 
electrolyte is basic. 

- nitric acid 
(HN03) aqua fortis. A corro
sive liquid with a sharp odour 
that acts as a strong acid when 
dissolved in water. Nitric acid 
is used to synthesise ammo
nium nitrate for fertilisers, and 
is also used in the manufacture 
of explosives, dyes, and phar
maceuticals. Salts of nitric acid 
are called nitrates. 

- nitrogen cycle 
the complex series of reactions 
by which nitrogen is slowly but 
continually recycled in the at
mosphere, lithosphere and hy
drosphere. 

- nitrogenases 
a class of enzymes found in bac
teria within root nodules in 
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I some plants, which catalyse re
I actions by which N2 molecules 

from the air are convertcd to 
ammoma. 

~ - noble gas core 
; ([X], where X is the symbol of 

an inert gas element) core con
figuration. Compare with va

I lence shell. All completely filled 
~ shells underneath the valence 
: shell. 
I 
: - noble gases (rare gases) 
I elements of the periodic Group 
~ 0; also called rare gases; for
: merly called inert gases, 
~ He,Ne,Ar, Kr, Xe, Rn. 

I _ noble metal 
a metal that resists oxidation 
(corrosion) in air, and therefore 

I retains its metallic luster. Ex
I amples are platinum and gold. 
: These metals have high positive 
~ standard electrode potentials 
; and are the lowest ones on the 
: electromotive series. Contrast 
I ·th· 1 . WI active meta . 
I 
: - nodal plane 
I a region in which the probabil
~ ity of fmding an electron is zero. 

: - node 
~ a point, region, or surface 
I where the amplitude of a stand
: ing wave is zero. The probabil-
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ity of finding an electron at an I of the known chemical ele-
orbital node is zero. I ments are nonmetals. 

• nomenclature I • non-Nernstian behaviour 
an electrode is said to behave 
"non-Nernstially" if the equilib
rium electrode potential does 
not obey the Nernst equation 

a system for naming things. For 
example, "organic nomencla- I 

ture" is the system used to I 

name organic compounds. 

• nonaqueous solution 
a solution with the solvent any
thing but water (e.g., organic or I 

inorganic liquid, molten salt). 
Contrast with: aqueous solu-

when the concentration (strictly 
I speaking, activity) of a species 

involved in the electrode reac
tion changes. Opposite: 

I Nernstian behaviour. 

tion. I • non-Newtonian fluid 

• nonbonding orbital compare with Newtonian 
a molecular orbital derived only fluid. A fluid whose viscosity 
from an atomic orbital of one I changes when the gradient in 
atom; lends neither stability nor I flow speed changes. Colloidal 
instability to a molecule or ion suspensions and polymer so
when populated with electrons. lutions like ketchup and 

• nonelectrolyte 
a substance whose aqueous so
lutions do not conduct electric
ity. 

• nonmetal 

I starch/water paste are non
I Newtonian fluids. 

I • non-ohmic resistance 
(behaviour) 

I I· a system or system e ement IS 

(metal,metalloid) non-metal. A I 
behaving "non-ohrnically" if it 
does not follow Ohm's law. That 
is, the value of the resistance 

I depends on the current or the 
potential. Opposite: ohmic 
behaviour. The resistance can 

I be formally defined as the dif-

nonmetal is a substance that I 

conducts heat and electricity 
poorly, is brittle or waxy or gas
eous, and cannot be hammered I 

into sheets or drawn into wire. 
Nonmetals gain electrons eas
ily to form anions. About 20% 

ferential of the potential with 
respect of the current. In the 

II =========== Chemistry 
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case of Ohm's law, this is the 
constant value of the resistance. 
In electrochemistry, a typical 
"non-ohmic" element is the 
charge-transfer resistance. The 
charge-transfer reaction can be 
considered a circuit element 

~ • nonpolarisable electrode 
; an electrode that is not easily 

polarisable. That is, the poten
I tial of the electrode will not 
I change significantly from its 

equilibrium potential with the 
application of even a large cur

I rent density. The reason for this 
behaviour is that the electrode 
reaction is inherently fast (has 

I a large exchange current den-
; sity). 

~ • non-rechargeable battery 
a battery in which the chemi

I cal reaction system providing 
I the electrical current is not 

• nonparticulate easily "chemically"reversible. 
not composed of distinct par- I It provides current until all 
tides. I the chemicals placed in it dur-

because it requires a certain 
amount of overpotential to 

force through a current. How
ever, the pertinent relation here 
is the Tafel law (at least at rela
tively large overpotentials), and 
the differential of the current 
(that is the resistance) is a func
tion of the current itself. 

• nonpolar ing manufacture are used up. 
having a relatively even or sym- It is discarded after a single 
metrical distribution of charge ~ discharge. Also called "pri

; mary" battery or cell. Con
: trast with rechargeable bat-

• nonpolar bond 
covalent bond in which electron 
density is symmetrically distrib
uted. 

I . 
: tery. Thls battery always op-
~ erates as a galvanic cell. Con
; sequently, the anode is the 

• nonpolar molecule : negative electrode, while the 
a molecule in which the centre ~ cathode is the positive elec
of positive charge and tl1e cen- I trode. 
tre of negative charge coincide. 
Examples are CC14 and CO2; 

counterexamples are CHC13 
and H 2O. 

I • normal electrode potential 
: alternative name for standard 

electrode potential. 
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• normal hydrogen elec- I • nucleation 

trode I the process of providing sites 
alternative name for standard for 
hydrogen electrode. Abbrevi- I 1. new bubbles to form in a liq-
ated as ''NHE.'' I uid that is boiling or supersatu-

• normality rated with gas; 
(N) normal. Compare with 2. new droplets to condense 
molarity and equivalent A mea- I from a supersaturated vapour, 
sure of solution concentration, I or 
defined as the number of: 3. new crystals to form in a su
equivalents of solute per litre of ~ persaturated solution. Nucle
solution. I ation sites can be scratches in a 

• nuclear binding energy 
energy equivalent of the mass 

surface, dust particles, seed crys
tals, and so on. 

deficiency; energy released in • nucleon 
the formation of an atom from I compare with proton, neutron 
the subatomic particles. I and atomic nucleus . A proton 

• nuclear fission I 

the process in which a heavy : 
nucleus splits into nuclei of in- I 

termediate masses and one or I 

more protons are emitted. 

or a neutron in the atomic 
nucleus. 

• nucleophile 
a species that loves a nucleus. 
Since nuclei are positively 

• nuclear reaction charged, nucleophiles are nega
involves a change in the com- I tively charged or bear a partial 
position of a nucleus and can I negative charge. Examples are 
evolve or absorb an extraordi- lone pairs or a hydroxide ion. 
narily large amount of energy. 

• nuclear reactor 
a system in which controlled I 

nuclear fisson reactions gener
ate heat energy on a large scale, 
which is subsequently converted I 

into electrical energy. 

• nucleus 
the very small, very dense, posi
tively charged centre of an atom 
containing protons and neu
trons, as well as other sub
atomic particles. 

II ============ Chemistry 
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• nuclide 
compare with atomic nucleus 
and nuclide symbol . An atom 
or ion with a specified mass 
number and atomic number. 
For example, uranium-235 and 
carbon-14 are nuclides. 
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*================ 
~ nanovolt( = 10-9 volt, one bil
; lionth of a volt). 

I·OCP 

: stands for open-circuit poten
~ rial. 

I • octahedral 
I a term used to describe mol

• nuclide symbol ecules and polyatomic ions that 
compare with atomic nucleus, I : have one atom in the centre and 
nuclide and element symbol. I six atoms at the corners of a 
A symbol for an nuclide that : octahedron. 
contains the mass number as a I 

leading superscript and the 
atomic number as a leading 
subscript. For ions, the ionic 
charge is given as a trailing su
perscript. For example, the nu
clide symbol for the most com
mon form of the chloride ion is 
3\7Cl-, where 35 is the mass 
number, 17 is the atomic num
ber, and the charge on the ion 
is -1. The atomic number is 
sometimes omitted from nu
clide symbols. 

• nuclides 

• octane 
I . 
: (CSRIS) Compare With alkane 
I and hydrocarbon. Flammable 
~ liquid compounds found in pe
: troleum and natural gas. There 
~ are 18 different octanes- they 
; have different structural formu-

las but share the molecular for
~ mula CaRlS. Octane is used as 
; a fuel and as a raw material for 
: building more complex organic 
~ molecules. It is the eighth mem
I ber of the alkane series. 

refers to different atomic forms 
of all elements in contrast to 
isotopes, which refer only to I 

different atomic forms of a 
single element. 

.nV 
symbol and abbreviation of 

I 
: • octane number 
I a number that indicates how 
~ smoothly a gasoline burns. 

Chemistry ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;========= II 
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octet I Ohm's law II 

• octet I • ohmic resistance 
a set of eight valence electrons. I (behaviour) 

a system or system element is 
• octet rule behaving "ohmically" if it fol
a guideline for building Lewis lows Ohm's law. That is, the 
structures that states that at- value of the resistance is inde
oms tend to gain, lose, or share I pendent of the current and the 
valence electrons with other potential. Typically, metals and 
atoms in a molecule until they electrolyte solutions are 
hold or share eight valence elec- I "ohmic." Opposite: non-ohmic 
trons. The octet rule almost al- , behaviour. 
ways holds for carbon, nitro- I • ohmmeter 
gen, oxygen, and fluorine; it is instrument used for the mea
regularly violated for other el- I surement of electrical resis-
ements. , tance . 
• oev 
stands for open circuit voltage . 

• OBR 
stands for oxygen evolution re- , 
action . 

• ohm 

Simple Ohmmeter ClrcuK. 

measurement unit of the elec
trical resistance. Symbol: ''lY'. I 

(The symbol is the "Greek capi- , 
tal omega" letter, some brows
ers unfortunately do not sup
port this.) 

, • Ohm's law 

• ohmic loss 
the total IR drop in an electro
chemical ceil, including the IR 
drop in the solution between I 

the electrodes and in any sepa- , 
rator. 

the relation amongst the cur
rent flowing through a resistor 
and the potential difference be
tween the two ends of the re-
sistor. The potential difference 
is equal to the product of the 
current and the resistance (volt 
= ampere times ohm). 



II oil I optically active 

Voltage 
(in Volts) 

• oil 

t PIO! for 8 component 
which obeys Ohm's Law 

Curr~nl (in Amps) 

liquid triester of glycerol and 
unsaturated fatty acids. 

• open circuit voltage 
the cell voltage under zero cur
rent conditions. Abbreviated as 
"ocv." 

• open sextet 
refers to species that have only 
six electrons in the highest en
ergy level of the central element 
(many Lewis acids). 

• open system 
a system which can exchange 
both matter and energy with its 
surroundings. 

• optical activity 
optically active. A substance 
that is capable of rotating plane
polarised light. Molecules of an 
optically active substance can
not be superimposed on their 
own mirror images, just as your 
left hand cannot be superim-
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~ posed on your right when both 
; are held palm-down. 

; • optical isomers 
: stereoisomers that differ only by 
~ being nonsuperimposable rnir
I ror images of each other, like 
: right and left hands, also called 
I . 
: enanuomers. 

~ • optically active 
~ optical activity refers to the abil
; ity of a molecule to rotate plane 
: polarised light. All 3D chiral 
~ molecules have this ability. The 
; signs (+) and (-) refer to the 
: direction (right and left respec
~ tively) that the plane of 
; polarised light is rotated. There 
: is NO relationship between the 
~ direction of rotation and the 
; absolute stereochemistry (R 
: and S) of a molecule. 
I 
: Generally the wavelength used 
, is 589 nm which is the D-line 
: of sodium and as such the mea
~ sure is often refered to as an 
~ [a]1) (alpha-D). 
; It is vital to quote both the sol
: vent used and concentration 
~ when reporting an optical rota
I tion. The rotation of a molecule 
: may change sign and magnitude 
~ in different solvents and at dif
; ferent concentrations. For ex
: ample, (S)-2-Ethyl-2-methyl , 
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sl.1ccinic acid has a rotation that I We now know that any organic 
may be 0, +ve or -ve, depend- I compound can be synthesised in 
ing on the concentration at the laboratory (althougl{tfus 
which it is run. I can be extremely difficUlt in 

• orbital I practice!). 

a wavefunction that describes 
what an electron with a given 
energy is doing inside an atom 
or molecule. 

• order 
order of reaction; reaction or-
der. The order of a reaction is 
the sum of concentration expo
nents in the rate law for the re
action. For example, a reaction 
with rate law d[C]/dt = 
k[A]2[B] would be a third or
der reaction. Noninteger orders 
are possible. 

• ore 

I • organic chemistry 
the study of compounds that 
contain carbon chemically 

I bound to hydrogen, including 
synthesis, identification, model
ling, and reactions of those com

I pounds. 

I • orp electrode 
stands for oxidation/reduction 
potential electrode. 

• ORR 
I stands for oxygen reduction re

action. 

I • osmometry 

a natural deposit containing a I 
compare with osmosis Deter
mination of the average molecu-

mineral of an element to be ex-
tracted. 

lar weight of a dissolved sub
stance from measurements of 

• organic osmotic pressure. 
organic compound. Compare I 

with inorganic compound Com
pounds that contain carbon 
chemically bound to hydrogen. I 

They often contain other ele-
ments (particularly 0, N, halo- Thermislor~+---*III 
gens, or S). Organic com- I 

pounds were once thought to be 
produced only by living things. 

T_":a-~Free:~ 

Ulallon 
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- osmosis 
compare with reverse osmosis 
Passage of solvent molecules 
from a dilute solution through 
a semipermeable membrane to 
a more concentrated solution. 

(1\ypeItOnic) 
-.. outside cell 

- osmotic pressure 
the pressure that develops in a 
solution separated from a sol
vent by a membrane permeable 
only to the solvent. 

- Ostwald process 
a process for the industrial pro
duction of nitrogen oxide and 
nitric acid from ammonia and 
oxygen. 

- outer orbital complex 
valence bond designation for a 
complex in which the metal ion 
utilises d orbitals in the outer
most (occupied) shell in 
hybridisation. 

- outersphere charge trans-
fer reaction 

a charge-transfer reaction with 
the reactants separated from 
each other by some solvent 
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I molecules due to the solvation 
I of the reactants . Note that a 

"reactant" can also be an elec
~ trode . Contrast with inner
; sphere charge-transfer reaction. 

; - overcharging 
; during the charging of a re
I 
; chargeable battery, eventually 
I enough electrical charge is sup
: plied to convert all the active 
~ material stored in the elec
~ trodes. If charging continues, 
; the battery is said to be "over
: charged." It very much de
~ pends on the battery system 
; whether overcharging is detri
: mental to the battery or not. 
I 

: - overlap 
~ the interaction of orbitals on 
; different atoms in the same re
: gion of space. 
I 

: - overpotential 
~ the difference in the electrode 
; potential of an electrode be
: tween its equilibrium potential 
~ and its operating potential 
I when a current is flowing. The 
~ overpotential represents the 
; extra energy needed (an energy 
~ loss that appears as heat) to 
; force the electrode reaction to 
: proceed at a required rate (or 
I its equivalent current density). 



Consequently, the operating I (an energy loss that appears as 
potential of an anode is always I heat) to force the cell reaction 
more positive than its equilib- to proceed at a required rate. 
rium potential, while the oper- I Consequently, the cell voltage 
ating potential of a cathode is I of a galvanic cell (e.g., a re
always more negative than its chargeable battery during dis
equilibrium potential. The charging) is always less than its 
overpotential increases with in- I ocv, while the cell voltage of an 
creasing current density. The electrolytic cell (e.g., a re
value of the overpotential also chargeable battery during 
depends on the "inherent I charging) is always more than 
speed" of the electrode reaction: its ocv. Occasionally also re
a slow reaction (with small ex- ferred to as "polarisation" of 
change current density) will re- I the cell. The overvoltage is the 
quire a larger overpotential for sum of the overpotentials of the 
a given current density than a two electrodes of the cell and 
fast reaction (with large ex- I the ohmic loss of the cell. Un
change current density). Also I fortunately, the terms "over
referred to as "polarisation" of : voltage" and "overpotential" 
the electrode. An electrode re- ~ are sometimes used inter
action always occurs in more I changeably. 
than one elementary step, and I • oxidant 
there is an overpotential asso
ciated with each step. Even for I 

the simplest case, the 

alternative expression for 
oxidising agent. 

overpotential is the sum of the • oxidation 
concentration overpotential and I oxidise; oxidising; oxidised. 
the activation overpotential. Compare with reduction Oxi-

dation is the loss of one or more 
.. overvoltage 

I electrons by an atom, molecule, 
or ion. Oxidation is accompa
nied by an increase in oxidation 

I number on the atoms, mol
ecules, or ions that lose elec-

the difference between the cell 
voltage (with a current flowing) I 

and the open-circuit voltage 
(ocv). The overvoltage repre
sents the extra energy needed I trons. 
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_ oxidation number ~ solution. Abbreviated as 
oxidation state; positive va
lence. A convention for repre
senting a charge of an atom 
embedded within a compound, 
if the compound were purely 
ionic. For example, H 20 is a 
covalent compound; if it were 
ionic, the hydrogens would be 
H+ (oxidation number + 1) and 
the oxygen would be 0 1- (oxi
dation number -2). Oxidation 
number rises for at least one 
atom in a compound that is 
oxidised; oxidation number be

. comes smaller if the compound 
is reduced. 

i "ORP''' 

i - oxidation-reduction 
reactions 

~ reactions in which oxidation and 
i reduction occur; also called re
: dox reactions. 
I 

: - oxide 
~ a binary compound of oxygen. 

~ - oxidising agent 
I oxidant; oxidiser. Compare with 
: reducing agent. A reactant that 
~ removing electrons from other 
I reactants in a chemical reaction . 
~ Oxidising agents cause other 
: substances to be oxidised in 

_ oxidation/reduction ~ chemical reactions while they 
potential ; themselves are reduced. For 

a measure of the oxidation/re- : example, nitrate ion is an 
duction capability of a solution. ~ oxidising agent in the following 
It is a redox potential measured i reaction: 
with an inert electrode. An : Cu(s) + 4 H+(aq) + 2 N03-
oxidising solution (e.g., one ~ (aq) ~ Cu2+(aq) + 2 H 20 + 2 
saturated with oxygen) has a I N02(g) Copper gets oxidised 
more positive potential than a : (its oxidation number goes 
reducing solution (e.g., one ~ from 0 to +2) while the nitro
saturated with hydrogen). I gen gets reduced (from +5 in 

: nitrate to +4 in nitrogen diox
~ ide). - oxidation/reduction 

potential electrode 
a measuring electrode used for 
the determination of the oxida
tion/reduction potential of a 

~ - oxidising agent 
~ a substance that is affecting oxi
i dation by accepting electrons 
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from another substance. Also I (e.g., some metal or carbon) 
called "oxidant." with the electrolyte flowing 

• oxygen evolution reaction through the bed. This type of 
an electrode reaction in which I electrode is especially useful for 

I removing small traces of impu
oxygen gas is produced at the : rities from the solution by elec-
anode of an electrolytic cell by I trolysis (e.g., waste treatment) 
the oxidation of hydroxyl ~ because the solution is well 
(OR.) ions or the oxidation of : stirred and it contacts a large 
the water molecules of an I surface of the electrode mate
aqueous solution. Abbrevi- I rial. 
ated as "oer." It is the reverse 
reaction of oxygen reduction. I • pairing 

a favourable interaction of two 
electrons with opposite m, val
ues in the same orbital. 

I • pairing energy 

• oxygen reduction reaction 
an electrode reaction in which I 

oxygen gas is reduced a't the 
cathode of an electrochemical 
cell. The product of the reduc- I 

tioncan be hydroxyl (OR') ions 
or water molecules (or occa
sionally hydrogen peroxide 
molecules). Abbreviated as 
"orr." It is the reverse reaction 
of oxygen evolution. It is a very ~ 
important and much studied i 
electrode reaction because it : 
occurs at the cathode of practi- I 

cally all fuel cells and it occurs I 

at the cathode of many (though 
not all) corrosion cells. 

• packedbed electrode 
an electrode assembly consist
ing of loosely packed small par
ticles of the electrode material 

energy required to pair two 
electrons in the same orbital. 

• paraffin 
I paraffin wax. 

1 a waxy substance that is a 
mixture of alkanes with chains 
containing 18 to 36 carbon at-
oms. 
2 an alkane. 

• paraUelcoupled cells 
individual electrochemical cells 

I can be combined in assemblies 
by parallel or series coupling 
(or a combination of the two). 

I In case of "parallel" coupling, 
the positive electrode of every 
cell is connected together and 
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the negative electrode of every 
cell is connected together, re
sulting in two external termi
nals. The voltage of every cell 
must be identical in parallel 
coupled assemblies. The over
all current passing through the 
assembly is the sum of the in
dividual cell currents, while dle 
assembly voltage is identical to 
the individual cell voltage. Par
allel coupling is often used in 
batteries. Cell lines and stacks 
can also be parallel coupled. 
Contrast with series coupling. 

• paramagnetism 
paramagnetic. Compare with 
diamagnetism and ferromag
netism. Paramagnetic materials 
are attracted to a magnetic field 
due to the presence of least one 
unpaired spin in their atoms or 
molecules. 

• partial current (density) 
the two current densities at 
which the electrode reaction is 
proceeding in the anodic and 
cathodic directions at an elec
trode potential. The actual 
(net) current density is the al
gebraic sum of the two partial 
current densities (one is con
sidered positive the other 
negative). Electrode reactions 

~ are typically "chemically" re
; versible, that is, they can pro
: ceed both in forward and re
~ verse direction. At equilib
; rium, the reaction is proceed
: ing at equal rate in both di
~ rections , the "anodic partial 
I current density" and the "ca
~ thodic partial current density" 
: are equal and the net current 
I density is zero. When the elec
~ trode is polarised, the partial 
: current densities are unequal 
~ and the net current densitY is 
; not zero. If the electrode is 
: negatively polarised, the ca
~ thodic reaction speeds up 
; (compared with its rate at 
: equilibrium), while the anodic 
~ reaction slows down and a net 
; cathodic current density re
: sults (and vice versa for an
~ odic polarisation). 

~ • partial miscibility 
I partially miscible. Compare 
~ with miscible and immiscible 
: Two liquids are considered par
~ tially miscible if shaking equal 
; volumes of the liquids together 
: results in a meniscus visible be
~ tween two layers of liquid, but 
; the volumes of the layers are not 
: identical to the volumes of the 
~ liquids originally added. 
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• partial pressures 
the independent pressure ex
erted by different gases in a 
mixture. 

• particulate 

partial pressures I path function II 

I of a metal or mineral that acts 
I as a protective coating to pro-

tect the underlying surface from 
I further chemical reaction, such 
I as corrosion, electrodissolution, 

or dissolution. The passive fllm 
is very often, though not al

I ways, an oxide. A passivated 

composed of distinct particles. I 

Smoke is particulate; pure gases 
are not. 

• particulate matter 
fine divided solid particles sus
pended in polluted air. 

• parts per million 

surface is often said to be in a 
"passive state." The surface oxi

I dation can result from chemi
calor electrochemical (anodic) 
oxidation. During anodic passi

I vation, using linear-sweep 
voltammetry, the current first 
increases with potential, then 

I falls to a very small value. 

(ppm) concentration expressed 
as parts of solute per million I 

parts of solution. Usually refers 
to parts per million by mass. 
For example, a 10 ppm NaCI I • passivation potential 
solution can be written as: 10 I the most negative electrode 
mg N aCljkg solution, 10 f-Lg potential at which a passivating 
NaCljg solution, 10 ng NaClj I film is formed electrochemi
mg solution. In very dilute I cally. It is equal to or more posi
aqueous solutions, ppm is ap- tive than the equilibrium poten
proximately equal to mg solute I tial of formation of the com-
per litre of solution. I pound (usually oxide) constitut-
• pascal ing the passive fllm. Usually the 
(Pa) the SI unit of pressure, current goes through a maxi
equal to a force of one newton I mum at the passivation poten
per square meter. 101325 pas- I tial during linear-sweep 
cals = 1 atmosphere; 105 pas- voltammetry. Also called the 
cals = 1 bar. I "Flade" potential. 

• passivation I • path function 
the formation of a thin adher- I a property that is dependent on 
ent film or layer on the surface the path taken. 

II ========= chmUstry 
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- Pauli exclusion principle ~ - penetration 
no two electrons in the same ; compare with shielding. Elec
atom may have identical sets of : trons in penetrating orbitals can 
four quantum numbers. ~ reach the nucleus. The nand 
_ Pauli principle ~ quantum numb~rs determine 
exclusion principle; Pauli ex- I how well an orbItal penetrates. 
clusion; Pauli exclusion prin- : Lower n and lower values mean 
ciple. No two electrons in an ~ better penetration. A low n 
atom can have the same set of I value means the orbital is small. 
4 quantum numbers. Because ~ A low value means the orbital 
the n, , and m quantum num- : has fewer nuclear nodes (planes 
bers address a particular or- ~ that pass through the nucleus 
bital, and because the ms ; where the probability of locat
quantum number has only two : ing the electron is zero). In or
possible values, the Pauli prin- ~ der of decreasing penetration, 
ciple says that a maximum of ; the subshells are s > p > d > f. 
two electrons can occupy an : A Is orbital penetrates better 
atomic orbital- and these elec- ~ than a 2s orbital. 
trons must have opposite I 

spins. : - percent by mass 
~ 100% times the actual yield di-

- peak power ; vided by theoretical yield. 
the maximum output that a 
battery or other power supply 
can produce without damage. 
Peak power capability is typi
cally well beyond the continu
ous reliable power capability 
and should only be used infre
quently. 

-PEM 
stands for either polymer-elec
trolyte membrane or proton
exchange membrane. 

; - percent composition 
: the mass percent of each ele
~ ment in a compound. 

~ - percent purity 
; the percent of a specified com
: pound or element in an impure 
~ sample. 

~ - percent yield 
; percentage yield. Compare 
: with theoretical yield and ac
~ tual yield . Percent yield equals 
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experimental yield divided by ~ • periodic table 
theoretical yield times 100%. ; an arrangement of the ele

• percentage ionisation 
the percentage of the weak elec
trolyte that ionises in a solution 
of given concentration. 

• perfect crystal 

ments according to increasing 
atomic number that shows re

I lationships between element 
I properties. 

• periodic trend 
a regular variation in element 

I properties with increasing 
I atomic number that is ulti

mately due to regular variations 

a crystal with no defects or im
purities, made of completely 
identical repeating subunits. 
Further, a perfect crystal has I 

only one possible arrangement 
of subunits, with every subunit 
making exactly the same con- ~ 

tribution to the total energy of ; 
the crystal. 

in atomic structure. 

• periodicity 
regular periodic variations of 
properties of elements with 
atomic number (and position in 

• period 
I the periodic table). 

rows in the periodic table are I • permanent hardness 
permanent water hardness. 
Compare with temporary 
hardness and water hardnessn 

called periods. For example, all I 

of the elements in the second 
row are referred to as 'second 
period elements'. All elements 
currently known fall in the first 
seven periods. 

• periodic law 
the periodic law states that 

I Water hardness that remains 
after boiling the water, mainly 
due to dissolved calcium sul-
phate. Chlorides also contribute 

I to permanent hardness. 

physical and chemical proper- I • permselectivity 
ties of the elements recur in a the permeation of certain ions 
regular way when the ele- in preference to other ions 
ments are arranged in order I through an ion-exchange mem
of increasing atomic number. I brane. 
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• peroxide 
a compound containing oxygen 
in the -1 oxidation state. Metal 
peroxides contain the peroxide 
· 0 2 lon, 2-

.pH 
a measure of the acidity/alka
linity (basicity) of a solution. 
The pH scale extends from 0 
to 14 (in aqueous solutions at 
room temperature). A pH 
value of 7 indicates a neutral 
(neither acidic nor basic) so
lution. A pH value of less than 
7 indicates an acidic solution, 
the acidity increases with de
creasing pH value. A pH value 
of more than 7 indicates a ba-
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*================ 
~ drogen ions are in excess, 
; while in" basic solutions the 
: hydroxyl ions are in excess. 
I 

: • pH electrode 
~ an electrode assembly with a 
I pH dependent potential. A va
: riery of different electrodes can 
~ be used for this purpose, the 
I most common one is the glass 
~ electrode. 

; • pH meter 
: volt meter that measures the 
~ electrical potential difference 
; between a pH electrode and a 
: reference electrode and displays 
~ the result in terms of pH value 
; of the sample solution in which 
: they are immersed. 
I 

sic solution, the basicity or al- : • pharmacognosy 
kalinity increases with increas- ~ identification, isolation, and 
ing ~H :alue. The pH of a ; characterisation of biologically 
solutlOn IS equal to the nega- : active substances in living 
tive, ten-based logarithm of ~ things. 
the activity of the hydrogen I 1 
· . hi' N 1 . • pharmaco ogy Ions m t e so utton. eutra' h d f d hi h . 
water dissociates into equal I t e stu y 0 rugs, w c m-

: eludes determination ofbiologi
amounts of hydrogen (H+) ~ cal activity, biological effects, 
ca~ions and hydroxyl (OH-) I breakdown and synthesis, and 
amons. As the product of the : delivery. 
concentrations (activities) of ~ 
the two ions is always a con- ; ~ phase 
stant 10"14 water has a pH of : m phase; out of phase; wave 

, I h 
7. In acidic solutions the hy- : p ase. 
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1. a phase is a part of a sample ~ • phase diagram 
of matter that is in contact ; phase map. A map that shows 
with other parts but is sepa- which phases of a sample are 
rate from them. Properties I most stable for a given set of 
within a phase are homoge- I conditions. Phases are depicted 
neous (uniform). For ex- I as regions on the map; the bor
ample, oil and vinegar salad : derlines between regions corre
dressing contains two phases: ~ spond to conditions where the 
an oil-rich liquid, and a vin- ; phases can coexist in equilib-

egar-rich liquid. Shaking the ~ num. 
bottle breaks the phases up : 
into tiny droplets, but there I 

are still two distinct phases. 
2. in wave motion, phase is the 
fraction of a complete cycle that 
has passed a ftxed point since I 

the current cycle began. The 
phase is often expressed as an 
angle, since a full cycle is 360°; I 

two waves are "in phase" if the I 

peaks of one wave align with the 
peaks of the other; they are "out 
of phase" if the peaks of one I 

wave align with the troughs of ~ 
the other . 

• phase boundary 
a phase boundary is a surface I 

where two samples of matter I 

with different properties are in 
contact. The surface of a gas 
bubble in water or the surface I 

of a crystal are examples of ; 
phase boundaries. 

Phase Diagram 

Pressure 
SOlId 

• phenol 
a group or molecule containing 
a benzene ring that has a hy
droxyl group substituted for a 
ring hydrogen. 

Bonding in Phenol 
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_ phenolphthalein 
an organic compound used as 
an acid-base indicator. The 
compound is colourless in acidic 
solution and pink in basic solu
tion (with the transition 
occuring around pH 8.3). 
Phenolpthalein was used for 
many years as a laxative in very 
low concentrations- high con
centrations are toxic! 

- phenyl 
a molecular group or fragment 
formed by ab:;tracting or sub
stituting one of the hydrogen 
atoms attached to a benzene 
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~ - photoelectric effect 
; ejection of electrons from an 
: atom or molecule that has ab
~ sorbed a photon of sufficient 
; energy. The photoelectric effect 
: is the operating principle be
~ hind "electric eyes"; it is experi
I mental evidence for particle-like 
: behaviour of electromagnetic 
I di' : ra atlon. 

~ - photoelectrochemical cell 
I a galvanic cell in which usable 
~ current and voltage are simul
: taneously produced upon ab
~ sorption of light by at least one 
; of the electrodes. Also called 
: "photogalvanic cell." 
I 

.. : - photoelectrochemistry 
- photoche~cal oXldants ~ chemistry resulting from the 

rmg. 

ph.o~o~hemlcally produced ; interaction of light with electro
oXldlSlllg agents capable of : chemical systems. 
causing damage to plants and I 

. Is : - photoelectrolytic cell 
amma . I I I ' 11 . hi h th 
_ photochemical smog 
a brownish smog occurring in 
urban areas receiving large 
amounts of sunlight; caused by 
photochemical (light-induced) 
reactions among nitrogen ox
ides, hydrocarbons and other 
components of polluted air that 
produce photochemical oxi
dants. 

. an e ectro ytlc ce m w c e 
; production of chemicals is 
: caused by or speeded up by the 
~ absorption of light by at least 
lone of the electrodes. The pro
: cess occurring in such cell is 
~ called "photoelectrosynthesis." 
I 
: - photoelectron 
I an electron ejected from an 
~ atom or molecule that has ab
: sorbed a photon. 
I 

chmUstry ======== II 
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photoelatrosynthesis I pickling II 

• photoelectrosynthesis I Physical chemistry includes 
production of chemicals in a I chemical thermodynamics, ki
photoelectrolytic celi, where the netics, spectroscopy, quantum 
production is caused by or ~ chemistry, and statistical me
speeded up by the absorption of ; chanics. 
light by at least one of the elec
trodes. 

I • physical property 

• photon 
(h) quantum; quanta. A dis- I 

physical properties. Compare 
with chemical property. Mea
surement of a physical property 
may change the arrangement 
but not the structure of the 
molecules of a material. Ex
amples of physical properties 

crete packet of ~nergy associ
ated with electromagnetic ra
diation. Each photon carries I 

energy E proportional to the 
frequency of the radiation: E = 
h6, where h is Planck's constant. 

are density, colour, boiling 
I point, volume, temperature, 

and mass. 
• physical change 
compare with chemical change • pi bond 

(bond) compare with sigma 
bond. In the valence bond 
theory, a pi bond is a valence 
bond formed by side-by-side 
overlap of p orbitals on two 
bonded atoms. In most multiple 
bonds, the first bond is a sigma 
bond and all of the others are 
pi bonds. 

· A change which does not trans
form one substance into an- ~ 
other. For example, freezing; 
water is a physical change be- : 
cause both water and ice are ~ 
H 2O. However, electrolysis of; 
water would not be a physical : 
change because passing a 
strong electric current through I 

water can decompose it into H2 
and 02' 

I • pickling 

• physical chemistry 
process for removal of oxide 
scales from metal surfaces in 
preparation for electroplating. 
Typically, the metal is immersed 
in hot, strongly acidic solution 

chemical physics. A branch of I 

chemistry that studies chemical : 
phenomena from a physical and 
mathematical perspective. I that dissolves the oxide scales. 



II pica I poise 

The solution usually also con
tains some corrosion inhibitor 
to avoid dissolution of the metal 
itself. 

- pico 
(p) Preftx used in the SI sys-
tem meaning "multiply by lO-
12". For example, 3 pm means 
3 x 10-12 meters. 

_ pile 

an archaic name for a battery 
or other series-coupled electro
chemical cells. 

- Pitzer Strain 
another name used to describe 
torsional Strain. 
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~ 2. a gas like state of matter con
; sisting of positively charged 
: ions, free electrons, and neutral 
~ particles . Plasma is found in 
; stars, the sun, the solar wind, 
: lightning, and ftre. 
I 

: - plate 
~ electrode structures in recharge
I able batteries are sometimes 
~ called "plates." 

~ - platinised platinum e1ec
: trode 
I a platinum metal electrode that 
~ is covered with a rough, large 
: surface area platinum coating. 
~ The purpose is to produce an 
; electrode with a large true area 

_ Planck's constant : that will be relatively non 
(h) a proportionality constant ~ polaris able. 
that relates the e~ergy carried ~ _ platinum black 
by a photon to lts frequency. ; a rough, large surface area 
Planck's constant has a value of : platinum coating usually depos-
6.6262 x 10.34 J s. ~ ited on a platinum metal elec

- plane polarised light 
light which is passed through a 
fllter which blocks out all the 
light except that which ocillates 
in one plane. 

- plasma 
1. in biology, the fluid in which 
blood cells or lymph cells are 
suspended. 

; trode. 

; - poise 
: (P) a cgs unit of resistance to 
~ fluid flow (viscosity). If a force 
I of 1 dyne is needed to force two 
~ fluid layers with 1 cm2 area that 
: are 1 em apart past each other 
I at a speed of I cmls, the liquid 
~ has a viscosity of 1 poise. 
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• polar bond ~ poles and they attract each 
compare with covalent bond ; other via dipole-dipole forces. 
and ionic bond. A bond involv- : 
ing electrons that are unequally ~ 
shared. Polar bonds can be ; 
thought of as intermediate be- : 

I 
tween the extremes represented : 

Wat« 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

•• .. 
• • 

~.,., I 

, , ·r~ 

• 

H~'~Iy_.... (+J 

Polar (M. + 

covalent W~{·' ) 
In water (-f bonda i,' 

Water molecule .) 
( 

by covd.lent bonds and ionic 
bonds. 

.. 
I • polarimeter 
I a device used to measure opti

cal activity. 

• polaris ability 
I of orbitals meru1S that the elec
I tron cloud can be shifted to-

• polar molecule wards a positive charge or away 
polar. Compare with covalent ~ from a negative charge due to 
compound, ionic compound and I electrostatic attraction and re
polar bond. An asymmetric pulsion. 
molecule containing polar 
bonds. H 20, NH3, and HCI are 
examples of polar molecules. 
Non-examples are C02, CCI

4
, 

and BCl3 which contain polar 
bonds but are nonpolar because 
they have symmetric shapes. 
Alkanes are usually asymmet
ric but are nonpolar because 
they contain no polar bonds. 
Polar molecules are electric di-

• polarisable electrode 
an electrode that is easily 

I polarisable. That is, the poten
tial of the electrode will change 
significantly from its equilib

I rium potential with the appli-
cation of even a small current 
density. The reason for this 

I behaviour is that the electrode 
I reaction is inherently slow (has 

a small exchange current den-



II polarisation I Polydentate 

sity). Opposite: non-polaris able 
electrode. 

_ polarisation 
the change of potential of an 
electrode from its eqru1ibrium 
potential upon the application 
of a current. Somewhat confus
ingly, the term "polarisation" is 
often also used in place of over
voltage. 

- polarisation curve 
alternative name for current
potential plot. 

- polarising power 
means that a charged species 
such as a proton can attract 
negatively charged electrons 
which causes a shift in the or
bital. The higher the positive 
charge and the smaller the 
smaller the size, the greater the 
polarising power of the species. 

_ polarity 
·~dicates the sign of the poten
tial of an electrode, that is, it can 
be negative or positive. 
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~ _ polarography 
; a classical electro analytical tech
~ nique discovered in 1922 by J. 
: Heyrovsky, for which he was 
, awarded the Nobel Prize for 
~ ~~e~stry in 1959. Essentially, 
: It IS linear-sweep voltammetry 
~ using a dropping-mercury elec
; trode for working electrode 

and a large mercury pool as 
~ counter electrode. 

~ _ pole 
; alternative name of a terminal. 

; - polyatomic ion 
: compare with molecule , ion 
~ and polyatomic molecule . A 
; ~olyatomic ion is a charged par
: tide that contains more than 
~ two covalently bound atoms. 

~ - polyatomic molecule 
; compare with polyatomic ion 
~ and diatomic molecule . A 
: polyatomic molecule is an un
, charged particle that contains 
: more than two atoms , . 
: - polydentate 
I 

_ polarogram : polydentate ligand. A ligand 
the graphical representation of ~ that has more than one atom 
the result of polarography. ; that coordinates directly to the 
_ polarograph ~ central ato~ in a complex. 
an instrument used in carrying : Polyd~ntate hgands are called 
out polarographic analysis. ~ chelatIng ag~nts. when two or 

; more coordmatmg atoms are 
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polyene I porous disk 11 

attached to the same metal ion I • polymorph 
in a complex. For example, I polymorphism; polymorphic. 
EDTA or ethylenediam- Compare with isotope and al
inotetracetic acid is a I lotrope . Solid substances that 
hexadentate ligand of I occur in several distinct forms. 
calciumion. Polymorphs have different 

• polyene 
chemical and physical proper

I ties. allotropes are polymorphs 
of elements. a compound that contains more 

than one double bond per mol- I 

ecule. • polymorph 
polymorphism; polymorphic. 

• polymer I Compare with isotope and al
a large molecule consisting of ~ lotrope . Solid substances that 
chains or rings of linked mono- : occur in several distinct forms. 
mer units, usually characterised ~ Polymorphs have different 
by high melting and boiling . chemical and physical proper
points. ties. allotropes are polymorphs 

I of elements. 
• polymer electrolyte mem-

brane I • polymorphous 
an ion-exchange membrane I refers to substances that 
that is used both as a "separa- crystallise in more than one 

I lli tor" and as the electrolyte in crysta ne arrangement. 
some fuel cells. Abbreviated as I • polyprotic acid 
"PEM." I an Acid that can form two or 

• polymerisation more hydronium ions per mol-
a process that links smaller ecule; often a least one step of 
molecules together to form a I ionisation is weak. 

larger molecule. I • polysaccharide 

• polymerise 
to link smaller molecules to

long chains of monosaccha
rides. 

gether to form a larger mol-. • porous disk 
ecule. I a disk in a tube connecting 

two different solutions in a 
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voltaic cell that allows ion 
flow without extensive mixing 
of the solutions; similar to a 
salt bridge. 

- porous electrode 
an electrode consisting of a 
highly porous solid. This is of
ten used in fuel cells with gas
eous reactants. In this case, the 
charge-transfer reaction pro
ceeds mainly at the triple inter
face formed by the electrode 

~ - pot 
; an alternative name of an in-
: dustrial electrolytic cell used in 
~ aluminium production. 

~ - potential difference 
; electrical potential difference. 
: Work that must be done to 
~ move an electric charge be
I tween specified points. Electric 
: potential differences are mea
~ sured in volts. 
I 0al : - potenti energy 

material, the electrolyte, and the I compare with kinetic energy . 
gaseous reactant. The pores of ~ energy an object possesses by 
the structure are pardy filled by : virtue of its position. For ex
the electrolyte and pardy by the ~ ample, lifting a mass mby h 
gas. A porous electrode pro- ; meters increases its potential 
vides a much larger area for : energy by mgh, where g is the 
reaction than a solid electrode ~ acceleration due to gravity. 
with the gas bubbled around it. ~ _ potential of zero charge 
A porous electrode can also be ; the electrode potential where 
used as a flow-through elec- : the charge in the electrical 
trode. ~ double layer is zero. Abbrevi

- positional probability 
a type of probability that de
pends on the number of ar
rangements in space that yield 
a particular state. 

- positron 
a Nuclear particle with the mass 
of an electron but opposite 
charge. 

; ated as "pzc." 

; - potential pH diagram 
: a diagram often used in the field 
~ of corrosion to indicate the cor
I rosion tendency and stability of 
: a metal in aqueous solutions. 
~ The equilibrium potential of the 
~ metal is plotted against d1e pH 
; of the solution, usually for a 
: series of concentrations of the 



metal ion. The curves demar- I • potentiokinetic technique 
cate potential-pH domains I alternative name for linear
where a species of the metal is sweep voltammetry. This ex
predominant in equilibrium, I pression is primarily used in the 
this can be the metal, its ion, I field of corrosion. 
oxide, or hydroxide. In simpli-

I • potentiometer 
fied version, the diagram can can be used in more than one 
indicate the potential-pH do- I meaning: 
mains where the metal is im-

I 1. a continuously variable resis
tor. More precisely, a resistor 
with continuously variable tap. 

mune to corrosion, corrodes, or 
passivates. The diagrams must I 

be used with some caution be
cause they represent equilib
rium conditions and the corro- I 

sion tendency is also influenced 
by kinetic effects. Also called 
"Pourbaix diagram." 

I This can provide three resistance 
values, a fixed resistance between 
the two end connectors, and two 

I variable resistances, one between 
either end connector and the vari
able tap connector. The sum of 

• potential ramp technique I the two variable resistances is the 
alternative name for voltam- I fixed resistance. 
me try. 2. a somewhat archaic measure-

I ment system, based on a resis-
• potential step 

voltammetry I tor with a continuously variable 
alternative name for chronoam- I tap, that can be used to mea-

sure the electromotive force of 
perometry. I electrochemical cells that can be 
• potential sweep technique easily polarised by current. It 
alternative name for voltam- uses a comparison technique to 
me try. I compare a "standard" voltage 

• potentiodynamic tech-
nique 

source to the unknown, under 
conditions of practically zero 

I current. It is seldom used today 
because high input resistance 
voltmeters and electrometers 

I are readily available. 

alternative name for linear
sweep voltammetry. This ex- I 

pression is primarily used in the 
field of corrosion 
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• potentiometry ~ • power 
an electroanalytical technique ; the rate at which energy is sup
based on the measurement of : plied. Power has define[SI] 
the electromotive force of an ~ units of J/s, sometimes called 
electrochemical cell comprised ; "Watts" (W). 
of a measuring and a reference ~ • power density 
electrode. The simplest ex- ; characteristic parameter of a 
ample of a measuring electrode ~ battery indicating its electrical 
is a metal electrode whose po- I power per unit weight or vol
tential depends on the concen- : ume. The terminology is not 
tration of the cation of the elec- ~ strictly defined. Weight based 
trode metal. 

• potentiostat 
an electronic instrument that 
controls the electrical potential 
between the working and ref
erence electrodes of a three-
electrode cell at a preset value. 
It forces whatever current is 
necessary to flow between the 
working and counter electrodes 
to keep the desired potential, as 
long as the needed cell voltage 
and current do not exceed the 
compliance limits of the 
potentiostat. 

• potentiostatic technique 
an electrochemical measuring 
technique for electrochemical 
analysis or for the determina
tion of the kinetics and mecha
nism of electrode reactions 
based on the control of the elec-
trode potential. 

~ power density is often called 
; "specific power" or "gravimet
: ric power density." Volume 
~ based power density is often 
; called "power density" or ''volu
: metric power density. The 
~ power density is typically ex
; pressed as watt/kilogram or 
: watt/litre. 
I 

: • precipitate 
~ ppt. An insoluble substance 
; that has been formed from 
: substances dissolved in a so
~ lution. For example, mixing 
I silver nitrate and sodium chlo
~ ride solutions produces a pre
: cipitate, insoluble silver chlo
~ ride (along with soluble so
; dium nitrate. 

; • precipitation 
; precipitation is the conversion 
~ of a dissolved substance into 
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insoluble form by chemical or I tance. Pressure transducers are 
physical means. I smaller and faster, and they are 

• precision more sensitive, reliable, and 
I precise than their mechanical 
I counterparts. 

reproducibility. Compare with 
accuracy. Precision is reproduc
ibility. Saying "These measure
ments are precise" is the same 
as saying, "The same measure
ment was repeated several I 

times, and the measurements 
were all very close to one an
other". 

I • primary or fundamental 
dimensions 

such as mass m, length L, time 
t, and temperature T, are the 
basis for the derivation of sec-
ondary dimensions. 

• primary standard 
• pressure 
(P) force per unit area. The SI 

I a substance of a known high 
degree of purity that undergoes 
one invariable reaction with the 
other reactant of interest. 

unit of pressure is the pascal, 
defined as one newton per I 

square meter. Other common 
pressure units are the atmo
sphere , the bar , and the Torr. I 

I • primary voltaic cells 
voltaic cells that cannot be re
charged; no further chemical 

• pressure rise coefficient I reaction is possible once the re-
a measure of a diffuser's ability I actants are consumed. 

• principal quantum number 
(n) the quantum number that 
determines the size and (in hy

to increase the pressure of the : 
fluid, is defmed as the ratio of ~ 
the actual pressure rise in the I 

diffuser to the pressure rise that 
would be realised if the process 
were isentropic. 

I drogen atoms) the energy of an 

• pressure transducers 
are made of semiconductor 
materials such as silicon and 

orbital. n is used to label elec-
tron shells. n may take on inte

I ger values from 1 to irlfmity. 

convert the pressure effect to an I 

electrical effect such as a change 
in voltage, resistance, or capaci-

I • principle of corresponding 
states 

is the fact that compressibility 
I factor Z for all gases is approxi

mately the same at the same 

II =_____._____.=-======-== Chemistry 
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reduced pressure and tempera
rure. 

• process 
is any change that a system 
undergoes from one equilib
rium state to another. To de
scribe a process completely, 
one should specify the initial 
and final states of the process, 
as well as the path it follows, 
and the interactions with the 
surroundings. 

• process heat 
is required energy input in the 
form of heat for many indus
trial processes. The process heat 
is often obtained as heat trans
fer from high-pressure, high
temperarure steam. Some in
dustries that rely heavily on pro
cess heat are chemical, pulp and 
paper, oil production and refin
ing, steel making, food process
ing, and textile industries. 

• prochiral 
a 3D molecule is termed 
prochiral if replacement of one 
of the substiruents at a particu
lar centre would render that 
centre chiral. 
The X groups in such a mol
ecule are termed 'Enantiotopic', 
as replacement of the alterna-
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~ tive X group would lead to 
; enantiomers being produced. 
: Prochirality also exists in 2D 
~ space. Here we are considering 
; enantiotopic faces. The two 
: faces of ethanal (acetaldehyde) 
~ are prochiral and reaction at one 
I face results in a compound 
: enantiomeric with the one pro
~ duced by reaction at the other 
I face. If a molecule is 2D chiral 
~ it will exhibit prochirality. 

~ • products 
: are the components that exist 
I after the reaction in a combus
; tion process. 

; • propane 
: (C3Hs) compare with alkane 
~ and hydrocarbon. A colourless, 
; odourless, flammable gas, 
: found in petroleum and naru
~ ral gas. It is used as a fuel and 
; as a raw material for building 
: more complex organic mol
~ ecules. Propane is the third 
I member of the alkane series. 

I • propellant 
~ 1 a mixture of fuel and oxidising 
: agent that reacts to produce a 
~ high-energy stream of product 
; gases that can produce thrust. 
: 2. a compressed gas used to 
~ push a material through a 
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nozzle, forming an aerosol or a I 

foam. For example, nitrogen or I 

propane are used as propellants 
for shaving cream; nitrous ox- I 

ide is used as a propellant for I 

whipped cream. 

property I pserukx:ore II 

• proton 
(p +) compare with electron and 
neutron . An elementary par
ticle found the atomic nucleus 
with a positive charge equal and 
opposite that of the electron . 

• property 
is any characteristic of a sys-

Protons have a mass of 
I 1.007276 daltons. 

I • proton donor tem. Some familiar properties 
are pressure P, temperature T, 
volume V, and mass m. The 
list can be extended to include I 

acid. compare with base Because 
a free H + ion is technically a 
bare proton, acids are some

less familiar ones such as vis- times referred to as "proton 
cosity, thermal conductivity, donors" because they release 
modulus of elasticity, thermal I hydrogen ions in solution. The 
expansion coefficient, electric term "proton donor" is mis
resistivity, and even velocity leading, since in aqueous solu
and elevation. I tion, the hydrogen ion is never 

• propulsive efficiency 
I a bare proton- it's covalently 

bound to a water molecule as of an aircraft turbojet engine is I 

the ratio of the power produced 
to propel the aircraft and the I 

thermal energy of the fuel re- I 

leased during the combustion 
process. 

an H30 + ion. Further, acids 
don't "donate" protons; they 
yield them to bases with a stron
ger affInity for them. 

• pseudobinaryionic com-
pounds 

• propulsive power 
compounds that contain more 
than two elements but are 

I named like binary compounds. 

is the power developed from I 

the thrust of the aircraft gas 
turbines and is the propulsive 
force (thrust) times the distance 
this force acts on the aircraft per 
unit time, that is, the thrust 
times the aircraft velocity. 

I • pseudocore 
electrons in d or f subs hells 
which are outside the noble gas 
core. 
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• pseudo-reduced specific ~ characteristic eleme~tal compo-
volume ; sitions and propertIes. 

VR is used with the generalised ; • pure substance 
compressibility chart to deter- : is a substance that has a fixed 
mine the third pn;>perty when ~ chemical composition through
P and V, or T and V, are given lout. 
instead of P and T. 

; • P-V-T surface 
• psychrometric chart : is a three-dimensional surface 
presents the properties of at- ~ in space which represents the p_ 
mospheric air at a specified I V-T behaviour of a substance. 
pressure and two .independent ; All states along the path of a 
intensive propertIes. The psy- : quasi-equilibrium process lie on 
chrometric chart is a plot of ~ the P-V-T surface since such a 
absolute humidity versus dry- ; process must pass through 
bulb temperature and shows : equilibrium states. The single
lines of constant relative hu- ~ phase regions appear as curved 
midity, wet-bulb temperature, I surfaces on the P-V-T surface, 
specific volume, and enthalpy ~ and the two-phase regions as 
for the atmospheric air. : surfaces perpendicular to the P-

~ T plane . • pump 
is a device that increases the 
pressure of liquids very much 
as compressors increase the 
pressure of gases. 

~ • pyranose ring 
; a six-membered cyclic hemiac
: etal or ketal. 
I 

: • pyrophoric 
• pure substance ~ pyrophoric solid. Catches fire 
substance. a sample of m~tter I spontaneously when exposed to 
that cannot be separated 111tO : air at normal room tempera-

. hid simpler components. Wlt .out : ture. For example, powdere 
chemical change. PhYSIcal I potassium metal is pyrophoric. 
changes can alter the state of : .. al. 
matter but not the chemical ~ • qualitative. an

h 
YSIS. . 

.. b' compare WIt quantItatiVe Identity of a pure su stance. I I' A h . al I' 
Pure substances have fixed, : ana YSIS. c emiC ana YSIS 

I 
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===========* 
that detects the presence of a I Calm, Ingold, Preiog system 
substance in a sample. I with the * indicating that the 

• quantum 
quanta. a discrete packet of en-
ergy. 

stereochemistry is only relative. 
I Thus a compound designated as 
I (2R *, 3R *, 4S*) represents 

two enantiomeric compounds . 
That is, it represents both (2R, 
3R, 4S) and (2S, 3S, 4R). 

I.RjS 

• quantum mechanics . 
quantum theory. a branch of ; 
physics that describes the 
behaviour of objects of atomic 
and subatomic sizc. the letters used to assign abso

lute stereochemistry based on 
• quantum number I the 'Cahn, Ingold, Prelog' 'Se
indices that label quantised en- quence Rules'. Mter assigning 
ergy states. Quantum numbers : priorities to the substitutuents 
are used to describe the state of I around an asymmetric centre 
a confined electron, e.g. an elec- the molecule is viewed such 
tron in an atom. that the bond from the asym-

• quasi-static, or quasi- I metric centre to the substituent 
equilibrium, process I of lowest priority (4) is going 

is a process which proceeds in away from the viewer, or into 
such a manner that the system I the page. 
remains inftnitesimally close to I If the remaining three groups 
an equilibrium state at all times. from highest to lowest priority 
A quasi-equilibrium process (1-2-3) appear clockwise then 
can be viewed as a sufficiently ~ the asymmetric centre is desig
slow process that allows the sys- ; nated as R. 
tern to adjust itself internally so: If the remaining three groups 
that properties in one part of ~ from highest to lowest priority 
the system do not change any I (1-2-3) appear anticlockwise 
faster than those at other parts. then the asymmetric centre is 

I designated as S. 
• R*/S* 
a system of nomeclature that I • Racemic 
replaces terms such as erythro- I when a mixture contains equal 
and threo-. Based around the amounts of both enantiomers 

II ==========--=-- Chemistry 



II mce1nic mixture I radioactivity 

(50:50) it is racemic. If the mix
ture contains any other ratio of 
enantiomers then it is termed 
'Scalemic' . 
When a compound exhibits 2D 
chirality it has two distinct, 
'Prochiral', faces. These are des
ignated Re or Si and are as
signed by the familiar Cahn, 
Ingold, Prelog 'Sequence 
Rules'. 
Re is equivalent to R, i.e. a 
clockwise rotation from highest 
to lowest priority. 
Si is equivalent to S, i.e. an 
anticlockwise rotation from 
highest to lowest priority. 

- racemic mixture 
a 50:50 mixture ofrwo enanti
omers (such a mixture does not 
rotate plane-polarised light). 

_ radiation 
is the transfer of energy due to 
the emission of electromagnetic 
waves (or photons). 
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~ - radical 
; an atoI11.c or group of atoms that 
: contains one or more unpaired 
~ electrons (usually very reactive 
; species). 

; - radioactive dating 
: method of dating ancient ob
~ jects by determining the ratio 
I of amounts of mother and 
; daughter nuclides prese!lt in an 
: object and relating the ratio to 
~ the object?s age via half-life cal
; culations. 

; - radioactive tracer 
: a small amount of radioisotope 
I 
: replacing a nonradioactive iso-
~ tope of the element in a com
; pound whose path (for ex
: ample, in the body) or whose 
~ decomposition products are to 
I be monitored by detection of 
~ radioctivity; also called a radio
: active label. 
I 

: - radioactivity 
I radiation; radioactive. Sponta
; neous emission of particles or 
: high-energy electromagnetic 
~ radiation from the nuclei of 
I unstable atoms. "Radiation" 
~ refers to the emissions, and "ra
: dioactive source"· refers to the 
~ source of dle radiation. 

Chemistry -=---=============== II 
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- ramjet engine ~ 2-3 Constant pressure heat ad-
is a properly shaped duct with ; dition in a boiler. 
no compressor or turbine, and : 3-4 Isentropic expansion in a 
is sometimes used for high- ~ turbine. 
speed propulsion of missiles I 4-1 Constant pressure heat re
and aircraft. The pressure rise jection in a condenser. 
in the engine is provided by the _ Rankine cycle with reheat 
ram effect of the incoming high- ~ is a modification of the Rank
speed air being rammed against ; ine cycle in which the steam is 
a barrier. Therefore, a ramjet : expanded in the turbine in two 
engine needs to be brought to stages and reheated in between. 
a sufficiently high speed by an I Reheating is a practical solution 
external source before it can be I to the excessive moisture prob
fired. lem in the lower-pressure stages 

- random error 
indeterminate error. Compare ~ 
with systematic error, gross I 

of turbines, and it is used fre
quently in modern steam power 
plants. 

error and mistake . Random ~ _ Rankine scale 
errors are errors that affect the named after William Rankine 
precision of a set of measure- I (1820-1872) is the thermody
ments. Random error scatters I narnic temperature scale in the 
measurements above and be- English system. The tempera
low the mean, with small ran- : ture unit on this scale is the 
dom errors being more likely ~ rankine, which is designated by 
than large ones. ; R. 

- Rankine cycle _ Raoult's law 
is the ideal cycle for vapour applies to a gas-liquid mixture 
power plants. The ideal Rank- ~ when a gas is highly soluble in 
ine cycle does not involve any ; a liquid (such as ammonia in 
internal irreversibilities and con- water) and relates the mole 
sists of the following four pro- I fractions of the species of a two
cesses: 1-2 Isentropic compres- I phase mixture in the liquid and 
sion in a pump. 



II mteconstant I reaction quotient 

gas phases in an approximate 
manner. 

• rate constant 
(k) a rate constant is a pro
portionality constant that ap
pears in a rate law. For ex
ample, k is the rate constant 
in the rate law d[A]/dt = 
k[A]. Rate constants are in
dependent of concentration 
but depend on other factors, 
most notably temperature. 

• rate law 
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*~~==========~ 
~ • rate-law expression 
; equation relating the rate of a 

reaction to the concentrations of 
the reactants and the specific 

I rate of the constant. 

I • Rayleigh line 
: is the locus of all states for fric-

tionless flow in a constant-area 
I duct with heat transfer plotted 
I on a T-s diagram. 

I • reactants 
are the components that exist 

~ before the reaction in a com-
a rate law or rate equation re- ~ bustion process. 
lates reaction rate with the con-
centrations of reactants, cata
lysts, and inhibitors. For ex
ample, the rate law for the one
step reaction A + Ba C is d[C]/ 
dt = k[A][B]. 

• rate of heat transfer 
is the amount of heat trans
ferred per unit time. 

• rate of reaction 

I • reaction mechanism 
; mechanism. a list of all elemen
: tary reactions that occur in the 
~ course of an overall chemical 
; reaction. 

; • reaction quotient 
: a constant represented by the 
~ symbol Q which is defined as 
I the product of the concentra

change in the concentration of I 

a reactant or product per unit 

tions of the products, each 
raised to the power that corre

~ sponds to its coefficient in the 
I balanced equation, divided by time. 

• rate-determining step 
the slowest step in a mecha
nism; the step that determines 
the overall rate of reaction. 

the product of the concentra
tions of reactants, each raised 

I to the power that corresponds 
to its coefficient in the balanced 
equation . At equilibrium con-

Chmtimy =========== II 
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reaction rote I reducing agent 1/ 

ditions Q=K, the equilibrium I • redox reaction 
constant. I electrochemical reaction; oxida-

tion-reduction reaction; redox. 
• reaction rate 

I A reaction that involves trans
fer of electrons from one sub-

a reaction rate is the speed at 
which reactants are converted I 

stance to another. Redox reac
into products in a chemical re- I 
action. The reaction rate is tions always involve a change in 

I oxidation number for at least 
given as the instantaneous rate 
of change for any reactant or I 

product, and is usually written 
as a derivative (e.g. d[A]/dt) 
with units of concentration per I 

unit time (e.g. mol L-I S·l). 

two elements in the reactants. 

• redox titration 
oxidation-reduction titration. A 
titration based on a redox reac
tion. For example, iron in wa-
ter can be determined by con

I verting dissolved iron to Fe2+ 

and titrating the solution with 
potassium permanganate 

I (KMn04), a powerful oxidising 

• reaction stoichiometry 
description of the quantitative 
relationships among substances I 

as they participate in chemical 
reactions. 

I agent. 
• rearrangement reaction 

• reduced pressure 
pR is the ratio of the pressure 
to the critical pressure. 

a reaction in which a reactant I 

and product are isomers of each I 

other. Chemical bonds within 
the reactant are broken and re
formed to produce the product. 

I • reduced temperature 
I T R is the ratio of the tempera

ture to the critical temperature. 
• redox indicator 
oxidation-reduction indicator. 
An organic molecule that has 
reduced and oxidised forms I 

with different colours; 
interconversion of the reduced 
and oxidised forms of the indi- I 

cator must be reversible. 
Ferroin is an example. 

• reducing agent 
reductant. Compare with 
oxidising agent. A reducing 
agent is a substance that reduce 
another substance by supplying 
electrons to it. Reducing agents 
cause other substances to be 
reduced in chemical reactions 

II ========== Chemistry 



II reductiun I reforencestRte 

while they themselves are 
oxidised. For example, tin(II) is 
a reducing agent in the follow
ing reaction: Sn2+(aq) + 2 
Fe3+(aq) ~ Sn4+(aq) + 2 
Fe2+(aq). 

- reduction 
in a narrow sense, oxidation 
means the reaction of a sub
stance with oxygen. Hydrogen 
can react with oxygen to be 
oxidised to water. Hydrocar
bon fuels (gasoline, natural 
gas, etc) can react with oxy
gen to be oxidised to carbon 
dioxide and water. Iron can 
react with oxygen to be 
oxidised to "rust." During 
oxidation, the oxygen itself is 
being reduced. Oxidation and 
reduction always occur simul
taneously. During these reac
tions, electrons are trans
ferred from the substance that 
is oyidised to the oxygen. In a 
wider sense, all electron
transfer reactions are consid
ered oxidation/reduction. The 
substance gaining electrons 
("oxidising agent" or "oxi
dant") is oxidising the sub
stance that is losing electrons 
("reducing agent" or "reduc
tant"). In the process, the 
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~ "oxidising agent" is itself re
; duced by the "reducing 
: agent." Consequently, the re
~ duction process is sometimes 
; called "electronation," and the 
: oxidation process is called 
~ "de-electronation." 

I d' . - re uction 
I reduce; reduced; reducing. 
~ Compare with oxidation, Re
: duction is gain of one or more 
~ electrons by an atom, mol
; ecuie, or ion. Reduction is ac
: companied by a decrease in 
~ oxidation number. 

I d' 'a1 : - re uction potenti 
I the tendency of a substance to 
~ be reduced; this value is mea
: sured relative to the standard 
~ hydrogen electrode which is 
; defmed as zero. The more posi
: tive the number the stronger the 
I 
: tendency for the species to be 
I reduced. Sometimes oxidation 
; potentials are used. They sim
: ply are the reverse of the reduc
~ tion potential and refer to the 
I oxidation reaction. 

; - reference state 
~ is chosen to assign a value of 
: zero for a convenient property 
~ or properties at that state. 

Cbemistry ==---=====----=----= II 
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refrigerant I relative humidity II 

• refrigerant I to the working fluid during an-
is the v.'Orking fluid used in the I other part of the cycle. 
refrigeration cycle. 

I • regenerator effectiveness 
• refrigerants is the extent to which a regen
are the working fluids used in I erator approaches an ideal re
the refrigeration cycles. I generator and is defined as the 

ratio of the heat transfer to 
• refrigerator the compressor exit gas to the 

I maximum possible heat 
transfer to the compressor 

is a cyclic device which causes 
the transfer of heat from a low
temperature region to a high- I 

temperature region. The objec
tive of a refrigerator is to main
tain the refrigerated space at a I 

low temperature by removing 
heat from it. 

exit gas. 

• relative error 
relative uncertainty. Compare 
with absolute error. The uncer-

• refrigerator coefficient of 
performance 

tainty in a measurement com
I pared to the size of the mea

surement. For example, if three 
replicate weights for an object 

I are 2.00 g, 2.05 g, and 1.95 g, 
I the absolute error can be ex

pressed as ± 0.05 g and the 

is the efficiency of a refrigera
tor, denoted by COP R' and ex
pressed as desired output di
vided by required input or I 

COP R = QI Wnct, In' 

relative error is ± 0.05 g /2.00 
I g = 0.025 = 2.5% 

• refrigerators • relative humidity 
is a measure of the amount of 
moisture the air holds relative 

are cyclic devices which allow I 

dle transfer of heat from a low- I 

temperature medium to a high
temperature medium. 

I to the maximum amount the air 

• regeneration 
is a process during which heat I 

is transferred to a thermal en
ergy storage device (called a 
regenerator) during one part of ~ 
the cycle and is transferred back . 

can hold at the same tempera
ture. The relative humidity can 
be expressed as the ratio of the 
vapour pressure to the satura
tion pressure of water at that 
temperature. 

II =========== Chemistry 



_ relative pressure ~ rapidly between the separate 
I structures: it is an average. Pr is defined as the quantity 

exp(sOjRJ and is a dimensionless 
quantity that is a function of I 

temperature only since S° de- I 

pends on temperature alone. 
Relative pressure is used in isen
tropic processes of ideal gases I 

where variable specific heats are 
required. 

I 

_ relative specific volume : - resonance effect 
vr is defined as the quantity TI ~ mesomeric effect. If electron 
P

r 
is a function of temperature ; density at a particular point in 

only and P
r 

is the relative pres- ~ a molecule is higher or lower 
sure. Relative specific volume is : than what you'd expect from a 
used in isentropic processes of ~ single Lewis structure, and vari
ideal gases where variable spe- ; ous canonical structures can be 
cific heats are required. : drawn to show how electron 

_ relative standard deviation ~ delocalisation will explain the 
I discrepancy, the difference in 

(RSD) Compare with standard 
deviation . The relative standard ~ electron density is called a "reso-

: nance effect" or "mesomeric 
deviation is a measure of preci- I effect" . 
sion , calculated by dividing the 
standard deviation for a series ~ • restricted rotation 
of measurements by the aver- ; when the energy barrier to ro
age measurement. : tation about a single bond is 

.~ of the order of 80 kJ/mol or 
_ resonance 
description of the ground state I greater, complete rotation 
of a molecule with delocalised ~ about the bond is prohibited. 

1 
: Instead partial rotation be-

e ectrons as an average of sev-
eral Lewis structures. The ac- ~ tween the high-energy states 

; occurs . This is termed re
rual ground state doesn't switch stricted rotation. 
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• reverse osmosis I • reversible electrode 
compare wid1 osmosis Solvent I an electrode with a reversible 
molecules flow spontaneously electrode reaction. 

from a dilute solution d1rough • reversible electrode reac
a semipermeable membrane to I tion 
a more concentrated solution I a qualitative term for a fast elec
(osmosis). In reverse osmosis, trode reaction. There are, un
pressure is applied to the more I fortunately, several meanings 
concentrated solution to force I attributed to the term 
the flow of solvent to go from "reversibility," resulting in pos
more concentrated to morc di- sibly confusing situation. An 
lute solution. Reverse osmosis I electrode reaction is considered 

reversible in the "electrochemi
cal sense" if the reaction is fast, 

I that is, if the exchange current 
density of the electrode reaction 
is large. In contrast, in the 

I "chemical sense," reversibility 

--+-- I indicates that the reaction can 
proceed both in forward and 

is used to produce fresh water I backward (reverse) direction. 
from sea water. I Also called Nernstian reaction. 

Opposite: irreversible electrode 
• reversed Carnot cycle reaction. Both of the above de-
is a reversible cycle in which . b d f scn e meanIngs 0 

all four processes that com- reversibility are different from 
prise the Carnot cycle are re- I the meaning in the "thermody
versed during operation. Re- I namic sense." 
versing the cycle will also re-
verse the directions of any I • reversible hydrogen elec-
heat and work interactions. I trode 
The result is a cycle that oper- a commonly used reference 
atcs in the counterclockwise I electrode. A hydrogen elec
direction. trode immersed directly into 

the electrolyte of the electro-

II ========== Chemistry 
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chemical cell and usually (un - ~ swned by the steady-flow device. 
less otherwise sated) operated ; Therefore, every effort should be 
with one atmosphere pressure : made to keep the specific volwne 
hydrogen gas . The equilib- ~ of a fluid as small as possible 
rium potential depends on the ; during a compression process to 
hydrogen ion concentration : minimise the work input and as 
(strictly speaking, activity) of ~ large as possible during an ex
the cell electrolyte. I pansion process to maximise the 

• reversible process 
a cyclic process carried out by a 
hypothetical pathway, which 
leaves the universe exactly the 
same as it was before the pro
cess; no real process is revers
ible. For chemical systems we 
consider a process at equilib
rium to be reversible. Examples 
are phase transitions that occur 
at the melting point or boiling 
point temperatures at 1 atm 
pressure. 

• reversible reaction 
reactions that do not go to 
completion and occur in both 
the forward and reverse direc
tion. 

• reversible steady-flow 
work 

is defmed as the negative of the 
integral of the specific volume
pressure product. The larger the 
specific volume, the larger d1e 
reversible work produced or con-

~ work output. 

: • reversible work 
I 
: w r< \' is defined as the maxi-
I mum amount of useful work 
; that can be produced (or the 
: minimum work that needs to 
~ be supplied) as a system un
I dergoes a process between 
~ the specified initial and final 
: states. Reversible work is de
~ termined from the exergy bal
; ance relations by setting the 
: exergy" destroyed equal to 

~ zero. The work W in that case 
I becomes the reversible work. 

I • rocket 
~ is a device where a solid or liq
: uid fuel and an oxidiser react 
I in the combustion chamber. 
; The high-pressure combus
: tion gases are then expanded 
~ in a nozzle. The gases leave 
; the rocket at very high veloci
: ties, producing the thrust to 
~ propel the rocket. 
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- rotating disk electrode ~ the study of the kinetics and 
a specialised hydrodynamic; mechanism of electrode reac
electrode used in the study of : tions and in electroanalysis. 
the kinetics and mechanism of ~ 
electrode reactions and in elec- ; 
troanalysis for ensuring a : 
known and controllable flow of ~ 
solution over the electrode. The I 

- roughness factor 
the ratio between the true elec
trode area and the geometric 
electrode area. 

flow control is achieved by us- - s orbital 
ing a flat disc electrode that is a spherically symmetrical 
rotated in the solution resulting ~ atomic orbital; one per energy 
in a defined hydrodynamic ; level. 
boundary layer. The current can : _ salt bridge 
be cal~ulated using t?e Levich ~ an ionic ally conducting path 
equatIOn. Abbrevlated as I between separate compart
"RDE" . ments of an electrochemical 
_ rotating ring disk elec- cell. Often the working and ref-

trode ~ erence (and occasionally even 
a variant of the rotating-disk; the counter) electrodes are in 
electrode which includes a sec- : completely separate compart
ondelectrode - a concentric ring ~ ments and the required con
electrode - that is placed outside ; ducting path between them is 
the disk and used to analyse the : provided by a tubing filled with 
species generated on the disk. ~ highly conducting electrolyte 
The ring is electrically insulated I solution. A common arrange
from the disk so that their po- : ment for a "salt bridge" is an 
tentials can be controlled inde- ~'inverted ''U'' shaped glass tub
pendently. Abbreviated as I ingwithitsendsdippedintothe 
"RRD E." solutions of the two cell com-

- rotating wire electrode 
partrnents; however, other ma

I terials and shapes are also used. 
The salt bridge may contain any 
conducting solution, but very 

I often a highly concentrated po-

an electrode made of metal 
wire (often platinum) rotated I 

about its axis at a 'known and 
constant velocity. It is used in 



II sand equation I saturated liquid 

tassium chloride solution (often 
immobilised by some gelling 
agent) is used. 

+ 

cathode 

~,\ 502+ 

- sand equation 
an equation relating current 
density, transition time, and 
concentration of the reactant 
in a chronopotentiometric ex
periment, assuming that the 
current is sufficiently large to 

, immediately result in diffu
sion limiting conditions. The 
equation is valid only for pla
nar electrodes in unstirred 
solution. The product of the 
current density and the square 
root of the transition time di
vided by the concentration is 
a constant. The constant is 
proportional to the square 
root of the diffusion coeffi
cient of the r~actant. Because 
the equation was derived for 
an unstirred solution, it 
ceases to be valid once natu
ral convection starts. 
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~ - saponification 
; hydrolysis of esters in the pres
: ence of strong soluable bases. 
I 

: - SATP 
~ standard ambient pressure 
; and temperature . Compare 
: with STP and standard state 
I 

.Used to describe a substance 
I at standard pressure and a 

temperature of 25°C (298.15 
K) . 

I d . : - saturate au 
I is air which can hold no more 
I moisture. Any moisture intro
: duced into saturated air will 
I condense. 

I _ saturated fat 
; compare with unsaturated fat. 
: A lipid that contains no carbon
I carbon double bonds. Animal 
I fats like butter and lard are 

composed of saturated fat. 
I Saturated fats tend to be waxy 
I or greasy solids. 

; - saturated hydrocarbons 
. hydrocarbons that contain only 

single bonds . They are also 
I called alkanes or paraffin hy-

drocarbons. 

: - saturated liquid 
~ is a liquid that is about to 
I vapourise. 
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- saturated liquid line I the saturated liquid line at the 
I critical point, forming a dome. is the saturated liquid states 

connected by a line that meets 
the saturated vapour line at I 

the critical point, forming a I 

dome. 

- saturation pressure 
Pm is called the pressure at 

which a pure substance 
I changes phase at a given tem

perature. - saturated liquid-vapour 
mixture 

- saturation temperature 
is a mixture of the liquid and I T

sat 
is the temperature at which 

vapour phases that coexist in : 
equilibrium. ~ a pure substance changes phase 

at a given pressure. 
- saturated liquid-vapour _ scalemic 

mixture region, or the wet I . f . hi h . . any ratio 0 enantiomers w c 
region . . 'Ra . , 

. . I IS not cerruc . 
IS all the states that Involve both : 
the liquid and vapour phases in ~ - seE 
equilibrium and are located un- t stands for "saturated calomel 
der the dome. electrode." 

_ saturated solution - scientific notation 
compare with supersaturated I exponential notation. A system 
solution A solution which does for reporting very small or very 
not dissolve any more solute. large numbers by writing the 
When a saturated solution is I number as a decimal number 
placed in contact with addi- I between 1 and 10, multiplied by 
tionalsolute, solute neither dis- : a power of 10. For example, 
solves nor is deposited from a ~ 602000000000000000000000 
saturated solution. I is written in scientific notation 

as 6.02 x 1023.0.000323 is writ-
- saturated vapour ten in scientific notation as 
is a vapour that is about to con- I 3.23 x 10-4 
dense. 

- saturated vapour line 
I - scramjet engine 

is the saturated vapour states I 

connected by a line that meets 

is essentially a ramjet in which 
air flows through at supersonic 

1/ ========= Chemistry 
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speeds (above the speed of ~ ing: Heat cannot be converted 
I 0 wor VIa an Isot ermal sound). . t k· . h 

_ sealed battery 
a battery which can be operated 
without regard to position. 

: cycle. Heat cannot be converted 
~ to work with 100% efficiency. 
I Heat cannot flow from a cold 
: object to a warmer object with-
I d . . : out omg outside work. 

the second (s) IS the base unit I 

_ second 

of .time in the S1 system of : - second o~der reaction 
U1uts, defmed as the duration of ~ co~pare with zero order re-
9,192,631,770 cycles of the ra- ; action ~nd first order reaction. 
diation associated with a certain : A reaction with a rate law that 
colour of light emitted by the ~ is proportional to either the 
caesium atom. ; concentration of a reactant 

: squared, or the product of con
~ centrations of two reactants. _ second ionisation energy 

(1E,~P) second ionisation po
tential. Compare with first 
ionisation energy, adiabatic 
ionisation energy, vertical 
i?~sation energy, electronega
tlV1ty, and electron affinity. The 
energy needed to remove an 
electron from an isolated + 1 
ion. The third ionisation energy 
would be the energy required 
to remove an electron from an 
isolated + 2 ion, and so on. 

- second law of thermody
namics 

the second law states that ev-
ery spontaneous process causes 
a net increase in the entropy of 
the universe. Many alternative 
statements are possible, includ-

~ - secondary current distri-
; bution 
: a current distribution that is 
~ controlled by the resistivity of 
I the solution and the charge
: transfer resistance of the elec-
I d . : tro e reaction occurring on 
I the working electrode. That 
: is, a current distribution tak
I. . 
: mg Into effect the activation 
~ overpotential. A large charge
; transfer resistance (that is, a 
: slow reaction), compared to 
~ the solution resistance, tends 
; to make the current distribu
: tion more uniform. This still 
I . . Ignores the effect of the con-
; ccntration overpotential. 

Chemistry ======== /I 
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• secondary dimensions, or I. sedimentation potential 
derived dimensions I an electrical potential differ-

such as velocity, energy E, and ence that arises when small 
volume V, are expressed in I suspended particles move 
terms of the primary dimen- I through a liquid (e.g., forced 
Sl0ns. by gravity). Also called "Dorn 

• secondary standard 
potential. 

• Seebeck effect results 
when 

two wires made from differ-

a solution that has been titrated . 
against a primary standard. A I 

standard solution is a second- : 
ary standard. 

• secondary voltaic cells 
voltaic cells that can be re- I 

charged; original reactanats can 
be regenerated be reversing the 
direction of the current flow. 

ent metals are joined at both 
I ends (junctions), form a 

closed circuit, and one of the 
ends is heated. As a result of 

I the applied heat a current 
flows continuously in the cir
cuit. The Seebeck effect is 

• second-law efficiency I named in honour of Thomas 
is the ratio of the actual ther- I Seebeck, who made its discov
mal efficiency to the maximum ery in 1821. 
possible (reversible) thermal I 

efficiency under the same con- I • self discharge 
ditions. The second-law effi- a slow discharging of a battery 

ciency of various steady-flow I :~~n~tl ~~~f c~:e~~e~at~<;: 
devices can be determined from I 

its general definition, ~II = 
(exergy recovered)j(exergy 
supplied). 

• sedimentation 
separation of a dense material 
(usually a solid) from a less 
dense material (usually a liquid) 
by allowing the denser material 
to settle out of the mixture 

partly by impurities and side 
I reactions (reactions other than 

the cell reaction) and partly by 
the imperfect separation of the 

I active chemicals in the battery 
causing a slow "direct" reaction 
between them. The rate of the 

I self discharge determines the 
shelf life of a non-rechargeable 
battery. 
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• semiconductor 
a substance that does not con
duct electricity at low tempera
tures but does so at higher tem
peratures. 

• semipermeable membrane 
a membrane that allows some 
but not all of the components 
in a mixture to pass through it. 
Semipermeable membranes are 
used in dialysis. 

• sensible energy 
is the portion of the internal 
energy of a system associated 
with the kinetic energies of the 
molecules. 

I of the electrolyte solution from 
I' one compartment to another 

but still restricts the complete 
I intermixing the two solutions. 

~ • sequence rules 
; in order to unambiguously as

sign the stereochemistry to a 
molecule, Cahn, Ingold and 

I Prelog developed a series of se-
~ quence rules. These rules allow 
: the absolute (R/S) stereochem
I is try and relative (BIZ) stere
~ ochemistry of molecules to be 
: assigned and may be 
~ summarised as follows; 
; Rule 1: Atoms of higher atomic 
: number take precedence over 

• separator ~ those of lower atomic number. 
a thin strUctural material (usu- ; For isotopes the higher atomic 
ally a sheet) used to separate the : weight takes precedence. Lone 
electrolyte of a divided electro- ~ pair electrons have the lowest 
chemical cell into two or more I priority. 
compartments. A separator is : I > Br > Cl > P > 0 > N > 
typically either a membrane or I l3C > 12C > 3H > H > 
a diaphragm. The distinction I Rule 2: If the atoms attached 
between these two separators is to the chiral centre or double 
somewhat blurred. A mem- bond are the same then the pri
brane typically has very small I ority is determined by the 
pores that permit only diffu- atomic number of the atoms 
sional or conductive motion of ~ which are attached to them. 
the solvent or the electrolyte ~ This process is continued until 
from one compartment to an- ; priority is determined. 
other. A diaphragm has larger Rule 3: In groups containing 
pores so that it permits the flow I multiple bonds, then for the 
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purposes of determining prior- I lutions of the shaft per unit 
ity the atom at the end of the I time. 
bond is duplicated or triplicated • shallow discharge 
as required. discharge of a rechargeable bat
Rule 4: When the difference tery using only a small portion 
between substituents is in con- of its total rated capacity. Con
figuration then R > S and cis trast with deep discharge. 
(Z) > trans (E). 

• shape change 
• series coupled cells . ~ the change in shape of an elec
individual electr?che~11lcal ; trode of a rechargeable battery 
cells can be combmed m as- : due to movement of the active 
semblies by series ~r p~rallel ~ (reacting) material during 
coupling (or a combm~tlOJ: 0,: I charge/discharge cycling. 
the two). In case of senes : 
coupling, the positive elec- ~ • SHE 
trode of one cell is connected ; stands for standard hydrogen 
to the negative electrode of : electrode. 
the next cell, and so on. The ~ • shelf life 
assembly has only two exter- ; the time period a non-re
nal terminals. The overall volt- : chargeable battery can be 
age of the assembly is the sum ~ stored after manufacturing so 
of the individual cell voltages, I that it still can provide a re
while the current passing: quired amount of electricity 
through every cell (and the as- when connected to a load. The 
sembly) is the same. Series I shelf life of modern batteries 
coupling can be used in a num- I is many years. 
ber of assemblies, such as bat-

k C I • shell tery, ceUline, and stac. on- compare with subshell. A set 
trast with parallel coupling. I of electrons with the same 

• shaft work I principal quantum number. 
is energy transmitted by a ro- The number of electrons per
tating shaft and is the related I mitted in a shell is equal to 
to the torque T applied to the I 2n2• A shell contains n2 orbit
shaft and the number of rcvo- als, and n subshells. 

1',========= Chemistry 
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• shielding 
compare with penetration. 
Electrons in orbitals with high 
penetration can shield the 
nucleus from less penetrating 
electrons. Because they are 
closer to the nucleus on average, 
they repel those farther away 
and lessen the effective nuclear 
charge for the more distant 
electrons. 

• shielding effect 
electrons in filled sets of s , p 
orbitals between the nucleus 
and outer shell electrons shield 
the outer shell electrons some
what from the effect of protons 
in the nucleus; also called 
screening effect. 

• short circuit current 
the initial current resulting from 
discharging a battery through a 
load of negligible resistivity. 

• SI 
systeme Internationale; Inter-
national System. Le Systeme 
Internationale (SI) is a system 
of units introduced to remove 
barriers to international trade, 
based on the older metric sys
tem. It is now used in science 
and technical communications 
worldwide. 
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~ • siemens 
; the measurement unit of elec
: trical conductance. Symbol: 
~ "S". The reciprocal of ohm, and 
; sometimes called "mho." 

i • sigma bond 
: (bond) compare with pi bond. 
I 
: In the valence bond theory, a 
I sigma bond is a valence bond 

that is symmetrical around the 
imaginary line between the 

I bonded atoms. Most single 
~ bonds are sigma bonds. 

~ • sigma orbital 
: molecular orbital resulting 
~ from head-on overlap of two 
i atomic orbitals. 

; • significant figure 
: significant digit; significant. A 
~ convention for recording mea
i surements. Measurements are 
: rounded so that they contain 
~ only the digits up to and includ
i ing the first uncertain digit, 
: when the number is written in 
~ scientific notation. 

~ • silicones 
I polymeric organo-silicon com
: pounds; contain individual or 
~ cross-linked Si-O chains or 
I rings in which some oxygens of 
; Si04 tetrahedral are replaced by 
: other groups. 
I 
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• silver/silverchloride elec
trode 

I sium chloride or other chloride 
I salts are used. 

a commonly used reference 
electrode. The electrode assem-

I • simple compressible sys-
tem 

is a system in which there is the 
I absence of electrical, magnetic, 

gravitational, motion, and sur
face tension effects. These ef-

bly consists of a silver metal I 

electrode in contact with solid 
silver chloride (usually as a 
coating on the silver metal) I 

immersed in an aqueous chlo
ride salt solution saturated with 
silver chloride. All these are I 

I fects are due to external force 
fields and are negligible for 
most engineering problems. 

contained in a small vessel, typi
cally made of glass tubing. The 
internal electrolyte of the refer
ence electrode assembly and the 
external electrolyte into which 
the whole assembly is immersed I 

are in ionic contact through a I 

separator. A typical separator is 

• simple cooling 
I is the process of lowering the 

temperature of atmospheric air 
when no moisture is removed. 

• simple heating 
is the proc.ess of raising the 
temperature of atmospheric air 
when no moisture is added. a small porous ceramic plug I 

sealed into the end of the glass I 

tubing. The operating principle • simultaneous reactions 
of this electrode is that of an I are chemical reactions that in
electrode of the second kind. I volve two or more reactions 
The equilibrium electrode po- occurring at the same time. 

tential is a function of the chlo- • single bond 
ride concentration of the inter- I covalent bond resulting from the 
nal electrolyte ("filling solu- I sharing of two electrons (one 
tion"). The most commonly pair) between two atoms. 
used electrolyte is 4 molar po- I 

tassium chloride, producing a I • SLI battery 
potential of 0.222 volt against stands for "starting, lighting, 
the standard hydrogen elec- I ignition." A rechargeable bat
trode at 25°C. Occasionally, I tery used in automobiles for 
other concentrations of potas- starting the engine and to pro-
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vIde power while the engine is 
not running. 

• sling psychrometer 
is a device with both a dry-bulb 
thermometer and a wet-bulb 
temperature mounted on the 
frame of the device so that 
when it is swung through the 
air both the wet-and dry-bulb 
temperatures can be read si
multaneously. 

.SMDE 
stands for static-mercury-drop 
electrode. 

• soap 
a salt of a fatty acid. For ex-
ample, sodium stearate is a 
soap made by neutralising 
stearic acid. Commercial soaps 
are mixtures of fatty acid salts. 

• sol 
a colloid with solid particles 
suspended in a liquid. Examples 
are protoplasm, starch in water, 
and gels. 

• solid 
a solid is a relatively dense, rigid 
state of matter, with a definite 
volume and shape. Molecules in 
solids are often packed close 
together in regularly repeating 
patterns, and vibrate around 
fixed positions. 
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*================ 
~ • solid oxide fuel cell 
; a fuel cell that employs a solid, 
: ionically conductive material as 
~ electrolyte. Due to the typically 
; low ionic conductivity of solid 
: oxides, these fuel cells must 
~ operate at very high tempera-
I tures. 

I • solid phase 
: has molecules arranged in a 
~ three-dimensional pattern (lat
I tice) that is repeated through
~ out. Because of the small dis
: tances between molecules in a 
~ solid, the attractive forces of 
; molecules on each other are 
: large and keep the molecules at 
~ fixed positions. 

~ • solubilising group 
; a group or substructure on a 
: molecule that increases the 
~ molecule's solubili ty. 
; solubilising groups usually 
: make the molecule they are at
~ tached to ionic or polar. For ex
I ample, hydrocarbon chains can 
~ be made water-soluble by at
: taching a carboxylic acid group 
I to the molecule. 

I • solubility 
~ solubilities; equilibrium solu

bility; solubleness. The solu
I bility of a substance is its con-

Chemistry ~( =================== !I 
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solubility product I soluble /I 

centration in a saturated so- I ver concentration lower than 
lution. Substances with solu- I in water is needed to satisfy a 
bilities much less than 1 g/IOO constant solubility product. 
mL of solvent are usually con- I The solubility (the saturated 
sidered insoluble. The solubil- I solution concentration) of the 
ity is sometimes called "equi- salt, in the absence of any 
librium solubility" because other dissolved species in the 
the rates at which solute dis- I solution, is the square root of 
solves and is deposited out of : the solubility product for a salt 
solution are equal at this con- ~ like the silver chloride. Strictly 
centration. I speaking, activities should be 

_ solubility product 
the solubility of slightly 
soluble salts is often ex
pressed as the product of the I 

solubility concentrations of its 
ions. e.g., the solubility prod
uct of silver chloride is the I 

used instead of concentra-
tions. 

- solubility product con-
stant 

equilibrium constant that ap
plies to the dissolution of a 
slightly soluble compound. 

product of the concentrations I 

of the silver and chloride ions - solubility product prin-
in the saturated solution of ~ ciple 
this salt. The significance of ; the solubility product constant 
the solubility product is that . expression for a slightly 
its value cannot be exceeded I soluble compound is the prod

uct of the concentrations of 
the constituent ions, each 
raised to the power that cor
responds to the number of 
ions in one formula unit. 

- soluble 

even in the presence of other I 

dissolved salts. Consequently, 
the solubility of silver chloride 
is less in a solution containing I 

potassium chloride than in 
pure water. This is because in 
the calculation of the solubil- I compare with insoluble. Ca

I pable of being dissolved in a 
I solvent (usually water). 

ity product one must use the 
"total" chloride concentration 
in the solution, therefore a sil-

II ============-===== Chemistry 
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• soluble salt ~ IR drop to obtain the real elec
an ionic compound that dis- ; trode potential, or in some 
solves in a solvent (usually wa- : cases one can compensate for 
ter). ~ the ir drop during potential con-
• solute I trol. During the measurement 
a substance dissolved in a sol- I of an electromotive force (po
vent to make a solution. tential measurement without 

I any current flowing), the IR 
• solution drop is always zero, and the 
homogeneous mixture. Com- ' ~ position of the reference elec
pare with heterogeneous mix- I trode is immaterial. 
ture . A sample of matter con
sisting of more than one pure 
substance with properties that 
do not vary within the sample. 
Also called a homogeneous mix
ture. 

• solution IR drop 
the IR drop in the electrolyte 
solution of a three-electrode cell 
between the working and the 
reference electrodes. This ir 
drop (which is expressed as a 
potential) is always included in 
the measured potential of the 
working electrode. Therefore, 
it is important to minimise this 
error, and to place the reference 
electrode as close as possible to 
the working electrode. It is also 
called "ohmic overpotential (or 
polarisation)" or "resistance 
overpotential (or polari
sation)." One can correct for the 

I • solvation 
; ions in solution are always sur
: rounded by solvent molecules. 
~ A few of these molecules will 
; be more or less strongly at
: tached to the ion (mainly be
~ cause of the attraction of the 
; charged ion and the dipole of 
. the solvent molecule) and this 
~ assembly may be considered as 
I a single unit for some purposes. 
: e.g., the solvent molecules will 
I 
: move together with the ion dur-
I ing diffusion and 
~ electromigration. The number 
: of solvent molecules so attached 
~ to an ion is called the "solvation 
; number." The surface of an 
: electrode also can, and usually 
~ is, solvated. Since the electrodes 
; usually have some excess 
: charge d1ey also attract the sol
~ vent dipoles, and the electrode 
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surface is usually covered by a I The "like dissolves like" is a 
monolayer of strongly oriented I useful guide for selecting sol
solvent molecules. Under cer- vents to use in the extraction. 
tain extreme conditions, a so- I Non-polar substances are usu
lution can contain free electrons I ally successfully extracted into 
that are stabilised by solvation. non-polar solvents like hexane 
The solvation number is not or methylene chloride. Polar 
very exactly defined since its I and ionic substances are often 
value may depend on the mea- extracted with water. 
surement technique. 

• solvent 
the dispersing medium of a so
lution. 

• solvent extraction 

• solvolysis 
the reaction of a substance with 

I the solvent in which it is dis
solved. 

• sonic flow 
occurs when a flow has a Mach 

I number M = 1. 

I • sonoelectrochemistry 
electrochemical phenomena oc
curring under the influence of 

I sound waves (typically ultra
I sound) . 

solvent extraction is a method I • sorption 
for separating mixtures by ex- compare with adsorption and 
ploiting differences in the solu- I absorption . Assimilation of 
bilities of the components. For I molecules of one substance by 
example, a coffee machine ex- a material in a different phase. 
tracts the soluble components Adsorption (sorption on a sur
of ground coffee with water, I face) and absorption (sorption 
and leaves the insoluble compo- into bulk material) are two 
nents behind. The sample is types of sorption phenomena 
shaken or mixed with solvent I • spark-ignition (SI) engines 
(or with two immiscible sol- I are reciprocating engines in 
vents) to effect the separation. which the combustion of the air-

II =========== Chemistry 
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fuel mixture is initiated by a ~ density of some standard sub
spark plug. ; stance at a specified tempera

• specific conductance 
the quantitative and character
istic measure of the conductiv

: ture (usually water at 4°C, for 
~ which the density is 1000 kg! 
; m3). 

ity of a given substance. This ; • specific heat 
characteristic constant is the : compare with heat capacity 
numerical value of the conduc- ~ The heat required to raise the 
tivity between two opposite I temperature of 1 g of a sub
sides of a unit cube (usually a : stance by 1°C is called the spe
cube of one centimeter) of the ~ cific heat of the substance. Spe
substance. Also called "specific ~ cific heat is an intensive prop-
conductivity." ; erty with units of J g-l Kl. 

• specific gravity ~ • specific heat at constant 
specific gravities. Compare pressure 
with density. The mass of a unit ~ C as the energy required to 
volume of a substance relative ; rai~e the temperature of the unit 
to the mass of a unit volume of : mass of a substance by one de
water. Temperature must be ~ gree as the pressure is main
specified when reporting spe- ; tained constant. C is a mea
cific gravities, since the density : sure of the variationPof enthalpy 
of the substance and of water ~ of a substance with tempera
change with temperature. Spe- ; ture. C can be defined as the 
cific gravities are often reported : change in the enthalpy of a sub
relative to water at 4°C; at that ~ stance per unit change in tem
temperature, water has a den- I perature at constant pressure. 

sity of 1.00000 g!mL and the ; • specific heat at constant 
specific gravity of a substance: volume 
is equal to its density in g!mL. ~ C

v 
is the energy required to 

• specific gravity, or relative I raise the temperature of the unit 
density ~ mass of a substance by one de-

is defined as the ratio of the : gree as the volume is main
density of a substance to the ~ rained constant. C

v 
is related to 
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the changes in internal energy. I • specific resistance 
It would be more proper to de- I the quantitative and character
fine C

v 
as d1e change in the in- istic measure of the resistivity 

ternal energy of a substance per I of a given substance. This char
unit change in temperature at I acteristic constant is the nu
constant volume. merical value of the resistivity 

• specific heat capacity 
the amount of energy required 
to raise the temperature of one I 

gram of a substance by one de
gree Celsius (or Kelvin). 

between two opposite sides of 
I a unit cube (usually a cube of 

one centimeter) of the sub
stance. Also called "specific re

I sistivity." 

I • specific volume 
• specific heat ratio compare with density. The vol-
k, is defined as the ratio C/C". I ume of a unit mass of substance. 

• specific heats for solids I For example, the specific vol-
and liquids ume of water at 4°C is 1.00000 

or incompressible substances, mL/g. Specific volume is the 
are equal. I reciprocal of density. 

• specific properties I • specific weight 
are extensive properties per unit I w is the weight of a unit volume 
mass. Some examples of spe- of a substance and is deter
cific properties are specific vol- I mined from the product of the 
ume (v= Vim) and specific to- I local acceleration of gravity and 
tal energy (e= Elm). the substance density. 

• specific rate constant • spectator ion 
an experimentally determined a spectator ion is an ion that 
(proportionality) constant, I appears as both a reactant and 
which is different for different I a product in an ionic equation. 

For example, in the ionic equa
reactions and which changes I tion 
only with temperature; k in the : Ag+(aq) + N03.(aq) + 
rate-law expression: Rate = k ~ Na+(aq) + Cl-(aq) ~ AgCl(s) 
[A] x [B]v. ; + Na+(aq) + N03-(aq) the so-

II =========== Chemistry 
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dium and nitrate ions are spec- ~ tic "fingerprint" for the pres-
tator ions. I ence of a particular material in 
_ spectral line ~ a sam~l:. Spectro~co~y is also 
any of a number of lines corre- : a senSItive quantitatIve tech
sponding to definite wave- I nique that can determine trace 
lengths of an atomic emission ~ concentrations of substances. 

or absorption spectrum; repre- : - spectrum 
sents the energy difference be- ~ 1. a sequence of colours pro-
tween two energy levels. . duced by passing light through 
_ spectrochemical series ; a prism or diffraction grating. 
arrangement of ligands in order : 2. a range of wavelengths of 
of increasing ligand field ~ electromagnetic radiation. 
strength. ; 3. a plot that shows how some 

. : intensity-related property of a 
- sp~.ctroelectroche~l1s~ ~ beam of radiation or particles 
the slffiultaneous applicauo~ of ; depends on another property 
e1ectroche~ical a~d opti~al : that is related to dispersal of the 
sFCC:trOSCOPIC techniques to ffi- ~ beam by a prism, a magnet, or 
vesugate a phenomenon. I some other device. For ex-
_ spectrophotometry : ample, a plot of light absot-
determination of the concentra- ~ bance vs. wavelength is an ab .. 
tion of a material in a sample ~ sorption spectrum; a plot of ion 
by measurement of the amount ; abundance vs. mass is a mass 
of light the sample absorbs. : spectrum. 

I • 

- spectroscopy 
spectrometry; spectroscopic. 
Spectroscopy is analysis of the 
interaction between electro
magnetic radiation and matter. 
Different types of radiation in
teract in characteristic ways 
with different samples of mat
ter; the interact; 0n is often 
unique and serves as a diagnos-

: - spm 
I electrons have an intrinsic an-
~ gular momentum that is simi
: lar to what would be observed 
~ if they were spinning. Electron 
; spin is sometimes called a 
: "twoness" property because it 
~ can have two values, referred to 
; as "spin up" and "spin down". 

II 
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Nuclei can have spins of their 
own. 

• spin pair 

I cooled by the air as it falls into 
I the pond. Spray ponds require 

25 to 50 times the area of a cool-
I ing tower because water loss 

due to air drift is high. 
paired spins; electron pair; 
paired electrons. Compare with I 

unpaired spin. Two electrons I • spring work 
with opposite spins, usually oc- is the work done to change the 
cupying the same orbital. length of a spring. 

• spontaneous • square planar 
spontaneity; spontaneous pro- I a term used to describe mol
cess; spontaneous reaction. A : ecules and polyatomic ions that 

I 
spontaneous process occurs be- : have one atom in the centre and 
cause of internal forces; no ex- I four atoms at the corners of a 
tern.al forces are required to I square. 

• square planar complex 
complex in whi<;h the metal is 

I in the centre of a square plane, 
with ligand donor atoms at each 
of the four corners. 

keep the process going, al
though external forces may be I 

required to get the process 
started. For example, the burn
ing of wood is spontaneous once I 

the fire is started. The combi- I 

nation of water and carbon di- • stable form of an element 
oxide to reform the wood and I is the chemically stable form of 
oxygen is not spontaneous! that element at 25° C and 1 

• spontaneous process 
a process that occurs without 
outside intervention. Spontane
ity is independent of rate. To be I 

spontaneous a process must in
crease the entropy of the uni-

atm. Nitrogen, for example, 
I exists in diatomic form (N 2 ) at 
I 25° C and 1 atm. Therefore, the 

stable form of nitrogen at the 
standard reference state is di-

I atomic nitrogen N 2 , not mona
tomic nitrogen N. 

verse. 

• spray pond 
is a pond where warm water is 
sprayed into the air and is 

• stack 
a series-coupled assembly of 

I cells, a term used primarily for 
fuel cells. 
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- stagnation 
(or total) temperature is the 
temperature an ideal gas will 
attain when it is brought to rest 
adiabatically. 

- stagnation enthalpy 
represents the total energy of a 
flowing fluid stream per unit 
mass and represents the en
thalpy of a fluid when it is 
brought to rest adiabatically 
with no work. The stagnation 
enthalpy equals the static en
thalpy when the kinetic energy 
of the fluid is negligible. 

- stagnation pressure 
is the pressure a fluid attains 
when brought to rest isentropi
cally. For ideal gases with con
stant specific heats, the stagna
tion pressure is related to the 
static pressure of the fluid 
through the isentropic process 
equation relating pressure and 
temperature. 

- stagnation properties 
are the properties of a fluid at 
the stagnation state. These 
properties are called stagnation 
temperature, stagnation pres
sure, stagnation density, etc. 
The stagnation state and the 

~ stagnation properties are indi
; cated by the subscript O. 

; - standard cell 
: a non-rechargeable cell (bat
~ tery) whose emf is accurately 
I known and remains sufficiently 
: constant. It is less and less used 
~ nowadays because the availabil
I ity of electronic voltage stan
~ dards. 

~ - standard deviation 
: (s,BESD,) the standard devia
I tion is a statistical measure of 
~ precision. The best estimate of 
: the standard deviation s for 
~ small data sets is calculated us
; ing where xi is the measure
: ment from the i-th run, x-bar is 
~ the mean of all the measure
; ments, and N is the number of 
: measurements. For very large 
~ data sets, the standard deviation 
; is the root-mean-square devia
: tion from the true mean, and is 
~ usually written as to distinguish 
I it from the best estimate stan
~ dard deviation s used for small 
: data sets. 
I 
: - standard electrode po-
I tential 
; the equilibrium potential of an 
: electrode when both the 
~ oxidised and the reduced spe-
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cies are present in unit concen- I • standard electrodes 
tration (strictly speaking, ac- I half-cells in which the oxidised 
tivity) in the solution; if the and reduced forms of a species 
"reduced" form is a metal, a are present at unit activity; l.OM 
pure metal (not alloyed with I solutions of dissolved ions, 
other metals) is considered to l.Oatm partial pressure of 
be at unit concentration. The gases, and pure solids and liq
standard potentials are always I uids. 

expressed against the stan- I • standard enthalpy change 
dard hydrogen electrode the (HO) d d thal 

Potential of which is zero "by ~ stan ar en py. Com
pare with enthalpy change. A 

definition." Standard poten- ~ change in enthalpy asso· ted 
. 1 fi· f· CIa 

tla s are a unctlon 0 the tem- I with a reaction or transforma-
perature, they are usually: tion involving substances in 
tabulated for 25 °C. Also ~ their standard states. 
called "normal electrode po- I 

tential." The standard poten- • standard enthalpy of 
tial is the electromotive force formation 
of an electrochemical cell I (Hn standard heat of forma
comprised of the electrode in I tion; heat of form~tion; en
question and the standard hy- ~ thalpy . of formatlOn. The 
drogen electrode. Strictly: change III enthalpy ~hen one 
speaking, one must use unit I mole .of compo~d IS ~ormed 
activities rather than concen- : from Its elements III theIr most 

I stable form and in their stan-trations. 
I dard states . 

• standard electrode poten-
tial I • standard enthalpy of 

b . 1 reaction y conventIon, potentia, Eo' I 

of a half-reaction as a reduc- (HrxnO) standard heat of reac-
tion relative to the standard I tion. A change in enthalpy as
hydrogen electrode when all I sociated with a reaction involv
species are present at unit ac- I ing substances in their standard 
tivity. states. 
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_ standard entropy 
the absolute entropy of a sub
stance in its standard state at 
298 K. 

_ standard entropy of 
reaction 

I electrode with an electrolyte 
I containing unit concentration 

of hydrogen ions and satu
I rated with hydrogen gas at 
; unit atmosphere pressure. 
: This electrode can be some
~ what inconvenient to use be
I cause of the need to supply 

hydrogen gas. Therefore, 
other reference electrodes 

I (e.g., calomel or silver/silver 
I chloride) are often used in
: stead, but the measured elec
~ trode potentials can be con
; verted to the "hydrogen 
: scale." Abbreviated as 
~ "SHE." Also called "normal 
; hydrogen electrode." Strictly 
: speaking, one must use unit 
~ activity rather than concentra
; tion of hydrogen ions and unit 
: fugacity rather than unit pres
I 

( SrxnO) entropy of reaction. A 
change in entropy associated 
with a reaction involving sub- I 

stances in their standard states 
. A superscript circle n distin
guishes standard enthalpy 
changes from enthalpy changes 
which involve reactants and 
products that are not in their 
standard states. 

- standard hydrogen elec-
trode 

the most fundamental refer
ence electrode in electrochem
istry. "By definition" its equi
librium potential is consid
ered zero at any temperature, 
because this electrode was 
chosen as an arbitrary zero 

: sure of hydrogen gas. 
I 
: - standard molar enthalphy 

of formation 
the amount of heat absorbed in 

point for electrode potentials. I the formation of one mole of a 
A zero point is needed since 

I substance in a specified state 
from its elements in their stan
dard states. 

the potential of a single elec
trode cannot be measured, I 

only the difference of two I 

electrode potentials is measur- : - standard molar entropy 
able. All electrode potentials I (SO) the entropy of one mole 
are expressed on this "hydro- of a substance in its standard 
gen scale." It is a hydrogen state. 

Chemistry =========~ \I 
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• standard molar volume I properties. The standard state 
the volume occupied by one I for a gas is the the state of the 
mole of an ideal gas w1der stan- pure substance in the gaseous 
dard conditions; 22.4liters. I phase at the standard pressure 

• standard pressure I ,with the gas behaving ideally. 
The standard state for liquids 
and solids is the state of the 

I most stable form of the sub-

(PO or Po) standard pressure is I 
a pressure of 1 bar. Before 
1982, the standard pressure 
was 1 atm (1 atm = 1.01325 I 

bar). 

• standard reaction 

stance at the standard pressure. 
Temperature is not included in 

I the definition of standard state 

a reaction in which the numbers 
of moles of reactants shown in I 

and must be specified, but when 
not given a temperature of 25°C 
is usually implied. 

the balanced equation, all in I • standard-state Gibbs 
their standard states, are com-

function change pletely/converted to the num- I 

bers of moles of products 
shown in the balanced equation, 
also sall at their standard state. 

is the difference between the 
I sum products of the stoichio
I metric coefficients and the 

Gibbs function of a component 
• standard reference state I at 1 atm pressure and tempera
for the properties of chemical I ture T for the products and re
components is chosen as 25°C actants in the stoichiometric 
(77'F) and 1 atm. Property val- I reaction. 

• starch 
ues at the standard reference I 

state are indicated by a super
script (0) (such as hOand UO). I a polymer of glucose that has 

alpha-1,4-glycoside linkages. 
• standard solution 

• state a solution of precisely known I 
of a system not undergoing any 

I change gives a set of properties 
concentration. 

• standard state 
(0 or 0) a set of conditions de
fmed to allow convenient com
panson of thermodynamic 

that completely describes the 
condition of a system. At this 

I point, all the properties can be 
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measured or calculated 
throughout the entire system. 

- state function 
a property that depends only on 
the condition or "state" of the 
system , and not on the path 
used to obtain the current con
ditions. Energy, enthalpy, tem
perature, volume, pressure, 
and temperature are examples 
of state functions; heat and 
work are examples of non-state 
functions. 

- state of matter 

~ - stationary phase 
; a stationary phase is a substance 
: that shows different affmities for 
~ different components in a sample 
; mixture in a separation of the 
: mixture by chromatography . 
~ The mobile phase (a solution 
I containing the sample) flows 
: over or through the stationary 
~ phase to effect the separation. 
I. ' 
: - stabonary systems 
I are systems that do not involve 
~ any changes in their velocity or 
: elevation during a process. 
I 

there are three common : - statistical thermodynamics 
states of matter: gases, liq- ~ an approach to thermodynam
uids , and solids . States of ; ics more elaborate than classi
mat~er differ in the way the : cal thermodynamics, is based on 
molecules are arranged at the ~ the average behaviour of large 
molecular level, but not in the ; groups of individual particles. 
structure of the molecules 
themselves. Other states (the 
plasma and Bose-Einstein 
condensate states) are uncom
mon on Earth. 

- state postulate 
specifies the number of prop
erties required to fix the state 
of a system: The state of a 
simple compressible system is 
completely specified by two in
dependent, intensive proper
ties. 

; - steady 
: implies no change with time. 
~ The opposite of steady is un
; steady, or transient. 

; - steady-flow devices 
: operate for long periods of 
~ time under the same conditions. 
I 
: - steady-flow process 
I is defmed as a process during 
: which a fluid flows through a 
~ control volume steadily. That is, 
I the fluid properties can change 

from point to point within the 
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control volume, but at any fIXed I • Stirling cycle 
point they remain the same dur- I is made up of four totally re-
ing the entire process. versible processes: 

I 1-2 T constant expansion (heat 
• steam generator 
is the combination of a boiler I addition from the external 

source). 
2-3 v constant regeneration (inter

and a heat exchanger section I 

(the superheater), where steam 
I nal heat transfer from'the work

ing fluid to the regenerator). 
3-4 T constant compression 
(heat rejection to the external 
sink). 

is superheated. 

• steam power plant 
is an external-combustion engine I 

in which steam (water) is the 
working fluid. That is, combus
tion takes place outside the en- I 

gine, and the thermal energy re
leased during this process is 
transferred to the steam as heat. I 

A turbine in the power plant con
verts some of the energy of the 
steam into rotating shaft work. 

• stereoisomers 
are molecules with the same or-

4-1 v constant regeneration (in
ternal heat transfer from the 
regenerator back to the work
ing fluid). 

• stoichiometric (theoreti
cal) reaction 

I is the balance reaction equation 
for a chemical equilibrium re-
action. 

I • stoichiometric air or 
der of attachment of atoms, but theoretical air 
a different orientation of the at- I 

oms in space. It is the broad cat- I 

egorywhichcontains both 'Enan
tiomers' and 'Diastereomers'. 

is the minimum amount of air 
needed for the complete combus

I tion of a fuel. When a fuel is com-
pletely burned with theoretical 
air, no uncombined oxygen will 

I be present in the product gases. 

.... ". ! 

.'~ "'. 
•• • .... 

I 

." "'. 

• • • 
.... 

! . ... : .. . ... 
. '. I . ... ~ .. 

I • stoichiometric coefficients 
are the mole numbers in the 
stoichiometric (theoretical) re

I action. 
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• stoichiometric combustion ~ solid adsorbent that can re-
or theoretical combustion 

is the ideal combustion pro
cess during which a fuel is 
burned completely with theo
retical air. 

• stoichiometry 
1. ratios of atoms in a com
pound. 
2. ratios of moles of com-

; cover the volatile materials. 

; • stroke 
: is the distance between the top 
~ dead centre and the bottom 
; dead centre is the largest dis
: tance that the piston can travel 
~ in one direction within a cylin
I der. 

I • strong acid 
pounds in a reaction. : compare with weak acid . A 
3. a branch of chemistry that ~ strong acid is an acid that com
quantitatively relates amounts I pletely dissociates into hydro
of elem~nts and ~ompounc:ts in- ~ gen ions and anions in solution. 
volved m chemlcal reactions, : Strong acids are strong electro
based on the law of conserva- ~ lytes . There are only six com
tion of mass and the law of ; mon strong acids: HCI (hydro-
deftnite proportions. : chloric acid), HBr (hydrobro-
• STP ~ mic acid), HI (hydroiodic acid), 
standard temperature and pres- ; H 2S04 (sulphuric acid), HCI04 

sure. Compare with SATP and : (perchloric acid), and HN03 

standard state .Used to describe ~ (nitric acid). 
a substance at standard pressure 
and a temperature of O°C 
(273.15 K). 

• stripping 
stripping is a technique for re
moving volatile components in 
a mixture by bubbling a stream 
of an chemically unreactive gas 
(like nitrogen) through the 
sample, and then 'scrubbing' the 
nitrogen through a solution or 

~ • strong base 
; a strong base is an base that 
: completely dissociates into ions 
~ in solution. Strong bases are 
I strong electrolytes . The most 
: common strong bases are alkali 
~ metal and alkaline earth metal 
~ hydroxides. 

I • strong electrolyte 
~ compare with weak electrolyte, 
: a strong electrolyte is a solute 
I 
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that completely dissociates into ~ • structural isomers 
ions in solution. Solutions of ; are organic compounds that 
strong electrolytes conduct elec- have the same som formula, 
tricity. Most soluble ionic com- I . meaning the same number of 
pounds are strong electrolytes. 1 carbons , hydrogens or other 
• strong field ligand type ot atoms. They differ 
ligand that exerts a strong crys- from each other in the way the 

1 atoms are connected. Extal or ligand electrical field and 
generally forms low spin com- 1 amples are n-butane and 2-
plexes with metal ions when methylpropane or ethanol and 
possible. 1 dimethylether. 

• strong ligand 
1 • subcooled liquid 

strong field ligand. Compare 1 

with weak ligand. A ligand that ~ 
causes a large crystal field split
ting which results in a low-spin 1 

complex. 

has a temperature less than the 
saturation temperature corre
sponding to the pressure. 

• sublimation 
sublimate; sublimating. Con
version of a solid directly into a 

• structural formula 
compare with molecular for
mula and empirical formula . 

1 gas, without first melting into 
1 a liquid. 

A structural formula is a dia- 1 • sublimation line 
gram that shows how the atoms separates the solid and vapour 
in a molecule are bonded to- 1 regions on the phase diagram. 
gether. Atoms are represented 1 • subshell 
by their element symbols and 1 sublevel. A set of electrons with 
covalent bonds are represented the same azimuthal quantum 

number. The number of elec-
1 trons permitted in a subshell is 

equal to 2 + 1. 

by lines. The symbol for carbon 1 

is often not drawn. Most struc
tural formulas don't show the 
actual shape of the molecule 1 

(they're like floor plans that 
show the layout but not the 3D 
shape of a house). 

• subsonic flow 
occurs when a flow has a Mach 

1 number M < 1. 
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- substance ~ their containers like gases but 
any kind of matter all specimens ; dissolve substances like liquids, 
of which have the same cherni- which makes them very useful' 
cal composition and physical I as solvents. Their density and 
properties. I other properties are intermedi-
_ substitution reaction ate between gases and liquids. 
a reaction in which an atom or 
a group of atoms is replaced by 
another atom or group of at-
oms. 

- sugar 
a carbohydrate with a char-
acteristically sweet taste. Sug
ars are classified as monosac
charides , disaccharides , or 
trisaccharides. 

- supercooled liquids 
liquids that, when cooled, ap
parently solidify but actually 
continue to flow very slowly 
under the influence of gravity. 

_ supercooling 

; - superheated vapour 
: is a vapour that is not about to 
~ condense (not a saturated 
; vapour). A superheated vapour 

has a temperature greater than 
I the saturation temperature for 
I the pressure. 

; - superheated vapour region 
: is all the superheated states 10-
~ cated to the right of the satu
I rated vapour line and above the 
~ critical temperature line. 

: - superoxide 
~ superoxide ion. A binary com
I pound containing oxygen in the 

_1/2 oxidation state. For ex
ample, K02 is potassium super

I oxide, an ionic compound con
taining the superoxide ion, 0 2-

supercooled; supercool. Liquids 
at temperatures below their 
nOfmal freezing points are said I 

to be "supercooled". ; - supersaturated solution 
: supersaturated. A supersatu-

- supercritical fluid ~ rated solution has concentration 
a fluid state that occurs when 

; of solute that is higher than its 
solubility. A crystal of solute 
dropped into a supersaturated 

I solution grows; excess solute is 

the pressure and temperature 
exceed the substance's critical I 

pressure and critical tempera
ture. Supercritical fluids fill 
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deposited out of the solution I 

until the concentration falls to I 

the equilibrium solubility. 

• supersaturated stearn 
is steam that exists in the wet 
region without containing any I 

liquid. This phenomenon would 
exist due to the supersaturation 
process. 

supersRtumted steam I synclinal /I 

• surfactant 
• supersaturation a material that spreads along a 
is the phenomenon owing to I surface, changing the properties 
steam flowing through a of the surface. For example, 
nozzle with the high velocities soap spreads over a water sur
and exiting the nozzle in the I face and lowers its surface ten
saturated region. Since the I S10n. 
residence time of the steam in • surroundings 
the nozzle is smail, and there everything in the universe sur
may not be sufficient time for I rounding a thermodynamic sys
the necessary heat transfer and I tern. 
the formation of liquid drop
lets, the condensation of the I 

steam may be delayed for a I 

little while. 

• surroundings work 
is the work done by or against 
the surroundings during a pro-

I cess. 
• supersonic flow 
occurs when a flow has a Mach 
number M >1. 

I • suspension 

• surface tension 

a heterogeneous mixture in 
I which solute-like particles settle 
I out of solvent-like phase some 

time after their introduction. i's the force per unit length 
used to overcome the micro
scopic forces between mol- I 

ecules at the liquid-air inter- I 

faces . 

• synclinal 
when the X-C-C-Y dihedral 
(sometimes called 'torsional') 
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angle is between 30° and 90° or 
-30° and -90° (270° to 330°) the 
conformer is called synclinal. 
The most frequently cited ex
ample of a synclinal conformer 
is the 'Gauche' conformer 
where the dihedral angle is 60°. 

- synperiplanar 
when the X-C-C-Y dihedral 
(sometimes called 'torsional') 
angle is between -30° and 30° 
(270° to 330°) the conformer is 
called anticlinal. The most fre
quently cited example of a 
synperiplanar conformer is a 
fully eclipsed conformer where 
the angle between X and Y is 
00. 

- synthesis 
synthesise; synthetic reaction. 
Compare with decomposition. 
Formation of a complex prod
uct from simpler reactants. For 
example, water can be 
synthesised from oxygen and 
hydrogen gas: 
H 2(g) + 1/202(g) ~ H 20 

- system 
that part of the universe on 
which attention is to be focused. 

- systematic error 
determinate error. Compare 
with random error , gross er-

~ ror and mistake . Systematic 
; errors have an identifiable cause 
: and affect the accuracy of re
~ sults. 

~ - tautomer 
; a structure formed by facile 
: motion of a hydrogen from one 
~ site to another within the same 
1 molecule. 

1 - Tds relations 
; relate the Tds product to other 
: thermodynamic properties. The 
~ first Gibbs relation is Tds = du 
; + Pdv. The second Gibbs rela
: tion is Tds = dh - vdP. 
1 

: - temperature 
~ compare with heat and ther
~ modynamic temperature. Tem
; perature is an intensive property 
: associated with the hotness or 
~ coldness of an object. It deter
; mines the direction of sponta
: neous heat flow (always from 
~ hot to cold). 
1 
: - temporary hardness 
I. temporary water hardness. 
; Compare with permanent 
: hardness and water hardness. 
~ The component of total water 
. hardness that can be removed 

by boiling the water. 
I Ca(HC03)2 and Mg(HC03)2 
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hardness. ; theories. compare with hypoth-

• teratogen 
esis. Theories are well-estab

I lished explanations for experi
mental data. To become estab
lished, the theory must experi-

a substance that can cause de
formities in embryos. Dioxin I 

is a teratogen. 

• ternary acid 
a ternary compound containing 
H, 0, and another element, of
ten a nonmetal. 

mentally tested by many differ
I ent investigators. Theories usu

ally can not be proven; a single 
contrary experiment can dis

I prove a theory 

• ternary compound ~ • therm 
a compound consisting of ; of natural gas is an amount of 
three elements; may be ionic: energy equal to 29.3 kWh. 
or covalent. ~ • thermal cracking 
• tetrahedral I decomposition by heating a sub
a term used to describe mol- I stance in the presence of a cata
ecules and polyatomic ions lyst and in the absence of air. 

that have one atom in centre • thermal efficiency 
and four atoms at the corners I is a measure of the perfor-
of a tetrahedron. mance of a heat engine and is 
• theoretical yield the fraction of the heat input to 

I the heat engine that is converted 
maximum amount of a speci-
fied product that could be ob-

I to net work output. 

tained from specified amounts I • thermal efficiency of a heat 
of reactants, assuming com- engine 
plete consumption of limiting is the fraction of the thermal 
reactant according to only one I energy supplied to a heat engine 

that is converted to work. reaction and complete recov- I 

ery of product. (Compare 
with Actual Yield). 

• thermal efficiency of a 
power plant 

is defined as the ratio of the 
shaft work output of the tur-
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bine .to the. heat input to the ~ means "When one mole of gas-
working flwd. I eous CH 4 is burned in two 
• thermal efficiency ~ ~ moles of oxygen gas, one mole 
is the ratio of the net w~rk pro- : of CO2 gas and 2 moles of 
duced by a heat' engine to the I steam are produced, and 2220 
total heat input, S:rh = W nc/Qn. ~ kilojoules of heat are released." 

• thermal energy ~ - thermochemistry 
energy an object possesses by : the study of heat absorbed or 
virtue of its temperature. For ~ released during chemical 
example, 1 g of water at 15°C ; changes. 
has 4.184 J more energy than 1 ~ - thermodynamic equilib-
g of water at 14°C. rium 
_ thermal energy reservoir ~ a system is at thermodynamic 
or j~st a reservoir is a hypo- ; equili?rium if the energy it gains 
thetIcal body with a relatively : from Its surroundings is exactly 
large thermal energy capacity ~ balanced by the energy it loses, 
(mass specific heat) that can I no matter how much time is 
supply or absorb finite amounts : allowed to pass. 
of heat ~ithout undergoing any ~ - thermodynamic system 
change ill temperature. ~ is defmed as a quantity of mat-
_ thermal equilibrium I ter or a region in space chosen 

means that the temperature is ; for study. 
the same throughout the entire : - thermodynamic tempera-
system. ~ ture 

_ thermochemical equation 
an compact equation represent
ing a chemical reaction that de
scribes both the stoichiometry 
and the energetics of the reac
tion. For example, the thermo
chemical equation 
CH4(g) + 2 02(g) -+ CO2 (g) 
+ 2 H 20(g), H = -2220 kJ 

; scale is a temperature scale that 
~ is independent of the properties 
: of the substances that are used 
~ to measure temperature. This 
; temperature scale is called the 
: Kelvin scale, and the tempera
~ tures on this scale are called 
; absolute temperatures. On the 

Kelvin scale, the temperature 

" 
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ratios depend on the ratios of ~ • thermometry 
heat transfer between a revers- ; the science of temperature 
ible heat engine and the reser- measurement. 
voirs and are independent of the I 

physical properties of any sub- I 
• thermonuclear energy 
energy from nuclear fusion re-

stance. 
I actions . 

• thermodynamic tempera
ture scale 

I • thermoplastic 

is a temperature scale that is I 

independent of the properties of ~ 
any substance or substances. : 

• thermodynamics . 
can be defined as the science of I 

energy. Energy can be viewed : 
as the ability to cause changes. 
The name thermodynamics I 

stems from the Greek words 

compare with thermosetting, A 

" 
z"J?l--{:)l,,1.. 'c.{(;l,~x-{~~ 

,. qi' it,; 

therme (heat) and dynamispolymer that softens 'or melts 
(power), which is most descrip- I on heating, and becomes rigid 
tive of the early efforts to con- I again on cooling. Thermoplas
vert heat into power. Today the tic polymer chains are not cross
same name is broadly inter- ~ linked. Polystyrene is a thermo
preted to include all aspects of ; plastic. 
energy and energy transforma- . 

I • thermosetting 
tions, including powerproduc- . th . I' Co . fi . . d I' . ermosettmg p astlc. mpare 
tlon, re ngeratlon, an re atlon- I ·th hi' A I . . f . WI t ermop astlc po ymer · 
ships among the propertles 0 . th lid'fi h' d 
matter. 

. I at so I les on eatlng an 

• thermoelectric refrigerator 
carmot be remelted. The setting 
action results from crosslinking 
of the polymer chains at high 
temperature- a process that is 
not reversed by cooling and re

is a refrigerator using electric I 

energy to directly produce cool
ing without involving any rc.: 
frigerants and moving parts. I heating., 
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• thin layer chromatography 
a technique for separating com
ponents in a mixture on the ba
sis of their differing polarities. 
A spot of sample is placed on a 
flat sheet coated with silica and 
then carried along by a solvent 

Known 
Cocaine 

Known 
Heroin 

Known 
Methamphtamine 

Unknown 
From Case 

~ • t;hird law of thermody-
I namics 
: the entropy of a perfect crystal 
~ at 0 K is zero. 

~ • thixotropic fluid 
; thixotropy. A liquid that be
: comes less viscous when 
~ stirred. Paint and printing inks 
• are thixotropic fluids; they are 
• formulated so that they flow 
: more freely when brushed or 
• rolled. 

• • threo-
~ the term threo- belongs to an 
: outdated system of nomencla
• ture used to describe the rela-
; tive stereochemistry of 2 ad
: jacent chiral centres. In a 
~ Fischer projection the threo
; isomer has identical (or at 

that soaks the sheet. Different 
components will move differ
ent distances over the surface. 
TLC is a useful screening tech
nique in clinical chemistry; for 
example, it can be used to de
tect the presence of drugs in • 

least similar) substituents on 
• adjacent chiral centres on op-
• posite sides. The system is 

awkward and confusing when 
applied to non-carbohydrate 

unne. 

• thio 
a prefIx that means, "replace an 
oxygen with sulphur". For ex
ample, sulphate ion is SO/"; 
thiosulphate ion is S20/. Cy
anate ion is OCN'; thiocyanate 
ion is SCN·. 

• molecules or molecules with 
multiple adjacent chiral cen
tres. There are also multiple 

• and contradicting defInitions 
for the term and as such it 
should not be used .. The pre

~ ferred system of nomencla
; ture in these cases uses R *jS * 
: system. 
I 
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I • thrust 

:=F :f: 
I is the unbalanced force devel-

: :::':-J.:::*"::: oped in a turbojet engine that 
....... fIl ........... ..,..... I .= : is caused by the difference in 

~-
NO • 

I the momentum of the low-ve
locity air entering the engine 
and the high-velocity exhaust 

I gases leaving the engine, and it 
• throat is determined from Newton's 
of a converging-diverging second law. 
nozzle is located at smallest I • titrant 
flow area. 

I the substance that quantitatively 
• throttling valves reacts with the analyte in a ti
are any kind of flow-restricting tration . The titrant is usually a 
devices that cause a significant I standard solution added care
pressure drop in the fluid. Some I fully to the analyte until the re
familiar examples are ordinary action is complete. The amount 
adjustable valves, capillary ~ of analyte is ~alculated f:om the 
tubes, and porous plugs. Unlike ~ volume of tltr~t reqwred for 
turbines, they produce a pres- ; complete reactlon. 
sure drop without involving any : • titration 
work. The pressure drop in the I a procedure for determining 
fluid is often accompanied by a I the amount of some unknown 
large drop in temperature, and substance (the analyte) by quan
for that reason throttling de- titative reaction with a mea
vices are commonly used in re- I sured volume of a solution of 
frigeration and air-conditioning I precisely known concentration 
applications. The magnitude of : (the titrant). 
the temperature drop (or, ~ • titration curve 
sometimes, the temperature I a plot that summarises data 
rise) during a throttling process collected in a titration. A lin
is governed by a property called ear titration curve plots moles 
the Joule-Thornson coefficient. I of analyte (or, some quantity 
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proportional to moles of ~ • top dead centre 
analyte) on the Y axis, and the: ; (TDC) is the position of the 
volume of titrant added on : piston when it forms the small
the X axis. Nonlinear plots use ~ est volume in the cylinder. 
the log of the concentration of ; • t . cl 

~e a~alyte instead. Nonlinear ~ is ~~:~r ~yc~e operating at 
titration curves are often used ; high average temperatures that 
for neutralisation titrations ~ rejects heat to a power cycle 
(pH vs. mL NaOH solution). . I 

I. operatlng at ower average tem
Logs are used to exaggerate 
the rate of change of concen- ; peratures. 
tration on the plot, so that the .• torr 
endpoint can be determined ~ torr; mm Hg. Compare with 
from the point of maximal 1 barometer and pressure. A unit 
slope. ~ of pressure, defmed so that 760 

2 -

0.0 0.5 10 1.5 2.0 2.5 
TItrant VOhUM Ce~ 

3.0 3.5 

; Torr is exactly 1 atmosphere. A 
~ Torr is equivalent to 1 mm Hg 
; on barometer readings taken at 
; O°C; at other temperatures, the 
~ conversion from mm Hg to 
; Torr is approximately p(Torr) 
; = p(mm Hg) x (1 - 1.8xlO
~ 4t), where t is in 0c. 

• ton of refrigeration ~ • torsional strain 
is the capacity of a refrigera - ; torsional strain (also known 
tion system equivalent to the as Pitzer Strain) is a result of 
energy that can freeze 1 ton , twisting about a single bond 
(2000 Ibm) of liquid water at , and is best understood in 
o °C (32 OF) into ice at O°C in terms of the repulsion be-
24 h. One ton of refrigeration ' tween the electrons in the 
is equivalent to 211 kJ/min or 1 bonds. When the 'dihedral 
200 Btu/min. The cooling ~ angle' is such that it results in 
load of a typical 200-m2 

: eclipsing conformations the 
(2153-frl) residence is in the ~ strain and hence the energy of 
3-ton (10-kW) range. 
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that conformation increases. I • totally reversible process, 
A dihedral angle that results I a process which involves no 
in a staggered conformation irreversibilities within the sys
has lower torsional strain and I tern or its surroundings. A to
is therefore of lower energy. I tally reversible process involves 

no heat transfer through a fi
~ """ .... ....,.__ nite temperature difference, no 
"~: l.-::.::"""' ...... - I non-quasi-equilibrium changes, 

and no friction or other dissi-

~
. " ~betwMaf" ''''''''.11IiI • ffi ='::: ...... _..,.. pattve e ects. 

n-..... ~_4trw .. "H " ~~~ ___ tM.. I 
• toxicology 

• total energy 

I the study of poisons, including 
identification, isolation, biologi
cal effects, mechanism of ac

I tion, and development of anti-of a system is the sum of the 
numerous forms of energy 
such as thermal, mechanical, I 

dotes. 

kinetic" potential, electric, I • transition metal 
magnetic, chemical, and transition element; outer tran
nuclear, and their constituents. I sition element. An element with 
The total energy of a system I an incomplete d subshell. Ele
on a unit mass basis is denoted ments which have common cat
bye and is defined as Elm. I ions with incomplete d 

• total energy of a flowing 
I subshells are also considered 

fluid 
is the sum of the enthalp~ ki - I 

netic, and potential energies of : 
the flowing fluid. I 

transition metals. Elements 
with incomplete f subshells are 
sometimes called "inner transi
tion elements". 

• transition state 
• total ionic equation the state of highest energy dur

I ing a reaction. Also called acti
vated complex. During the tran
sition state bond breaking and 

I bond formation occurs. 

equation for a chemical reaction 
written to show the predomi
nant form of all species in aque- I 

ous solution or in contact with 
water. 

II ========= ChemUtry 
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_ transition state theory I . For example, the central bond 
theory of reaction rates that I in acetylene is a triple bond: H
states that reactants pass C-C-H. 
through high-energy transition _ triple line 
states before forming products. I is the locus of the conditions 

- transsonic flow 
occurs when a flow has a Mach 
number M = 1 (approx.). 

- trap 
is a device that allows con-
densed steam to be routed to 
another heater or to the con
denser. A trap allows the liquid 
to be throttled to a lower-pres
sure region but traps the 
vapour. The enthalpy of steam 
remains constant during this 
throttling process. 

- triglyceride 
a triglyceride is an ester of glyc
erol and three fatty acids. M0st 
animal fats are composed pri
marily of triglycerides. In the 
structures below, '~ represents 
the fatty acids attached to the 
glycerol. The fatty acids can be 
the same or different. 

- triple bond 
a covalent bond that involves 3 
bonding pairs. In the valence 
bond theory, one of the bonds 
in a triple bond is a sigma bond 
and the other two are pi bonds 

I where all three phases of a pure 
substance coexist in equilib
rium. The states on the triple 

I line of a substance have the 
: same pressure and temperature 
~ but different specific volumes. 

~ - triple point . 
I of water is the state at which all 
~ three phases of water coexist in 
: equilibrium. 
I 

: - trueness 
~ compare with accuracy . True
; ness is the closeness of an aver
: age measurement to a "true" 
~ value, while accuracy is the 
; closeness of a single measure
: ment to the true value. 
I 

: - turbine 
~ is a device that produces shaft 
; work due to a decrease of en
: thalpy, kinetic, and potential 
~ energies of a flowing fluid. 

~ - turbofan (or fan-jet) 
I engine 
: is the most widely used engine 
~ in aircraft propulsion. In this 
I engine a large fan driven by 

tbe turbine forces a consider-

II 
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able amount of air through a I 

duct (cowl) surrounding the I 

engine. The fan exhaust leaves 
the duct at a higher velocity, ~ 
enhancing the total thrust of ; 
the engine significantly. A tur- : 
bofan engine is based on tho e ~ 

turboprop engine I uniform /I 

Audicou 

Blackbowd 

• ultraviolet light 
principle that for the same I ultraviolet; ultraviolet radia
power, a large volume of : 
slower-moving air will pro- ~ tion; ultraviolet region; UV 
duce more thrust than a small I Electromagnetic radiation with 
volume of fast-moving air. wavelength longer than that of 
The first commercial turbofan I x-rays but shorter than that of 
engine was successfully tested I visible light. Ultraviolet light 
in 1955. can break some chemical bonds 

• turboprop engine 
uses propellers powered by the 
aircraft turbine to produce the I 

aircraft propulsive power. 

and cause cell damage . 

• uncertainty principle 
Heisenberg's uncertainty prin

ciple; Heisenberg principle; in
determinacy; indeterminancy 

• two-stroke engines I 
principle. The exact momentum 

execute the entire cycle in just 
I and exact location of a particle 

two strokes: the power stroke 
cannot be specified. Werner 

and the compression stroke. 
Heisenberg stated that the 

.1)rndall effect I product 0f uncertainties in 10-
light passing through a colloid cation and momentum mea
is scattered by suspended par- surements can never be smaller 
ticles. The light beam becomes I than h/4, where h is Planck's 
clearly visible; this phenom- I constant. 

I • uniform 
enon is called the Tyndall effect. 
For example, car headlight 
beams can be seen in fog, but I 

the beams are invisible in clear 
aIr. 

implies no change with location 
over a specified region. 

"========= CbmHsIry 
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_ uniform-flow process 
involves the following I Ullit cell 

idealisation: The fluid flO'w at 
any inlet or exit is uniform and (.: .. a:;;;. -.·.0 . ' ...... -= 
steady; and thus the fluid prop- I 

......... ...... <,.< 
erties do not change with time 
or position over the cross sec ......... >. 
tion of an inlet or exit. If they I 

•• , ••• . • < 

do change with time, the fluid I 

properties are averaged and ; _ units 
treated as constants for the en- : are the arbitrary magnitudes 
tire process. ~ assigned to the dimensions. 

- unimolecular reaction 
a reaction that involves 
isomerisation or decomposition 
of a single molecule. 

- unimolecular step 
a reaction involving one spe
CIes. 

- unit 
a standard for comparison in 
measurements. For example, 
the meter is a standard length 
which may be compared to 

any object to describe its 
length. 

_ unit cell 
the simplest arrangement of 
atoms or molecules that regu
larly repeats in a crystal struc
ture. 

~ - universal gas constant 
; ru is the same for all substances 
: and its value is 8.314 kJjkmol'K 
I 
: and 1.986 Btujlbmol·R. 

~ - unpaired spin 
I unpaired electron. Compare 
~ with paired spin. A single elec
: tron occupying an orbital. 
I 

: - unsaturated compound 
~ an organic compound with mol
; ecules containing one or more 
: double bonds. 
I 

: - unsaturated fat 
I 

compare with saturated fat. A 
I lipid containing one or more car

bon-carbon double bonds. Un
saturated fats tend to be oily liq

I uids and are obtained from 
plants. 
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.. unsteady-flow I evaporating some water from 
or transient-flow, processes are I the products to be cooled. The 
processes that involve changes heat of vapourisation during 
within a control volume with I evaporation is absorbed from 
time. the products, which lowers the 
• useful work product temperature. 

w u is the difference between the • vacuum freezing 
actual work Wand the sur- is the application of vacuum 
roundings work W ,urr I cooling when the pressure (ac-

• useful work potential 
tually, the vapour pressure) in 
the vacuum chamber is dropped 

I below 0.6 kPa, the saturation 
pressure of water at DoC. 

is the maximum possible work 
that a system will deliver as it 
undergoes a reversible process I 

from the specified initial state I • vacuum pressure 
to the st~te of its environment, is the pressure below atmo
that is, the dead state. I spheric pressure and is mea-

• utilisation factor 
sured by a vacuum gage that 
indicates the difference between 

I the atmospheric pressure and 
the absolute pressure. 

is a measure of the energy 
transferred to the steam in the 
boiler of a steam power plant I 

that is utilised as either process I • valence 
heat or electric power. Thus the the number of hydrogen atoms 
utilisation factor is defmed for I that typically bond to an atom 
a cogeneration plant as the ra- I of an element. For example, in 
tio of the sum of the net work H 20, oxygen has a valence of 
output and the process heat to 2; carbon in CH4 has a valence 
the total heat input. I of four. 

• vacuum cooling I • valence bond 
is a way to cool a substance by 
reducing the pressure of the 
sealed cooling chamber to the I 

saturation pressure at d1e de
sired low temperature and 

in the valence bond theory, a 
valence bond is a chemical bond 
formed by overlap of half-filled 
atomic orbitals on two different 
atoms. 
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_ valence bond theory I polyatol1).ic ion so that there is 
assumesthatcovalentbondsare I maximum separation (and 
formed when atomic orbitals on minimum repulsion) among 
difterent atoms overlap and the I regions of high electron density. 
electrons are shared. 

_ valence electron 
electrons that can be actively 
involved in chemical change; 
usually electrons in the shell 
with the highest value of n. For 
example, sodium's ground state 
electron configuration is 1s2 2S2 
2p6 3s1; the 3s electron is the 
only valence electron in the 
atom. Germanium (Ge) has the 
ground state electron configu
ration 1s2 2S2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3dlO 
4s2 4p2; the 4s and 4p electrons 
are the valence electrons. 

_ valence shell 
the shell corresponding to the 
highest value of principal quan
tum number in the atom. The 

~ - Van der Waals equation 
; a semiempirical equation that 

describes the relationship be
tween pressure (P), volume 

I (V), temperature (T), and 
moles of gas (n) for a real gas. 

~ The equation is (P + n2ajV2) (V 
I - nb) = nRT, where a and bare 

constants that include the ef
fects of molecular attractions 

I and molecular volume. a and b 
; are usually fitted to experimen
: tal data for a particular gas. 
I 

: - Van der Waals force 
~ a force acting between 
; nonbonded atoms or molecules. 
: Includes dipole-dipole, dipole
~ induced dipole, and London 
; forces. 

valence electrons in this shell ; _ Van der Waals radius 
are on average farther from the Van der Waals radii. One half 
nucleus than other electrons; I the distance between two non
they are often directly involved 
in chemical reaction. 

I bonded atoms, when attractive 
and repulsive forces between the 

- valence shell electron pair atoms are balanced. 

repulsion theory ~ _ Van der Waals Strain 
assumes that electron pairs are I Van der Waals strain is the 
arranged around the central el- : strain caused by the mutual 
ement of a molecule or I repulsion of atoms when 

Chemistry =--=========--___ 11 
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bought close to each other. I • vapour-compression 
The syn-l,3-diaxial interac- I refrigeration cycle 
tions observed in cyclohex- is d1e most frequendy used re
anes is an example of van der I frigeration cycle and involves 
Waals strain and explains why I four main components: a com
bulky groups prefer to sit in pressor, a condenser, an expan-
an equatorial positon. sion valve, and an evaporator. 

• Van't hoff equation • vapourisation line 
is the expression of the varia- I separates the liquid and vapour 
tion of the equilibrium constant I regions on the phase diagram. 
with temperature in terms of : • variable 
the enthalpy of reaction at tem- I compare with independent 
perature T. I variable and dependent variable 
• vapour A quantity that can have many 
a gas formed by boiling or possible values. In designing 
evaporating a liquid. I experiments, variables that af-

fect measurements must be 
• vapour pressure identified and controlled. For 
is usually consIdered to be the I example, an experiment that 
partial pressure of water I measures reaction rates must 
vapour in atmospheric air. control temperature, because 

I temperature is a variable that 
I can change the rate of reaction. 

Theories usually can not be 
proven; a single contrary ex

I periment can disprove a theory. 

• vapour pressure lowering 
vapour pressure depression; 
vapour pressure depression. A I 

colligative property of solutions. 
The vapour pressure of a solu
tion is always lower than the 
vapour pressure of the pure sol
vent; the ratio of solution to 
pure solyent vapour pressures I 

is approximately equal to the I 

mole fraction of solvent in the 
solution. 

I • velocity coefficient 
a parameter that is used to ex
press the performance of a 
nozzle, is defmed as the ratio of 
the actual velocity at nozzle exit 
to the velocity at nozzle exit for 

I isentropic flow from the same 

II =========== Chemistry 
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inlet state to the same exit pres
sure. 

- velocity of sound 
is the velocity at which an infIni
tesimally small pressure wave 
travels through a medium. 

- vicinal 
vicinal (vic) is a term used to 
describe. a relative 1,2-
disubstitution. The hydrogen 
atoms in 1,1,2,2-
tetrahydroethane can be de
scribed as being vicinal to each 
other. 

- vinyl 
polyethylene. A polymer made 
by linking ethylene 
(CH2 = CH2) or substituted eth
ylene molecules together. 

- virial equations of state 
is an equation of state of a sub
stance expressed in a series 
form as P = RT/v + a(T)/v2 + 
b(T)/v3 + c(T)/v4 + d(T)/v5 
+ ... where the coefficients a(T 
), b(T ), c(T ), and so on, are 
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~ functions of temperature alone 
; and are called virial coefficients. 

; _ viscosity 
: coefficient of viscosity. The re
~ sistance a liquid exhibits to flow. 
; Experimentally, the frictional 
: force between two liquid layers 
~ moving past each other is pro
I portional to area of the layers 
~ and the difference in flow speed 
: between them. The constant of 
I proportionality is called ''viscos
~ ity" or "coefficient of viscosity", 
: and is given the symbol . The 
~ time required for a liquid to drain 
; out of a capillary tube is directly 
: proportional to its viscosity. The 
~ poise is a non-S1 unit frequently 
; used to express viscosities. 

; - visible light 
: visible light is electromagnetic 
~ radiation with a wavelength 
; between 400 and 750 nm. 

; - vitamin' 
: a substance that is critical for 
~ proper functioning of a living 
I organism that the organism is 
: unable to produce in sufficient 
~ quantities for itself. 
I 

: - volt 
I the unit of electrical potential 
~ defmed as one joule of work per 
: coulomb of charge transferred. 
I 

Chemistry ========= II 
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voltage I Waldenlnversion II 

• voltage ~ • volume flow rate 
potential difference between ; is the volume of the fluid flow
two electrodes; a measure of : ing through a cross section per 
the chemical potential for a re- I unit time. 

dox reaction to occur. I • volume fraction 

• voltaic cell I of a gas component in a gas 
a device in which chemical en- mixtur~ is the ratio of the com
ergy from a spontaneous redox ponent volume to the mixture 
reaction is changed to electrical I volume. Note that for an ideal
energy that can be used to do 
work; also called a galvanic cell. ~ 

gas mixture, the mole fraction, 
the pressure fraction, and the 

• voltaic pile I volume fraction of a component 
an early battery consisting of ~ are identical. 
disks of dissimilar' metals ; • volume percentage 
(usually zinc and copper) «vjv)%) Volume percentages 
separated by moist paper or I express the concentration of a 
cloth soaked in an electrolyte 

I component in a mixture or an 
solution. 

element in a compound. For 
• voltammeter example, 95% ethanol by vol
an instrument for measuring I ume contains 95 mL of ethanol 
voltages and amperages. I in 100 mL of solution (not in 

• voltmeter 100 mL of water). 
an instrument that measures 
cell potential by drawing elec- I 

tric current through a known I 

resistance. 

• volume expansivity 

• Walden Inversion 
in an SN2 reaction at an asym
metric centre the optical integ-
rity of the molecule is retained 
(i.e. the molecule does not 
racemise as is the case in an SNI 

reaction). The nucleophile at
tacks such that the orientation 

(also called the coefficient of ~ 
volumetric expansion) relates I 

how volume changes when 
temperature changes when 
pressure is held constant. 

of the nucleophile to the other 
I substituents is inverted with 
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respect to that of the leaving I bed of hot coal or coke. It con
group. ; sists mainly of of carbon mon
This does not mean that the ste- : oxide (CO) and hydrogen (Hz), 
reochemistry is inverted as that ~ contaminated with small 
will depend on the priority of I amounts of CO2, N2, CH4, and 
the nucleophile and leaving ~ 0z 
group. In the example below : _ water hardness 

~ hard water, compare with wa
I ter softener. Hard water is wa
~ ter contaminated with com
: pounds of calcium and magne
~ sium. Dissolved iron, manga
; nese, and strontium compounds 

(.!I '_""_1 : can also contribute to the "to

Walden inversion has occurred 
in both cases, however, the 
absolute stereochemistry has 
only inverted in one case. 

- waste heat 
is energy that must be dissi
pated to the atmosphere from 
a process such as the heat trans
ferred from condensing steam 
in the condenser of a steam 
power plant. 

- water gas 
blue gas; synthesis gas. A fuel 
gas used in industrial synthesis 
of organic chemicals, and in 
welding, glassmaking, and 
other high-temperature indus
trial applications. Water gas 
made by passing steam over a 

~ tal hardness" of the water, 
; which is usually expressed as 
: ppm CaC03 • Water with a 
~ hardness over 80 ppm CaC0

3 
; is often treated with water soft
: eners, since hard water pro
~ duces scale in hot water pipes 
I and boilers and lowers the ef
~ fectiveness of detergents. 

: - water of crystallisation 
~ water of hydration. Water that 
I is stoichiometrically bound in a 
: crystal; for example, the waters 
I . 
: In copper sulphate 
~ pentahydrate. 

~ - water softener 
; soft water; water softening. 
: Compare with water hardness 
~ A material that lowers water 

Chemistry ==---=---=---==---=---=---=---= " 
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hardness when dissolved in wa- I • wavelength 
ter. For example, sodium car- I the distance between adjacent 
bonate ("washing soda") soft- peaks (or adjacent troughs) on 
ens water by precipitating Ca2+ I a wave. Varying the wavelength 
ions as CaC03• Zeolites soften I of light changes its colour; vary
water by exchanging Ca2+ ions ing the wavelength of sound 
with Na+ ions. changes its pitch . 

• water softening 
compare with water softener I 

and water hardness Removal of : 
I 

Ca2+ and Mg2+ from water to 
prevent undesirable precipita- I 

tion reactions from occurring in 
plumbing, pools, washwater, 
and boilers. 

• wave 

Wavelenglh 

• wax 
I an ester formed from long
I chain fatty acids and alcohols 

that is usually solid at room 

an oscillating motion that 
moves outward from the source 
of some disturbance (ripples 
running away from a pebble I 

tossed in a pond). Waves trans- temperature. 
mit the energy of the distur- I • weak acid 
bance away from its source. I compare with strong acid An 
• wavefunction acid that only partially disso-
a mathematical function that ciates into hydrogen ions and 
gives the amplitude of a wave I anions in solution. Weak ac
as a ftinction of position (and I ids are weak electrolytes. 
sometimes, as a function of : Recognise weak acids by 
time and/or electron spin). ~ learning the six common 
Wavefunctions are used in I strong acids; any acid that 
chemistry to represent the doesn't appear on the list of 
behaviour of electrons bound in strong acids is usually a weak 
atoms or molecules. acid. 

II =========== Chemistry 
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_ weak base 
compare with strong base. base 
that only partially dissociates 
into ions in solution. Weak 
bases are weak electrolytes. 
Ammonia is an example of a 
weak base; the reaction 
NH3(aq) + H 20(l) ® NH4 -

(aq) + OH-(aq) is reversible. 

_ weak electrolyte 
compare with strong electro
lyte . A weak electrolyte is a 
solute that incompletely dis
sociates into ions in solution. 
For example, acetic acid par
tially dissociates into acetate 
ions and hydrogen ions, so 
that an acetic acid solution 
contains both molecules and 
ions. A solution of a weak 
electrolyte can conduct elec
tricity, but usually not as well 
as a strong electrolyte because 
there are fewer ions to carry 
the charge from one electrode 
to the other. 

_ weak ligand 
weak field ligand. Compare 
with strong field ligand A 
ligand that causes a small crys
tal field splitting which results 
in a high-spin complex. 
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~ - weight 
; (W) compare with mass . 
: Weight is the "force exerted by 
~ an object in a gravitational field. 
I The weight of an object (W) 
: arises from its mass (m): W = 

~ mg where g is the acceleration 
I due to gravity (about 9.8 m/s2 
~ on Earth). 

~ _ wet cooling tower 
: is essentially a semi-enclosed 
~ evaporative cooler. 

~ - wet-bulb temperature 
; is temperature measured by 
: using a thermometer whose 
~ bulb is covered with a' cotton 
; wick saturated with water and 
: blowing air over the wick. 
I 

: - wetting 
~ covering with a surface with thin 
; film of liquid. Liquid beads up 
: on a surface if it cannot wet it. 
I 

: - Wilson line 
~ is the locus of points where con
I densation will take place re
~ gardless of the initial tempera
: ture and pressure as steam 
I flows through a high-velocity 
~ nozzle. The Wilson line is of
: ten approximated by the 4 per
I cent moisture line on the h-s 
~ diagram for steam. Therefore, 
: steam flowing through a high
I 
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velocity nozzle is assumed to I • X ray crystallography 
begin condensation when the 4 I determination of three dimen
percent moisture line is crossed. sional arrangement of atoms in 
• work a crystal by analysis of x-ray dif
compare with heat . Work is I fraction patterns. 

the energy required to move an I • X ray diffraction pattern 
object against an opposing interference patterns created by 
force. Work is usually expressed x-rays as they pass through a 
as a force times a displacement. I solid material. Studying x-ray 
Dropping a stone from a win- I diffraction patterns gives de
dow involves no work, because tailed information on the three
there is no force opposing the dimensional structure of crys
motion (unless you consider air I tals, surfaces, and atoms. 

I • X ray spectrum 
friction ... ). Pushing against a 
stone wall involves no work, 
unless the stone wall actually ~ x-ray spectra. A set of charac

teristic x-ray frequencies or 
moves. I wavelengths produced by a sub-
• working fluid I stance used as a target in an x-
is the fluid to and from which ray tube. Each element has a 
heat and work is transferred: characteristic x-ray spectrum, 
while undergoing a cycle in heat I and there is a strong correlation 
engines and other cyclic devices. ~ between atomic number and 

• X ray the frequencies of certain lines 
a very high energy form of elec- : in the x-ray spectrum. 
tromagnetic radiation (though I X tub . .• ray e 
not as ~gh ener~ a~l g~ma ; a cathode ray tube that focuses 
rays)·l -rahys tfYPlca y :ve; energetic streams of electrons 
wave engt s rom a lew . 
picometers up to 20 nanom- ~ on a metal ~arget, causmg the 
eters. X-rays easily penetrate: metal to effilt x-rays. 
soft tissue, which makes them I 

useful in medical imaging and 
in radiation therapy. 
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• xenon 
xe. Element 54, a colourless, 
inert gas used to fill cathode 
ray tubes. 

• yield 
experimental yield; actual 
yield. Compare with theoreti-

. cal yield and percent yield . 
The amount of product actu
ally obtained in a chemical re
action. 

• -yl 
a suffix indicating a molecu-
lar fragment or group; e. g. a 
methyl group (-CH3) derived 
from methane (CH4 ) 

• zeolite 

cium in water, making zeo
I lites useful for water soften

ing. The porous structure of 
I zeolites also makes them ef
I fective molecular sieves used 

as gas adsorbents and drying 
agents . Artificial zeolites are 

I used as ion exchange resins . 

I • zero order reaction 
compare with first order re
action and second order reac

I tion A reaction with a reaction 
I rate that does not change 
: when reactant concentrations 
~ change. 

~ • zero point energy 
; a minimum possible energy 

for an atom or molecule pre
I dicted by quantum mechanics. 
I Electrons stay in motion and 

bonds continue to vibrate 
~ even at absolute zero because 
; of zero point energy. 

; • zeroth law of thermody-
namics 

~ states that if two bodies are 

addition compounds of the I 

in thermal equilibrium with a 
third body, they are also in 
thermal equilibrium with each 
other. By replacing the third 
body with a thermometer, the 
zeroth law can be restated as 

type Na 20'Al20 3 ' n Si0 2 'm 
H 20, with calcium sometimes 
replacing or present with the I 

sodium. The sodium in the 
zeolite exchanges with cal- I two bodies are in thermal 
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equilibrium if both have the ~ 
same temperature reading; 
even if they are not in contact. 

• zincography 
process of etching unpro
tected parts of a zinc plate I 

with strong acids to produce 
a printing surface . 

• zone refining 
a method for purifying solids I 

based on the fact that solutes 
tend to concentrate in the liq
uid when a solution is frozen. I 

A solid bar is drawn slowly ~ 
over a heat source and melted : 
in a narrow band; impurities I 

are carried along in the 

zineogmphy I zwitterion II 

melted band until the end of 
the bar is reached. 

, Zone-Refining 

• zwitterion 
a particle that contains both 
positively charged and nega
tively charged groups. For ex
ample, amino acids (NH2-

CHR-COOHcan form zwitte
rions (+ NH3-CHR-COO-). 

II ========== Chemistry 
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